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sauce, white cheese, sour 
cream & guacamole 
14.9-' 
India 
fried chalupa with beans with 
choice of chicken or beef, 
cheese, tomato, sour cream 
& guacamole 
14.9-' 
Enchiladas Vera Cruz 
3 white cheese enchiladas 
14.9J 
Enchiladas Guadalajara 
3 chicken enchiladas with sour 
cream & guacamole 
I4.9J 
Enchiladas Monterey 
3 beef enchiladas 
I4.2J 
Huevos Vera Cruz 
2 fried eggs, 2 cheese 
enchiladas with sauce 
13.9-' 
Hu~vos Rancheros 
I 2.9J 
ail sert1ed with beans & rice 
meXIcan CWSIQe 
1114 Decatur 
comer of Gov. Nichols 
523-9377 
Closed Mondays 
5 
walking• 
running • working. 
skating • bicycling • sunning • 
exercising • reading • studying • 
skiing • driving • writing • mowing • 
Walkman. It makes all these things 
more fun, more enjoyable. Why? 
Because now you can do them while 
listening to your favorite music - in 
stereo, with high fidelity sound quality. 
What is it? It's a tiny stereo 
cassette player. It has no speaker, but 
comes with an ultra lightweight set of 
headphones. They are so lightweight you 
hardly feel them. You can listen for 
hours. 
And what you hear is fantastic 
stereo sound. The bass is astonishing. 
The highs crystal clear. The stereo effect 
excellent. The Sony Walkman weighs 
less than a pound and sounds like a ton 
The New Tiny 
Walkman WM2 $180 
7323 Freret Street 
Uptown near Broadway 
866-3579 
11-7 Mon-Thurs, 11-6 Fri&Sat 
The FM Walkman 
Stereo Radio SRF·40w $90 
of separate high fidelity components. 
Sony pioneered the transistor radio, 
tummy TV's, big portable radio-
cassettes, and of course, Betamax. Now 
Sony brings you tiny personal stereos. 
While other companies are just now 
bringing out their copies of the 
Walkman, Sony is introducing the sec-
ond generation - the Walkman 2. It's 
smaller and better than the original. It 
has soft touch controls like an expen-
sive home component, and the batteries 
last longer. It's even cheaper. 
Sony, the one and only Sony 
Walkman. It's incredible. 
The New Economy 
Walkman WM1 $100 
The Walkman Stereo 
Recorder TCS-310 $180 
3213 17th Street 
Behind Lakeside 
834-7772 
10-9:30 Mon-Thurs 
10-6 Frl & Sat 
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Homegrown TV 
The second edition of Channel 
26's Homegrown series will air 
Sunday, September 13, at 7:00 
PM. Expanded to an hour long, 
the show will feature The Cold, 
filmed live at Jimmy's on July 23. 
Also included will be some com-
edy clips, written by Cold member 
Vance Degeneris (who was an 
original co-creator of the "Mr Bill 
Show") and starring members of 
the band. 
Homegrown is co-produced by 
Bob Gremillion and David Jones 
and directed by Gremillion. As 
might be expected from the title, 
the series will focus on area bands. 
Director Gremillion explains 
Homegrown's purpose as an at-
tempt to display some of these 
musicians to a wider audience and 
to make New Orleans residents 
aware of the wealth and diversity 
of musical talent our city really 
holds. The Channel 26 manage-
ment has been open to the con-
cept; recognizing the potential 
benefits to the community and to 
the station, they have given 
Gremillion and Jones con-
siderable creative freedom and a 
larger budget for the second show. 
Both men are highly enthusiastic 
and optimistic about the project. 
Currently, Homegrown is appear-
ing at irregular intervals as 
specials, but the intention is to 
make the show a monthly affair. 
The Cold show is the second in 
the series. The first segment, 
featuring the Radiators and the 
New Jazz Quintet, was shot in the 
Channel 26 studios; both pro-
ducers agree that a lot of wrinkles 
were ironed out in doing the frrst 
show and look for the second to 
be smoother and generally 
stronger. An immediate improv~ 
ment is the use of the live perfor-
mance, which brings much more 
excitement to the musical footage. 
Most local bands have little studio 
experience and seem out of place 
outside their accustomed environ-
ment of beer-swilling crowds and 
sweatdripping faces. 
tape of the Cold at Jimmy's 
is excellent from both the audio 
and visual standpoints. Sel War-
ren of Southern Mobile Video 
handled the live unit work, and 
will probably do so on future 
shows. Filmed with four RCA 
cameras and recorded on on~ inch 
tape with an RCA Videocorder, 
the production is unspectacular 
Golden Moments In New Orleans 
Rock 'N' Roll Ill 
December 1949 - Lew Chudd, owner of Imperial Records, and his pro-
ducer, Dave Bartholemew, enter the "Hideaway Club" on a Friday even-
ing. The attraction is a chubby young piano player named Antoine 
"Fats" Domino. The partnership that developed with this trio resulted in 
the sale of 66 million records. Almost SUm 
but very solid. Extra back and side 
lighting show the stage at Jimmy's 
to good advantage, and the band's 
onstage animation comes across 
very well. Barbara Menendez is 
defmitely the visual focus, and her 
vocals are strongest as well. The 
audio was recorded off the Cold's 
mixer board on two tracks (with 
crowd noise on a separate track); 
the sound was mixed through 
television-size speakers to achieve 
the effect most suited to replay 
through home TV sets. The 
band's performance is really tight; 
even non-fans should notice the 
Cold's general improvement and 
increasing polish. The music has 
more color than it used to, the in-
dividual instruments have become 
more distinguishable and in tum 
complementary. The show will 
not be presented "absolutely 
live"; rather, songs will be shown 
in small groups, interspersed with 
the comedy skits. Such Cold 
favorites as "Mezmerised," 
"Thanks A Lot" and "Do Ya 
Have a Mind?" have been culled 
for definite inclusion from the two 
hours of material that was record-
ed. 
Although the producers have a 
strong sense of purpose, they real-
ly haven't set upon a particular 
format. Indeed, they plan to keep 
the door open for change within 
the basic framework, which 
should help Homegrown retain its 
vitality and freshness. The idea Qf 
comedy with the music is appeal-
ing, but Gremillion and Jones are 
by no means committed to it; they 
do feel that future shows will use 
live performances, and will 
feature two bands more often 
than not. In all likelihood the next 
segment will get away from rock 
'n' roll, in order to maintain a 
well-diversified balance for the 
program. 
The show's potential for enter-
tainment and community benefit 
seems almost boundless. Since the 
show is a fledgling enterprise, it 
has the freedom and flexibility to 
follow whatever course seems 
most likely to achieve these ends. 
The producers welcome any com-
ments viewers might have about 
the show and the overall concept. 
For anyone interested in music at 
all, the series should be well worth 
following. -Xeltll TwltcW 
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Cajun Accordionist 
Nathan Abshire 
Dies 
Nathan Abshire, respected and 
loved Cajun accordian player 
from Basile, Louisiana, died on 
May 13th at the age of sixty-eight. 
The news comes as a shock to New 
Orleanians, many of whom bad 
just become acquainted with his 
unique style at this year's New 
Orleans Jazz and Heritage 
Festival. 
In music circles, Abshire was 
best known for his traditional 
French style of accordian playing 
and his love of the night life. He 
learned to play the instrument in 
the early 1920s, developing a 
repertoire that included blues and 
polkas along with the usual 
waltzes and two-steps. For a 
number of reasons, be quit play-
ing the accordian in the early 
1940s and didn't pick it up again 
until the '50s, thereby not par-
ticipating in a period when Cajun 
music (and culture) underwent 
many changes. Upon returning to 
tho >rdian, he continued play-
in~ ..... :>nly way he knew, keeping 
alive a style of accordian playing 
not beard elsewhere. 
Abshire bad a reputation in 
Southwest Louisiana that went 
beyond his accordian. Cajun/-
country star Allen Fontenot said, 
"Nathan was a real Cajun," in 
this case meaning that Abshire 
never allowed himself to be in-
fluenced by modern trends. 
Besides refusing to change his 
style of playing, be also refused to 
move away from his home in 
Basile, though he receiv~ many 
job offers. Preferring to enjoy 
"les bon temps" with friends and 
family, Abshire frequently turned 
a gig into an allnigbt party. A 
measure of his standing in the 
community was indicated by the 
huge turnout at the "benefice," a 
fund-raising party for his widow, 
held in late June. 
Abshire, a regular performer 
for the last thirty years at the 
Avalon Club in Basile, first gained 
widespread popularity for 
"Pinegrove Blues," recorded at 
radio station KPLC in Lake 
Charles, Louisiana. This song, 
along with many others, is 
available on the album Nathan 
Abshire and other Cajun Gems 
(Arhoolie LP-5013). Other 
albums on which be appears are 
Cajun Fais Do Do (Arhoolie 
LP-5004), Nathan Abshire 
(Swallow 6023), and Nathan Ab-
shire (Swallow 6014). He can also 
be seen and heard in Les Blank's 
ftlm on the Cajuns, Spend It All. 
In the ftlm, one can see Abshire's 
motto lettered across his accor-
dian box: "The Good Times Are 
Killing Me." -GeDe Scaruluzo 
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Nevi lies Update 
The Neville Brothers' fust tour 
since the release of their Fiyo 011 
the Bayou album on A&:M 
Records had to be classified as a 
significant breakthrough. The 
itinerary included stops in 
Chicago, Los Angeles, San Fran· 
cisco, New York and Washington, 
D.C. The Brothers played three 
nights before crowds of over 4,000 
at the Chicago Fest and ended up 
doing four shows at the Roxy in 
Los Angeles before A&M Presi· 
dent Jerry Moss and musicians 
such as Boz Scaggs and Patrice 
Rushing. The measure of their 
popularity can be seen in the fact 
that the Bayou in Washington, the 
Roxy in Los Angeles, and the 
Savoy in New York have all asked 
the Nevilles back for longer faD 
dates. 
As to Fiyo on the Bayou, rave 
reviews have appeared in such 
diverse publications as the New 
York Times, Penthouse, Rollint 
Stone. Cashbox, and Billboard. 
Billboard picked the album for its 
commercially coveted "Closeup" 
review in its August lSth issue. By 
the time you read this a single 
from the album should be 
available, "Sittin in Limbo," with 
"lko-lko: Brother John" on the 
8-side. 
NAPITOULAS RESTAURANT~ 
DAILY LUNCH AND DINNER SPECIALS~ 
MEATY AND MEATLESS DISHES 
SEAFOOD ALL WEEKEND 
PO-BOYS· PIZZAS · SALADS 
FRESH PASTRY · Q1JICHES 
Mon.-Fri. 11:30a.m. to Midnight 
Sat. /Sun. 7:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m. 
Inside of Tipitina's 501 Napoleon Ave. 
Orders to Go 899-9144 
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How has the album been receiv-
ed locally? Black-oriented stations 
haven't turned their backs on 
local talent this time with WBOK, 
WAIL and WYLD all playing the 
album. In addition, WTUL, 
WRNO and WQUE have been 
paying it attention. This writer 
even beard snatches of Aaron's 
"Mona Lisa" and "Ten Com-
mandments of Love" on WWL. 
Based on reports from A&M 
Records, and miylolwin~~~~·· 
on the Bayou is receiving na-
tional recognition with airplay in 
New York, New Jersey, Washing-
ton D.C., Illinois, Tennessee, 
Alabama, Texas, California and 
even Bloomington, Indiana. 
When will New Orleans be able to 
enjoy their progeny live again? 
Manager Bill Johnson is looking 
for an appearance at the Saenger 
in October. Such is the price of 
success. -Shepard Samuels 
N.O. to Swing: 
Woody Herman 
Show 
Woody Herman is coming to 
town, but not on September 15, as 
originally reported. According to 
Paul Lentz, general manager of 
the new Woody Herman Club in 
the Hyatt Regency Hotel, "We 
are shooting for the week of Oc-
tober 1 Sth, barring arty structural 
bang-ups.'' 
By "structural hang-up," Lentz 
is referring to the fact that a new 
room is being built in the Hyatt 
especially for Herman. It will be in 
the Poydras Mall next to Georgie 
Porgie's. Lentz described the 
decor as having "clean lines, with 
a modem touch." He said the 
club was designed with television 
in mind, and that already there is 
serious talk about specials, and 
even a musical series. 
The club will encompass 11 ,000 
square feet, and will seat 500, with 
a small dance floor situated in the 
rear so as not to interfere with the 
show. And a show is what Woody 
Herman intends to present. "Las 
Vegas in scope," Lentz calls it, 
"but still very New Orleans." 
The show is called "From New 
Orleans To Swing," and it is a 
concept that Herman first 
developed years ago on a Euro-
pean tour with Louis Armstrong. 
The Heritage Hall Jazz Band will 
open, and play about 45 minutes, 
at which point they will go into a 
transitional number and bring on 
Woody Herman. Without any 
break between the bands, Herman 
will take over and call out the 
Thundering Herd for a long set of 
swing, building up to the free-
flowing finale when the Heritage 
Hall Jazz Band reappears, and 
both bands swing away in an 
open-ended jam session. 
Herman has played with the 
Heritage Hall Jazz Band before. 
Lentz calls the jam session the 
most "consistently exciting" ever 
in Hartford, Connecticut, by at-
tracting an audience of 35,000. 
That would translate here into 12 
weeks of full houses, and that 
could only benefit everybody. 
There will be one show a night, 
six nights a week, dark on Sun-
days. Because of the jam session, 
the shows are open-ended, but ex-
pected to last at least two hours. 
The cover is twenty dollars, which 
includes two drinks, but not 
gratuities. Lents says that they 
plan to please both "the hip and 
the unwashed" by making serious 
music and real entertainment 
synonymous. 
As for Woody Herman, he has 
just finished recording a live 
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album at the Concord Jazz 
Festival in California. He plans to 
stay on the road up until be opens 
here, after which he will be spend-
ing nine months of every year in 
New Orleans. After 46 years of 
one-nighters, he's due for a steady 
job. Ron Cuccia 
Put Your Money 
Where Your 
Heart Is 
Here's your chance to own a lit-
tle rock 'n' roll history! If all goes 
well, Tipitina's will be seeking in-
vestors to expedite the purchase of 
the SOl Napoleon building. Final-
ly Tip's will own where it lives. 
For information in investing, 
contact Kathleen Catalanello or 
John Kelley at the Tipitina's 
business office, 891-8377. 
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Pipes of Pan 
Presents ••• 
A best seller. 
versus the best. 
Bose 301 
'330°0per pair 
Micro-Acoustics 
FRM-3dx 
'34900 per pair 
Compare these two speakers, and you'd probably expect the one on the left -
with the lower price - to be the better seller. 
Y vu'd be right ... but is it the better value? 
Before you aecide, it pays to consider how much more a little more money will 
buC~mfare bas~. The new FRM-3dx uses a twin-ducted enclosure with thic-ker 
cabine panels and larger cubic volume for rich , full bass. 
Compare highs. The new FRM-3dx1s unique Vari-AxisrM control system, 
damped isolated tweeter suspension and rim-damped cone give lifel ike htghs. 
Compare warranties. The new FRM-3dx is warrantied twice as long. 
T.he Micro-Acoustics new FRM-3dx. When you compare, there's really no com· 
pan son. 
Quality worth a 10-year warranty 
Bose 301** 
Tweeter One, fixed. 
Tweeter Attached 
directly to baffle. 
High-frequency Rotatable rec 
dispersion !angular plate 
control with control 
mounted on front 
of foxed tweeter 
Base enclosure 929 cubic 
volume inches 
Bass loading Single ducted 
port directly 
under tweeter 
Cabinet panel '/z" throughout 
thickness 
Dimensions 17'W x 10'r'"H 
x !¥'r' o 
Weight 15 'h lbs 
Warranty 5 years (full). 
Mlr'<;. <;uggested $330.00 per pair. 
Micro-Acoustics 
FRM·3dx 
One, rotatable, 
rim-damped. 
Isolated from 
baffle by damped 
suspension and 
separate com-
partment. 
Rotatable V arl 
Axisr .. tweeter 
with five-posi-
tion dentented 
control. 
1210 CUbiC 
onches. Acoustoc-
suspension 
woofer woth poly-
propylene 
dlaphram 
Twon-ducted port 
posotooned on 
opposote sides 
of woofer. 
1" front panel, 
%" sides and 
rear; 
'lz" tweeter 
compartment. 
21"r•·wx 
12',."H X 'J'/'*"0. 
24 '/, lbs. 
10 years (full). 
~00 per paor • 
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Reg. 5349.00 
SALE NOW 
$269· 
pair 
Ill it' 
Qualify WOt th a 10 year warranry. 
INDEPENDENCE MALL 
4241 VETERANS HWY. 
• 
455-2058 -
f•nanclng available VIS4' 
TOP20 
Velvet Touch and the Pleasure Masten 
l TUESDAY-It's 25e draft beer night at Tipitina's with a couple of the city's 
fmest young rock bands, the Rockabyes 
and RZA. 
2WEDNESDAY-Tonight from 8-10 PM, Channel 12 (WYES-TV) and 
· WTUL (91.5 FM) present a live stereo 
simulcast featuring inimitable Sun RA 
and one of the jazz fusion pioneers, Herbie 
Hancock. 
4FRIDAY-Rhinestone cowboy David AUa.n Coe saddles up and rides his 
pony into Ole Man River's to open a 
three-night stand tonight. Tum that damn 
air conditioner off! 
SSATURDAY-Saxman Earl Turbln-ton heads up an ensemble that includes 
incredible young bassist James Singleton 
and incomparable drummer John Vida-
covich for some 21st century jazz tonight 
only at the Maple Leaf Bar. The Front 
will be opening the Beat Exchange tonight 
I at midnight. 
6SUNDAY -New Orleans Steamboat Company presents Rick Nelson, a teen 
1 idol from our teen years, and The Stone 
Canyon Band preceded by the pop band 
Ivy on the Riverboat President, which 
boards at 8 PM and departs the Canal 
Street dock at 10. 
a TUESDAY -One of the finest young guitarists you'll hear anywhere, Stevie 
Vaughu, brings his band into Tipitina's 
tonight only. The G~Go's appear also to-
night only at Ole Man River's. loTHURSDA Y-The Copas Brothers have regrouped and they'll be play-
ing at Jimmy's tonight only at 10:30. 
llFRIDAY-Bahamian obeah man · Enma brings his strikingly original 
brand of island music into the Maple Leaf 
tonight only. 
12SA TURDA Y-This is the second night of a weekend stand at Tipi-
tina's for two of the south's fmest rock 'n 
roll bands, N.O.'s own Radiators and 
. Mississippi's hot rockabilly band, the 
Drapes, who open the show at 10:30 each 
night. 
13SUNDA Y -Channel 26-WGNO-TV's locally produced variety show 
Homegrown is back tonight at 7 PM fea-
turing The Cold coming right into your 
living room. "26" has a good idea here: 
an interesting format for local talent, well 
worth watching. 
14MONDAY-Blues soloist Speacer Bohrea picks and sings tonight and 
every Monday in September at Tipitina's. 
15TUESDAY-Another fme soloist, Joha Magaie, who spends his week-
ends leading Li'l Queenie's Percolators, 
does his own thing on piano tonight and 
every Tuesday at Clarity. 
16WEDNESDAY-WTUL (91.5 FM) presents a live broadcast tonight 
about 10:30 PM featuring Remedy, alive 
and nasty from Tipitina's. 
17mURSDA Y -Marcia BaD and her band open a two-night stand to-
night at Tipitina's. 
18FRIDAY-A young pop band with a fast-growing following, The 
Models play tonight only at Jed's. 
19SATURDAY-Tonight is the long-awaited uptown debut of Velvet 
Touch and the Pleasure Masten at Jed's. 
Get your tie-dyed shirt out of the moth-
balls and get "experienced.'' 
20SUNDAY-Tonight only Tipitina's presents "the Man himself" , 
Muddy Waters and his band. 
23WEDNESDAY-Jimmy Don Smith and the Coldcuts, a tight 
R&B outfit from Texas, open a four-night 
stand at the Old Absinthe Bar tonight. 
24THURSDAY-Former Jefferson Airplane and Starship vocalist 
Marty Balin, who this year released his 
frrst solo album, will perform with his 
band tonight only at the Saenger Theatre. 
Also opening today (for 2 days only) an 
exhibit of artworks by John Lennon en-
titled Bag 1 is scheduled for the Hanson 
Gallery at 229 Royal St. 
26SATURDAY -Amazing vocalist AI Janna performs for two shows 
(8 and 11 PM) tonight only at the Saenger 
27SUNDAY-Well worth a Sunday drive to the state capital: Tom Petty 
and the Heartbreakers perform in concert 
tonight only at the Baton Rouge Centro-
plex. 
29TUESDAY-The Updghts, featur-ing talented singer-songwriter 
Carolyll OdeD, play tonight only at Tipi-
tina's. 
JOWEDNESDAY-Dr. John is scheduled to open a two-night stand 
at Tipitina's tonight. Here's some better-
than-average mid-week entertainment. 
-Bill Cat 
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T he Hotel Wales on New York's Upper East Side is modest even by New York standards. For $35 a night one can get a squeaky double 
bed, drippy faucets, and all the conversa-
tion you can stand from a man in the lob-
by who claims to have lived there for the 
last 12 years. The Radiators occupied four 
rooms on the sixth floor. In Room 602, 
Ed Volker, the group's keyboardist, 
carefully unpacked from the long trip. 
Speakers and a cassette player came first, 
then boxes ofT-shirts, towels and other 
personal items. A cassette tape begins to 
play, and soon Bobby Marchan's "There 
Is Something On Your Mind" fills the 
room. "Now that's survival music," 
Volker said, "I'll need it to survive this 
trip." There is a knock on the door. The 
maid peeps in looking bewildered. "Do 
you need towels?" "No, we got plenty." 
It was the Radiators' first time in New 
York City. Two weekend dates were 
booked in June at the "80's," a small 
basement club on 86th Street. The crowds 
both nights were respectable for an 
unknown band 1 ,200 miles from home 
with only an obscure 45 under its belt. 
Reporters from Cashbox Magazine and 
the SoHo News were in attendance, but 
all in all it was not the city's most 
publicized musical event. Each day the 
club was flooded with inquiries about the 
group. "What are they, punk, or new 
wave?" "No," came the answer, "they're 
from New Orleans." This confusion 
could have easily shown up on the dance 
floor that night. By eleven the Radiators 
cranked up; a half dozen couples hit the 
floor, suddenly some unknown fan "pop-
ped the gator," then somebody yelled 
12 
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RADIATORS 
out, "Suck the Heads" ... it was just like 
being home. 
If music is a reflection of social need, 
the implication may be that New Orleans 
needs the Radiators. Since their birth in 
early 1978, the band has continued to 
draw larger and larger crowds at 
Tipitina's, Jed's, The Maple Leaf, and 
Jimmy's, making them, along with the 
Cold the city's largest-grossing entertain-
ment group. Their first album (a two 
record set!) Work Done On Premises for 
their own Croaker Records, has sold 
1,500 copies locally, and almost another 
1,000 nationwide. "It's amazing 
sometimes," says the group's manager 
Bill Cat. "I'll open my mail and there's 
cash in the envelope, and it's from a guy 
in Idaho who says he has to have a copy 
of the record. Maybe we have more fans 
out of town than we think." 
To defme the music the Radiators play 
could be a futile attempt at being en-
cyclopedic. To say it's "rock 'n' roll" is 
too simplistic; to call it anything else 
would place limits on its boundaries as a 
legitimate musical manifestation. In an 
attempt to gain media exposure, the 
group invented the term "Fish Head 
Music" as a vain search for some identity. 
But ask any member of the group just 
what that is and they'll say, "Hell if I 
know," followed by thirty seconds of un-
controllable laughter. Much like the six 
blind men who touched the elephant, their 
music can be couched in many different 
formats. At its base the Radiators' music 
is a panorama, a Whitman's sampler of 
American pop and ethnic music in the last 
30 years. "We've all played so many dif-
ferent styles of music," says bassist Reg-
gie Scanlan," we just put it all to work for 
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us." From the island rhythms of "One 
Eyed Jack" to the country slide guitars of 
"I'd Rather Waste You," from the 
parade beat of "Bad Taste" to the 
Professor-Longhair-tinged "Straighten 
Up & Fly Right," and blues busters like 
Ray Charles' "I Wanna Know," their 
performances showcase the most fun· 
damental elements of a half dozen 
musical idioms. On a recent trip to the ci· 
ty, Alligator Records' president Bruce lg· 
Iauer remarked, "Of all the young bands 
(black and white), these guys are the most 
New Orleans sounding I've heard." 
Like any great performing band, the 
Radiators possess a chemistry, an in· 
definable something that sets them apart 
from other groups. The saying, "the 
whole is greater then the sum of its 
parts," may well apply. The five 
members, average age 30, collectively 
have almost 6S years in the music 
business. Each member brings to the 
group a unique personal history giving 
substance to their eclectic musical style. 
Ed Volker, the group's unofficial 
leader, is easily seen as a fourth genera· 
tion New Orleans-style pianist. Growing 
up in the city's Carrollton area, Volker 
learned piano by his early teens, cutting 
his musical teeth on Ray Charles records 
and discs produced by Allen Toussaint on 
the then-popular Minit label. In his spare 
time he collected hundreds of R&B 45's. 
"I use to go to City Liquor Store where 
Tac Amusement would flush out all their 
used singles. I used to buy'em for ten 
cents: lots of great stuff that never made 
the radio." 
By 1963 Volker was attending dances at 
the Arrow Room and St. Anthony's 
listening to R&B bands like Mike & the 
Jokers and Oliver Morgan. "Within a 
years time," he recalls, "there was a shift 
from soul music to young white kids play-
ing Rolling Stones and Beatie music. It 
was a musical as well as a social change. 
The English groups gave people my age 
the idea that we could play music." 
Through the Sixties, playing with groups 
like The Other Side and Yesterday's 
Children, he began writing songs, many 
of which were incorporated in. the group's 
"hits on the radio" format. Some 
generated good audience response, others 
did not. "I remember the famous night I 
turned 18. I was playing the Beaconette, 
and Roy LaRocca was complaining to me 
about some awful original song we were 
playing. It was a drudge for about 10 
minutes. He said, "God, Ed what was 
that horrible thing you played? I got the 
worst comments at the bar." I told him I 
wrote it and he said, • 'That was just terri-
ble." And I said, "Look, Roy, how do 
you expect us to get famous if we don't do 
our own stuff?" He said, "Well, just 
don't get famous in my club. , 
In New Orleans bands, historically the 
drummer has always carried a heavy 
responsibility. For this task the Radiators 
could find no better than Frank Bua. 
Born of the same musical age as Volker, 
Bua plays a tough, no-nonsense drum 
style. His backbeats are fat, hard driving, 
often accented with crisp, sharp rolls, and 
syncopated snare lines. "I can do those 
second-line beats," says Bua, "If that's 
what's called for, I'll do it." In the mid-
Sixties, Bua formed the Palace Guards, a 
group that gained local success with 
numerous 4S's on the local White Cliffs 
label. (One song, "Gas Station Boogaloo 
Downtown," was written by Volker). Be-
tween 196S and 1969, the group survived 
personnel changes, but continued perfor-
ming at clubs like F&M Patio, 
Gerald's,and the Sands. While the history 
has yet to be written, undoubtably groups 
like the Palace Guards will be treated 
sympathetically in New Orleans music 
history. 
It is often said that New Orleans music 
is built from the bottom up with the 
drums first, then the bass. Bua's partner 
on the foundation riffs is Reggie Scanlan. 
Growing cUP only a few blocks from 
Volker, Scanlan listened to blues players 
like Magic Sam and Elmore James. In 
high school he worked in half a dozen 
blues and rock 'n' roll oriented bands, 
and in college joined the original Kurt 
Kasson & the Wheelers Sisters group. In 
197S, on a trip out west, he was asked to 
join the backup group for folk-rock 
vocalist Rachel Faro, then a recording ar-
tist for RCA. A short tour landed the 
group in Los Angeles, where they 
showcased the legendary Troubador. "I 
really had a taste of stardom for a little 
while," Scanlan recalls. "We had limos, 
champagne from room service. Hell, 
there were reporters from Rolling Stone 
there, and even Waylon Jennings came to 
see us." Leaving Faro's group he con-
tinued to work the West Coast in the 
Oakland Bay area with a trio fronted by 
guitarist Tom McFarlin. The trio gained 
notoriety and began backing blues greats 
Charles Brown, Boogie Jake, and Jimmy 
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McCracklin. After two years he returned 
to New Orleans, this time freelancing with 
James Booker, and for almost a year 
backed Professor Longhair. "That was a 
great musical schooling for me," He 
remembers. "It was a great honor to play 
with Fess." 
At the high end of the Radiators' sound 
are two eloquently equipped lead 
guitarists, Carnile Baudoin and Dave 
Malone. A native of Edgard, Louisiana, 
Malone grew up on a sugar cane planta-
tion. Moving to New Orleans in his late 
teens, he formed a country group called 
Dustwoofie. "It took a Iotta guts to play 
country back then, but I loved it. I use to 
listen to Roy Nichols in Merle Haggard's 
band. But my idol is Steve Cropper." If 
music is a language, Malone says few 
words - tough, hard edged and straight 
to the point. 
Like Volker and Bua, Baudoin is an 
alumnus of Sixties groups, The Souls Of 
The Slain, NOLA Express, and Yester-
day's Children. As a guitarist he is well 
versed in blues, rock 'n' roll and country, 
handling each with amazing competence. 
Together with Malone, they comprise the 
hardest-hitting dual guitar attack in town, 
the perfect musical marriage. 
If one were to trace the birth of the 
Radiators, it may have taken place one 
afternoon in 1971, at the Ivanhoe on 
Bourbon Street. Bua, Volker and Bau-
doin met for a jam session. After hours of 
playing each man knew something 
magical had happened, and soon with 
bassist Eddie Whiteman, they formed the 
Dogs. Within months they made the long 
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trek to San Jose, California, in search of 
more lucrative employment. "We were 
out there eight or nine months," Volker 
recalls," and in that whole time we got 
maybe one gig for fifty dollars. So with 
our tails between our legs we came back 
home." But times were hard and the band 
was forced to play for nude shows on 
Bourbon Street. In frustration, they 
disbanded in 1973. The trio drifted apart 
for several years, then resurfaced as the 
Rhapsodizers with two new members, 
Clark Vreeland, guitar, and Becky Kury, 
bass. In a short time they gained a respec-
table following for their dance rhythms, 
and a solid body of original songs. "I 
wanted to get crazy," said Volker, " I was 
tired of commercial interest directing my 
life. It was a great outlet for me." In the 
Rhaps Volker began fine-tuning his 
songwriting skills. Compositions like 
"U.F.O.'s Exactly," " Sunglasses On" 
and " Down In The Need" were sure 
crowd pleasers. "I almost gave up music 
after the Dogs broke up," said Bua, "but 
I came back because of Ed and his 
songs." By Mardi Gras 1978, the Rhap-
sodizers had disbanded due to personnel 
problems. Again the trio regrouped, 
recruited Malone and Scanlan from the 
country group Roadapple, and within a 
month the Radiators were born. 
In only three years the Radiators have 
built a solid reputation as a live perform-
ing band. In the opinion of many they are 
the city's, and possibly the South's best. 
Part of their success is due to the consis-
tent songwriting of Ed Volker. The group 
now plays over fifty of his songs, each 
performed like a diamond in a musical 
setting. As musicians they have no for-
mula, no well-rehearsed riffs repeated 
night after night. Rather each song's play-
ing is a new beginning, a challenging in-
terplay between musical personalities. At 
their roots, Volker's melodies are simple 
and refreshing. His lyrics are often 
tender, humorous, sardonic, but mostly 
expose the most basic elements of human 
nature. Lines like, "if your heart ain't in 
it, get your other part out" and "how can 
I reach you it don' t make no sense/ using 
words like a barbed wire fence all around 
us" are but two examples of Volker's 
street-wise lyrical style. " I don't dictate 
too much. I bring a song in and let them 
find the groove that everybody feels com-
fortable with.'' 
To make it in the music business, so the 
legend goes, one has to travel to 
Hollywood or New York, stake out some 
record company president's office, and 
hope for the big six-figure record deal. 
New Orleans bands historically stay home 
a lot, content to be the big fish in the little 
pond. So where do the Radiators stand? 
Bill Cat, the group's soft-spoken 
manager, put it this way. "The record 
companies know about us. It may just be 
a matter of time. But the real thrill for me 
is that these guys have a future. Their 
music isn't a passing fad like punk or 
disco. I see them growing creatively week 
by week. We're going to travel more. We 
have a new record out, and we're makiq 
more money than ever. With lots of hard 
work we'll make it. The future's great!" 
-TIIdJOMI 
ROCK'N'ROLL 
T o be - is to do the Raffey," a famous German philosopher might have said, and more and more New Orleanians are agreeing with 
him. In just eight months of playing in 
this area, the Raffeys have advanced to 
headline status at uptown clubs, opened 
for national touring acts at Ole Man 
River's, purchased a truck and a new 
P.A., and most recently, installed 
themselves as regulars on Monday nights 
at the Blues Saloon. 
This last accomplishment really has the 
band going. "Monday nights in New 
Orleans are traditionally dead, unless 
you're a red bean" notes drummer Rajah 
Raffey. "Now there's something to do." 
Just getting the Raffeys' brand of crisp, 
driving rock 'n' roll into the Quarter is an 
accomplishment, and, if it goes over well 
at the Blues Saloon, might induce some 
other clubs to follow suit. 
The Raffeys' rocket-like rise began on a 
very humble launching pad. Two of the 
bandmembers were enjoying an all-
expenses-paid government vacation in 
Florida after an indiscretion with a couple 
of young - very young - ladies in the 
Quarter, and used the time to start jam-
ming together. Their return to New 
Orleans roughly coincided with the break-
ing up of the Dukes; out of the debris of 
that band came Riff Raffey and Rasta 
Raffey to join up with Rajah and band 
THE 
RAFFEYS 
leader Raff Raffey. In the early stages 
there was some juggling of instrumental 
duties, resolved now with all three front 
men playing bass and doing vocals on dif-
ferent numbers, Raff and Rasta handling 
the guitars, and Rajah keeping it all 
together on the drums. The constant shif-
ting of instruments takes nothing away 
from the band's tightness, though, and 
allows for more diversity of style than one 
might expect from the Raffeys' format. 
Do not associate the Raffeys with the 
new wave scene. Although they frequently 
appear on the same bill as new wave 
bands, they see their music as "white pop 
jive," projecting a good time rather than 
the rebellious negativity associated with 
new wave. The themes of their original 
songs are mostly standard rock: "Girls in 
Space," "Girl of the World," although a 
tune like "Bloody News," about the up-
town murders, pops up now and then; 
they cover numbers like "Judy in 
Disguise" and Al Jolson's oldie "Neon 
Love." In performance these songs are 
short and sweet, with no fancy instrumen-
till breaks, no long solos. They are a unit, 
not a group of individual musicians; the 
flamboyancy. they project on stage is a 
total effect, with the limelight shared 
equally. 
No haphazard, wandering production, 
the Raffeys are in the last third of a 
ninety-day plan, and are well ahead of 
schedule. Recent publicity in the form of 
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news coverage (by ChannelS's Ed Clancy) 
of the 1-10 bridge west out of the city, 
long emblazoned with "Do The Raffey" 
has helped. So did the inclusion of "Fat 
Chance," an original penned by Raff 
Raffey, on an album of local bands being 
compiled by WRNO for late summer 
release. The recording the Raffeys sub-
mitted was done with basic equipment, 
but Raff was philosophical about it. 
"There are always three recordings," he 
says. "The one you want to make, the one 
you make, and the one you wish you'd 
made.'' But the song did make the record, 
which will be distributed m stores at a 
bargain price. 
What does the future hold for the Raf-
feys? Continuing improvement mus1cally 
(the last several shows have been stronger 
and stronger); building up the fan club, 
already over 200 strong and including kids 
who've never seen the band; and, more 
distantly, visiting Australia (? !). "Sure," 
says Raff, "look at all the bands they've 
sent over here. There's definitely a market 
for our kind of music in Australia." 
Beneath all the fun and games, there is 
a strong sense of professionalism about 
the ways the Raffeys go about doing 
things, with creativity to match, and a 
serious ambition to make it to the rarefied 
air of musical success. Or, as that British 
writer should have said, "To err is 
human, to do the Raffey, divine." 0 
-Keith Twitchell 
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ROCK 'N' ROLL 
THE 
ROCK-A-
BYES 
U sually opening acts have a thapkless task of attempting to entertain an audience that is impatiently waiting for the "name" band to appear. 
Last June, when rockabilly artist Joe Ely 
played at Ole Man River's, not only did 
the crowd enjoy the wait, but actually ex-
tended it by encore calls for New Orleans' 
own Rock-A-Byes. Consisting of 
Cranston Clements on lead guitar, his 
brother David on bass, and Kenny Felix 
on drums, the Rock-A-Byes occupy an 
ever-growing niche in New Orleans live 
music that's both unique and hard to 
defme. 
What makes the Rock-A-Byes one of L tbe city's most engaging bands? It's an 
approach to music that's almost unknown 
to New Orleans and this time frame: The 
British music ball style of knowing how to ' 
, 
work with an audience. The Kinks have 
used this secret to such advantage that 
their road tours now attract several 
generations of fans. But the Rock-A-Byes 
have little in common with the Kinks ex-
cept for a knack for corning up with some 
great off-the-wall rock lyrics. 
Besides their personable manner that's 
evident in their banter with the crowd, or 
Clement's legendary bad jokes, another 
hallmark of a Rock-A-Byes concert is the 
inclusion of a special guest appearance. 
Among those who've taken over the 
vocals during the last year have been 
Mandeville Mike, Stephanie Punk, 
George the Max and most recently Suds-
BriUeaux. Mrs. BriUeaux, who does fme 
renditions of "I Was Born a Woman" 
and the more obscure "She's a Wind Up" 
is none other than the wife of the lead 
singer of E~d's Dr. Feelgood, a (feat 
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blues rocking band. According to 
Cranston, "The guest appearances aren't 
a variety show; we've just been inviting 
people on stage for a long time. You don't 
walk into somebody's wedding with a bot-
tle of Thunderbird." David quickly adds, 
"Well, you might." 
The band classifies its music as "Rock-
A-Bye music," which translates into a 
mixture of about 60 percent original com-
positions such as "Other Neighbors," 
"Speeding," "Idiot Boys" and 
"Vacate," and such diverse covers as Roy 
Orbison's "Pretty Woman," Gene Vin-
cent's "Knock Bim Bam" and the immor-
tal "Ubangi Stomp." Much of this is 
rockabilly, which Cranston and David say 
is both fun to play and dance to. Their au-
dience, if poUed would certainly agree. In 
addition to the above, depending on au-
dience requests you'D be treated to rendi-
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tions of "96 Tears," "Bat Man" and 
their own unrecorded local classic, "Sex 
on You." 
A full exploration of the history of the 
Rock-A-Byes would confound all but the 
most maniacal of rock geneologists, but a 
shot is in order to better appreciate them. 
Cranston and David Clements, the 
backbone of the Rock-A-Byes, have been 
playing guitar for over 14 years. Cranston 
was in a jazz band at U.N.O. when he got 
a major break in 1974 with an invitation 
to join Wayne Cochran and his touring 
band, the C.C. Riders. You might 
remember Cochran, whose claim to fame 
was his 1950s standard "The Last Kiss," 
an ode to autoeroticism which ends in 
fiery flames. Cranston remained on the 
road with Cochran until the end of 1975 
and then spent what he calls "an 
atrocity'' playing behind Chris Owens at 
the 809 Club. 
David, who played with several short-
lived bands, actually played with Alicia 
Bridges in North Carolina while she was 
still singing country prior to her disco 
smash "I Love the Night Life." These ex-
periences might explain why the brothers 
sing their own "I Want to Boogie But My 
Pants Are Too Tight" with such glee. 
David also played in Victor Sirker's first 
band, Downfall, an early standby at the 
501 Club (now Tipitina's). 
In the late 1970s, David and Cranston 
finally got together musically in a band 
that hit New Orleans with a vengeance of 
spray-painted advertising - Sexdog. Sex-
dog was formed by drummer Nick 
Sanzenbach who "saw all these various 
personalities lurking around" and includ-
ed the two Clements, Oley Sassone, Rick 
Wigginton and Scott Goudeau. Accord-
ing to David, "Sexdog was the first op-
portunity to play what we wanted and was 
my favorite band even though we seemed 
to intimidate people." Sexdog went 
through many personnel changes but pro-
duced such humorous club hits as "Good· 
bye Nagasaki," "I Wanna Sex on You" 
and "Plastic Girl from the Modern 
World." Cranston and David eventually 
left Sexdog. The desire to play more 
rockabilly was one strong consideration. 
Sexdog stil exists witli Oley Sassone and 
Rick Wigginton who've added Charlie 
Franklin and Dave Landry on drums. 
Nicky Sanzenbach now plays with the 
Rimsbots but can often be seen sitting in 
with the Rock-A-Byes. 
The Rock-A-Byes are optimistic about 
the future and credit the Cold for creatina 
new musical opportunities in New Orleam 
for non-RAB and non-jazz-oriented 
bands. "The Cold have proven that if you 
are exciting and doing what you want to 
do you can create a following." 1be 
Rock-A-Byes will be releasing a single this 
month. It's a good bet that one side will 
feature a fast rockabilly tune with the 
other side devoted to one of "our weird 
pieces." A likely suspect is "Other 
Neighbors," and instrun1ental that often 
opens a Rock-A-Byes' set and sounds like 
a hybrid of the Ventures and the opening 
for an Indian spy thriller. 
The Rock-A-Byes will be at Tipitina' 
September 1 and 2. 0 
-Shepard Samuels 
ROCK 'N' ROLL 
THE 
UPTIGHTS 
S orne groups take a long time to gel properly, but sometimes the right collec-tion of individuals gets together and clicks very 
quickly. The Uptights fall into the latter 
category. The band started about a year 
ago with Carolyn O'Dell and Alan Hill on 
• guitars and Web Burrell on drums, and 
their current bass player, Jim Hymel, has 
only been with them since March. But 
anyone who has seen them recently will 
tell you that they put on a very solid, pro-
fessional show, and in my opinion they 
perform the finest original material of any 
band in town. 
The group first came together as a vehi-
cle for O'Dell's songs. She had been 
writing for some time, but the real im-
petus came when she spent a year in 
school in England. While there she 
achieved some success as a member of 
Cindy and the Virgins. She says, "That 
was when I really started writing a lot. I'd 
gotten a few good songs together, and 
when I came back from England, I just 
wanted to get those songs recorded. For 
whatever reason, I just wanted to get 
them down. At least then I could get them 
copyrighted." 
After she returned, the members went 
through a convoluted series of groupings 
and regroupings, too complicated to go 
into here, before settling into their current 
lineup this spring. According to O'Dell, 
"We've done our share of empty nights at 
Jed's," but they've gone from that stage 
to gradually widening their audience with 
the help of a few breaks along the way. 
They've opened for the Cold at a couple 
of their CYO dances and gone over very 
well with the younger set. In April they 
played before a large crowd on the quad 
atTulane for the WTUL Marathon. And a 
couple of months ago they ·did a live 
broadcast from Tipitina's (a first for a 
new wave band) over WTUL. O'Dell said, 
"We really tried to do our best originals 
for the Tip's broadcast, and the response 
was very good." They do quite a few 
covers - T. Rex's "Bang a Gong," 
"Lies" by the Knickerbockers, early 
Beatles, Who, and Kinks, some Blondie, 
Jam, and Costello - but what came 
through loud and clear on that broadcast 
was the striking variety and depth of the 
original songs written by O'Dell and the 
other members of the band. And now 
they're planning to release their own in-
dependent single, "I ' m Awake/ 
Promises," which should be out by the 
time you read this. 
For a band with so many good songs, 
the main problem was narrowing down 
the choices for a single. Drummer Web 
Burrell described the recording process. 
"We did a lot of taping; we really put a 
lot of effort into the recording. We took 
all of our songs and did a number of ses-
sions at the Uptown Sound [bassist Jim 
Hymel's P.A. company] warehouse in the 
CBD. We listened to those tapes after 
we'd worked on them and picked three or 
four songs we thought were our best. We 
set up a weekend and went down there 
with my recorder and board and Jimmy's 
mikes and everybody's headphones and 
did it. We recorded four songs and took 
' 
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the best two recordings of those. We were 
getting fairly good sound on all of our 
recordings, but we decided to concentrate 
and try to make a session into a record -
see if we could get something out of the 
four-track situation. We mixed the songs 
at Dale Anthony's home studio." 
The night this interview took place, the 
test pressings had just come back from the 
plant. As I arrived, the band was listening 
to the songs, and everyone was visibly 
pleased. From what I heard, justifiably 
so. Recording on four-track equipment is 
not exactly a liberating experience, but it 
can be a good influence since it forces a 
band to make some hard decisions at an 
early stage in the recording process rather 
than allowing them to record everything 
piecemeal and then make the decisions at 
the mixing stage. The recordings I heard 
certainly did not betray their humble 
origins. The mix was very well done, and 
the use of a digital delay line for echo gave 
especially the vocals a sense of depth that 
was breathtaking. 
I'm sure many people were expecting 
"The Universe" to be the single, since a 
tape of that song is played quite often 
over WTUL, but O'Dell's song "I'm 
Awake" is one of their most popular 
numbers live, and "Promises," an 
O'Dell/ Burrell composition, has some of 
their best lyrics and a really neat guitar 
part. 
Anyone who's ever made a record has 
dreamed of getting it played on the radio, 
and the Uptights are no exception, but 
they're realistic about their chances for 
radio success. According to guitarist Alan 
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Hill, "One of the goals is defmitely to try 
and get it on the radio, but we really 
haven't spent that much money on it, so 
it's really just a way of communicating, 
showing people what we've got. We'D 
have a picture with our names, a logo, 
and a couple of our songs. That's 
something we can easily get to people that 
we want to get gigs with, we can send 
them this. It shows what we look like and 
what we sound like; that's basically it. We 
want exposure rather than profit. It's our 
form of advertisement." 
As with most bands at this stage of their 
careers, one of the big problems for the 
Uptights is trying to rmd suitable live gigs. 
Burrell admits, "We don't play that 
much. With a lot of gigs there's just not 
that much money, and we haven' t 
developed the following at this point that 
makes it rewarding. So we've been putting 
more effort into practicing, getting the 
music right, and recording. The problem 
with doing melodic original music is that 
it takes time for people to get into it. It's a 
whole new experience for them. And 
that's what we're mainly interested in do-
ing, original music." 
Bassist Jim Hymel speaks from ex-
perience when he says, "It's just so hard 
to do a gig and have an adequate sound 
system and have enough time to go in and 
do a sound check. Expecially with the Up-
tights. This isn't a rockabilly or punk 
band; we have a lot of complicated, 
melodic vocals. And without a good 
enough P .A. where the vocals can get 
over the instruments, we might as weD 
stay home. It's just such a job to do it. 
We'd rather just do it occasionally and 
put on the best show we can than play two 
or three nights a week and have it be a 
shoddy show. We just pick our gigs 
carefully." O'Dell adds, "We do want to 
play more, and we will when school starts 
again and the college crowd is back. And 
we're going to start playing out of town 
more." 
O'Dells's brother, John, recently ar-
rived from Kansas to join the group. He's 
a former member of the Thumbs, and his 
presence will add to the group's versa-
tility. They will probably add some 
keyboards, and some of the burden will 
be lifted from Carolyn, who now has to 
play rhythm guitar and sing almost every 
song. John O'Dell told me, "I want to 
make it big. I didn't come down here to 
fuck around." And I think he meant it. 
The various members of the band have 
been writing together, and their material 
should continue to mature. A rmal word 
from O'Dell: "With the record coming 
out and everything, I want New Orleans 
to awaken to the fact that there are other 
bands besides the Cold. I just hope that 
we can grab ahold of some of their au-
dience. They're fine, you know, but there 
should be room for us, too. I mean, there 
should be a music scene in this city. I 
don't want to leave town just for the sake 
of leaving. I'd like something to happen 
here. It seems to be opening up now. 
When you think about how sad it was a 
few years ago, it gives us some hope. The 
whole country is finally awakening, and 
it's going to happen here, too." 0 
-Steve Allemaa 
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wandered through the poetic, and then 
more extensive, ruins of Old Spanish Fort 
or ate ice creams at the West End and 
listened to groups on the bandstand blar-
ing out gems from Victor Herbert's 
"Natoma" or Balfe's "The Bohemian 
Girl." In our own time, the vision of the 
West End is of families at long tables in 
the restaurants built over the lake on pil-
ings - a jungle of 1 ax and Regal bottles 
and trays (bearing the smiling plume-
hatted cavalier and with the motto Prince 
Regal Salutes You) jammed with 
newspaper and piles of crab shells and 
crawfish shells, ladies with cat-eye glasses 
tucking into seafood platters, your father 
showing you how to peel shrimp, your 
aunt letting you have just a little glass of 
beer . .. this part is still true, to a certain 
extent, although hurricanes and fires take 
their natural-check-and-balance tolls 
periodically. 
But the West End has undergone a · 
change - historically not as radical as 
one might think: long after the pavilions 
and casinos and open-air bandstands were 
blown away or demolished and the smart 
promenaders who inhabited them laid 
respectably in their graves, the West End 
became a jazz center (it had been a mecca 
for seafood since the middle of the 19th 
Century when Thackeray visited it and 
stated that he found the bouillabaisse 
beyond compare). The musical hangouts 
included, from the teens to Prohibition 
(when a Lakefront location must have 
been convenient for the dark launches of 
bootleggers) through the early 1950s, such 
legendary establishments as the Tokyo 
Garde.ns, the West End Roof Garden, 
Quirell~, the Venice Inn, the Golden 
Pumpkin, the Happy Landing, Chez 
Paree (now Masson's), the Lucien 
Pavillion, Tranchina's, Mama Lou's (a 
really rickety, busted-slat kind of fishing-
camp looking place) and Thorn's 
Roadhouse (which, with its palms and 
dormers and screened upstairs 
porch,looks like a fairly nice resort 
retreat). As a place to hear music, stroll, 
see and be seen, make a pickup, frater-
nize, cruise, what-have-you, the West End 
is becoming a minor phenomenon - far 
from what must have been the musical 
Hell's Kitchen of half-a-century ago; the 
area around West End Park, while hardly 
a promenade d' Anglais, is one of those 
pockets of street life best appreciated by 
natives. (Other examples: Oak and Maple 
Streets; the parking lot at Bobby's Place; 
parts of Hayne Boulevard and parts of 
Downman Road; Fourth Street in Mar-
rero.) On the very west end, literally, of 
the West End (the North and East ends 
are taken up by marinas and boat-houses, 
the Southern Yacht Club, while the South 
End is a few more marinas and 
restaurants) are five establishments, and 
hundreds of people wander from one to 
the next and quite conceivably never go 
anywhere else - nor would they need to . 
The parking lots at the West End in-
dicate what is beyond: a forest of Z28's, 
Trans-Ams, Mazdas, Camaros, Z-Cars, 
Celicas, Mavericks. Firebirds, jacked-up 
Gran Torinos, Cougar XR7's. If this 
alone doesn't get you thinking, then read 
no further. The New Orleans mentality is 
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pervaded by boys - you mentally 
superior types can sit there swapping 
ephemeral epigrams and supernal society 
gossip as you scarf up a fortune in 
nosecandy or sip your Hennessy and soda 
or cup of Fish House Punch, but boys 
(Yat, Cajun, Italian, mixed-Wasp) are 
true ecstatics, and they're talking about 
their Z-28s or their parole officers or the 
big wreck on the Expressway on the Day 
of Rock and Roll and are getting shitfaced 
on (at the most elegant) Rock And Rye 
and 7-Up or Crown Royal and Coke, and 
you haven't been vouchsafed the beatific 
vision until you've heard Boo or Bubba 
announce that he cries every time he hears 
"Stairway To Heaven" and then proceed 
to do it. (For boys, it don't mean a thill& 
if it even comes close to having that 
swing.) At the West End, there are girls, 
too, but the ratio is astounding: there are 
about eight or ten boys to each girl (no 
Surf City here) and the girls are either at· 
tached or semi-attached, like slave 
quarters, or are covertly prowling in con-
stant Brownian Movement while the boys 
stand still and pose and form various 
tableaux vivants. 
Augie's Del Lago, a large complex and 
multi-leveled wooden building over the 
Lake, looks something like a Yat vision 
of the Castello Estense in Ferrara that 
turns up in many di Chirico paintings; it 
has five bars, a great many. steps, pen· 
nants everywhere, downstairs windows 
painted in a primitive fashion with 
seahorses and starfish and hardshell crabs 
capering and generally disporting 
themselves. There is a restaurant inside 
(not owned by Augie's) and soon another, 
which will be a ritzier version of the usual 
stuffed-shrimp-with-a -view ! West End 
seafood house. Shrimpers tie up durill& 
the season and come in for beer and the 
surrounding waters are often two deep 
with sailboats and power-boats on Sun· 
day afternoons. 
Augie's is the place to see ancfbe seen: 
the boys have aquiline noses, square 
faces, lots of body hair, mustaches, pro-
minent cheekbones, and Lakeshore Drive 
tans; the big names are probably Ricky, 
Dale, Mark, Donny, Phil and Wayne; the 
clothes are rangy, though less so than that 
of the girls - Fayva running shoes, Frey 
boots, flip-flops, a good many open 
shirts, big belt-buckles with rearing horses 
and wild ducks in flight, Sasson jeans, 
gold neck chains and studded leather 
bracelets. The girls have their hair arrang-
ed every way imaginable - fried, 
sprayed, braided, cut to the min, New 
Wave - and their names are probably 
Linda, Debbie, Carol, Sharon and San-
dra. Their clothing is a riotous tropicana 
of color and shiny fabric: hibiscus or 
Hokusai print rayon blouses, saggy ridill& 
habit type pants, gilded belts, tube tops, 
backless wooden shoes or those casual 
Italian-made bamboo-colored heels, near-
ly transparent summery white dresses tnat 
show a refreshing immodesty. What do 
they do? Our guess is that they are 
telephone linemen or operators, Kent-
wood Water delivery truck drivers, 
nurses, construction workers, roofers and 
receptionists, legal secretaries or sheet-
rock workers, central-air repairmen. ftle 
clerks, and the fact that all of them might 
have been disgorged simultaneously from 
a Lake Avenue apartment complex is ir-
relevant because they are in fact from all 
over the city. When the boys are cruising, 
they have the perplexed-terrified look of 
nutria blinded by headlights; the girls are 
more covert and much better at sizing 
things up. 
The music is incidental at Augie's -
even while the band (South, 8 or 9 people, 
a tough-cookie . girl singer with a deep, 
rubbery voice, a drummer who might 
have stepped out of a Caravaggio, three 
born men, playing "Fame," "The 
Wanderer," the Heart version of "Tell It 
Like It Is," even "Desperado" and 
"Whip It") is playing downstairs, the top 
level is thronged - you can't sit down -
and when the band isn't playing, the 
music issuing forth is a weird mixture 
("Tom Sawyer" by Rush, "Mesmerized" 
by the Cold, "Day-0" by Harry 
Belafonte). 
Next to Augie's is the Palace (former 
site of the My-0-My, home of Mr. Pat 
Waters and His All Boy Revue and New 
Orleans' answer to Finocchio's in San 
Francisco), which is a place to hear music. 
The Palace (a large T-shaped room with 
flags on its walls, a mezzanine, a billiard 
room off) alternates big acts (A.W.B., 
Leon Russell) with local bands and this is 
one of the latter nights and the crowd is 
small but enthusiastic. Outside "Steppen 
Wolf'' (??) is advertised as coming; inside 
is further evidence of the macho aesthetic 
- a large and gaudy punching-bag 
machine which has numbers in concentric 
circles like a ship's speedometer, but this 
test of strength doesn't have the charming 
labels of the Pennyland machines of 
similar design (Big Fairy, Lover Boy). 
The acoustics are very good and the 
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band, Jessika, named for its lead singer-
an imperiously, mannequinishly pretty 
girl with a shag and a Chinese-looking silk 
blouse, is proficient. Now if they would 
just turn that bass down . . . 
The Bounty "is like a 1950s cocktail 
lounge - padded triangular bar, low ceil-
ings, not much light (you can imagine Jeff 
Chandler and Kim Novak at a corner 
table Talking It All Over), a small 
figurehead and a back wall flanked with 
cannon giving onto a view of - The 
Bounty Restaurant. ("It's like Bobby's 
Place for grown-ups," whispers a 
companion.) A girl in a sort of Canal 
Boulevard version of New Wave fashion 
looks completely out of place - the peo-
ple here are, generally, older and the per-
vading attire is casually dressy - lots of 
tank watches, silk vests, pantsuits that 
look something like Russian cakes from 
Binder's, peasant tops, large shoulder 
bags. It's a more romantic place - many 
women frankly on the prowl, the band 
(Tuff, who have their names in four-foot 
mylar letters at the back of the bandstand, 
is a fairly slick act alternating between 
slow and moderately fast ballads, with a 
lead singer with one of those limber, poig-
nant yet inexpressive classic New-Orleans-
_ white-boy voices like, say, Eddie Powers) 
inspiring people to dance close -
simultaneously one sees the cha-cha (ex-
ecuted to perfection) and the waltz and 
the foxtrot, other couples engaged in in-
timate chatter. 
Then there is Spinnaker's which is a 
large, somewhat forbidding-looking disco 
over the water - forbidding because it 
has no windows- and we didn't go in, 
possibly foolishly so. "They're making 
neutron bombs in there," one of our com-
panions whispered, though the amount of 
traffic indicated otherwise. And at the 
South End of the West End is Federico's, 
a po-boy joint and hang-out for boys, 
which smelled something like Stromboli 
Pizza on First Avenue near St: Mark's 
Place in New York at 2 a.m. Much play-
ing of jukeboxes ("Heart of Gold," 
"Riders On The Storm," "She's So 
Cold," "Let's Get Serious," etc.) and 
pool tables by young men - something 
like an audition for a Correggio or 
Caracci ceiling piece - in denim vests and 
Day of Rock and Roll T -shirts, shags, 
beat-up jeans with bandanas in the back 
pocket, that alarmingly beautiful New 
Orleans skin color (unpainted cypress, 
almost) which must be chromosomal -
muttering in raspy-but-not-deep-
somnolent voices incapable of expression 
or surprise. The ratio, as elsewhere in the 
West End, is about eight boys to each girl; 
two little girls flutter by in what looks like 
their primer-coat of makeup so awkward-
ly does it sit on their faces. It's 2 a.m., the 
sidewalks still have a decent quorum of 
people, Augie's veranda is still jammed, 
Spinnaker's and the Bounty and the 
Palace are still groaning with noises from 
within. Two women, one large and cor-
pulent and one small and compact, dress-
ed identically in black matching outfits 
with straps everywhere possible, walk past 
and the smaller one asks plaintively, "We 
goin' back in that dumb place?" Time to 
go home. -Jon NewliD 
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ROCK'N'ROLL 
Let's Go Hear 
.Live Music 
FRENCH QUARTER 
ABSINTHE BAR - 400 Bourbon St. 
561-9231 - Pop, blues, jazz, rock .. . bands 
and soloists. 
BASIN STREET SOUTH- SOl Bourbon 
St. 525-6167 - The place to hear AI Hirt. 
BAYARD'S JAZZ ALLEY- 701 Bour-
bon St. 522-1520- Traditional jazz. 
BEGUE'S - Royal Sonesta Hotel - 300 
Bourbon St. 586-0300 - Cabaret entertain-
ment. 
BIG JIM'S - 327 Bourbon St. 566-1483 
-Country & Western. 
BLUE ANGEL - 225 Bourbon St. 
523-1011 -Traditional jazz. 
BLUES SALOON - 940 Conti St. 
MAISON BOURBON - 641 Bourbon St. 
522-8818 - Traditional jazz. 
& MO' JAZZ- 614 Bourbon St. 522-7261 
- Traditional jazz. 
MOON'S RESTAURANT - 437 
Esplanade 943-0893 - Contemporary jazz. 
MYSTIC DEN - Royal Sonesta Hotel 
-300 Bourbon ·St. 586-0300 - Cabaret 
entertainment. 
NATCHEZ - · Toulou~"' ~treet Wharf 
586-8777 - Jazz river cruise. 
OLD OPERA HOUSE - 601 Bourbon St. 
522-3265 -Country. 
PADDOCK LOUNGE- 309 Bourbon St. 
523-3919 - Traditional jazz. 
PRESERVATION HALL- 726 St. Peter 
St. 523-8939 - Traditional jazz. 
PUMP ROOM - Bienville Hotel - 320 
Decatur 529-2345 - Piano bar. 
711 BOURBON - 711 Bourbon St. 
525-8379 - Soloists. 
TOULOUSE THEATRE CAFE & BAR 
-615 Toulouse St. 522-7852- The place to 
hear James Booker. 
VICTOR'S CAFE - 601 Chartres St. 
523-4253 - Bands on weekends. . 
ELSEWHERE 
523-9475 - Pop, blues, jazz, rock bands. AUGIE'S DEL LAGO - 1930 West End 
BOURBON ORLEANS HOTEL Park- Pop, rock bands. 
LOUNGE - 717 Orleans St. 523-5251 BANDERA LADY LOUNGE - 7820 
-Piano bar. Chef Menteur Hwy. 242-9787- Bands on 
CABARET LAUTREC - Maison Dupuy weekends. 
Hotel- 1001 Toulouse St. Cabaret enter- BARRY'S PLACE - 3124 Loyola Dr., 
tainment. Kenner 469-8253 - Bands on weekends. 
CAFE CONTI - 729 Conti St. 524-4701 BAYOU BAR - Pontchartrain Hotel 
-Bands on weekends. -2031 St. Charles Ave. 524-0581 - Piano 
CAFE SBISA- lOll Decatur St. 561-8354 bar. 
- Soloists. BEAT EXCHANGE - 2300 Chartres St. 
CAROUSEL BAR - Monteleone Hotel -Pop, rock bands & New Wave. 
-214 Royal St. 523-3341 -Piano bar. BEAU OESTE - 7011 Read Blvd. 
CHRIS OWENS CLUB - St. Louis & 242-9710- Pop, rock, jazz bands. 
Bourbon Streets- 523-6400- Floorshow. BISTRO LOUNGE - 4061 Tulane Ave. 
CLARITY- 308 N. Rampart St. 529-3631 482-9377- Soloists .. 
- Pop, jazz, rock, R&B bands and BLUE ROOM - Fairmont Hotel- Univer-
soloists. sity Place 529-4744 - Supper Club enter-
COURT TAVERN - 614 Bourbon St. tainment. 
522-7261- Rock and blues. BOBBY'S PLACE~ S20 E. St. Bernard 
CRAZY SHIRLEY'S - 640 Bourbon St. Hwy. Chalmette 271-0137 - Bands on 
581-5613- Rock and blues. weekends; · . 
DUKES' PLACE - Monteleone Hotel BOUNTY LOUNGE - 1926 West End 
-214 Royal St. 581-1567 - Traditional Park 282-9144- Pop~ rock, jazz bands. 
j a z z . BRANDING IJtON - 6011 Jeffenon 
FAMOUS DOOR - 339 Bourbon St. · Hw}'. 734-0190- Country & western. 
522-7626- Traditional jazz. BRONCO'S - 1409 Romain St. Gretna 
S44 CLUB - S44 Bourbon St. 523-8611 368•1000- Country & western. 
-Pop, rock, blues, etc. bands and soloists. CAFE BANQUETTE - 3445 Prytania SL 
GAZEBO CAFE & BAR - 1018 ~tur ·. 891-2227 - Soloists. 
St. 522-0862 - Traditional jazz. ·. · · CAFE BROMELIAD - Hilton Hotel - 2 
GERMAINE WELLS' NOSTALGIA Poydras St. 561-0SOO - Sunday jazz 
LOUNGE - 833 Bienville St. 523-9633 brunch. 
-Jazz. CAJUN BANDSTAND - 1822 Airline 
GREENHOUSE - Royal Sonesta Hotel Hwy. 466-8100- Cajun & cout~try music. 
-300 Bourbon St. 586-0300 ~ Soloists. CASABLANCA LOUNGE - Airport 
LA GALERIE ET PETIT BAR- Prince Hilton - 901 Airline Hwy. Kenner 
Conti Hotel - 830 Conti St. 529-4172 721-3471 -Cabaret entertainment. 
-Piano bar. CHARLIE BROWN'S LIVING ROOM· 
LEVEE TAVERN- Marriott Hotel- SSS 2219 Veterans Blvd. Kenner 466-8144 -
Canal St. 581-1000- Country & western. Bands Thursday thru Saturday. 
LOBBY BAR - Marriott Hotel - SSS COURTYARD - Hyatt Regency Hotel -
Canal St. 581-1000- Piano bar. Stil-1234 - Sunday jazz brunch. 
LUCKY PIERRE'S - 11S Bourbon st. DOROTHY'S MEDALLION - 3232 
523-0786 - The place to hear Frankie Orleans Ave. 488-2009 - R&B bands on 
Ford. weekends. 
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DOWN SOUTH - 1610 Belle Chase Hwy. 
368-9148 - Country. 
DREAM PALACE - 534 Frenchmen St. -
Pop, rock, R&B bands. 
EXCHEQUER TOWNE CLUB - 6200 
Elysian Fields 282-3210 - Pop and R&B 
soloists and duos on weekends. 
FAIRMONT COURT- Fairmont Hotel-
University Place 529-7111 - Piano bar. 
FAT CAT CLUB - 505 Gretna Blvd. 
Gretna 362-0598 - Pop, rock bands. 
FAUBOURG - 626 Frenchmen St. 
944-0110 - Contemporary jazz. 
FLETCHER'S - 3208 N. Arnoult Rd. 
Metairie 888-7254 - Pop, rock bands. 
FOGARTY'S - 3612 Hessmer Ave. 
Metairie 885-7591 - Bands on weekends. 
FRANKIE BRENT'S - 4724 Utica St. 
Metairie 885-7764 - Floor show. 
FRENCH GARDEN BAR - Hilton Hotel 
- 2 Poydras St. 561-0500- Soloists. 
GALLEY LOUNGE - 2211 Veterans 
Blvd. 466-5506 - Pop, rock bands. 
GINO'S - 3308 Magazine - 895-9200 
-Bands. 
HA WG'S - 3027 Jean Lafitte, Chalmette 
277-8245- Country and western. 
HIRED HAND SALOON - 1100 S. 
Clearview Pkwy., Harahan 734-0590 -
Pop, contemporary jazz, country bands. 
HYATT REGENCY ATRIUM - Hyatt 
Regency Hotel 561-1234- Piano bar. 
JED'S - 8301 Oak St. 861-2585 - Pop, 
rock, bands. 
JERRY EVANS' CLUB - 2820 Lyons St. 
Metairie 887-3945 -Floor show. 
JEZEBEL'S - 621 Elysian Fields Ave. 
948-9623 - Big band on Saturday night. 
JIMMY'S - 8200 Willow St. 866-9549 -
Pop, rock, blues, R&B bands. 
JOHN L'S - 812 N. Claiborne Ave. 
523-8103 - R&B bands very late Saturday 
night. 
JOHNNY'S JAZZ GARDEN - 3536 Fat 
City Ave., Metairie 888-9476- Pop, jazz, 
R&B bands and soloists. 
JOINT VENTURE - 2183 Stumpf Blvd. 
Terrytown 368-2426 - Bands on 
weekends. 
LARRY'S FLAMINGO CLUB - 1800 
Stumpf Blvd. Gretna 361-9697- Bands on 
weekends. 
LE BON TEMPS ROULE - 4801 
Magazine St. - Folk, bluegrass, country, 
jug bands. 
LUIGI'S - 6319 Elysian Fields Ave. 
282-9210 - Pop, rock bands on 
Wednesdays. ~ 
MAPLE LEAF BAR - 8316 Oak St. 
866-9359 - You name it, bands and 
soloists. 
MEETING PLACE- 3655 Fat City Ave. 
Metairie 887-9666- Floor shows. 
NEFF'S - 361 Whitney Ave. Algiers -
Piano bar. 
NEW SILVER EAGLE - 1801 Stumpf 
Blvd. - Country & western. 
OLE MAN RIVER'S - 2125 Hwy. 90, 
Avondale 436-3000- Pop, rock, country-
bands. 
PAGODA BAR- Imperial Palace Regen-
cy- 601 Loyola Ave. 522-8666- Soloists. 
PALACE SALOON - 1928 West End 
Park 282-9449 - Pop, rock bands. 
PAT BARBEROT'S JEFFERSON-
ORLEANS NORTH - 2600 Edenborn 
Ave. Metairie 454-6110- Big band swing. 
PENNY POST COFFEE HOUSE- 5110 
Danneel St. - Acoustic soloists and bands. 
PEPPER-RONI'S- 5101 West Esplanade 
Ave. Metairie 455-8926 - Soloist. 
PETE FOUNTAIN'S - N.O. Hilton 
Hotel- 2 Poydras St. 561-0500- The place 
to hear Pete Fountain. 
PHIL'S LOUNGE - 7742 Chef Menteur 
Hwy. 242-5405 -Solos and duos. 
PRESIDENT Steamboat - Canal St. 
Wharf 586-8777 - Pop, rock bands on 
Saturday night. 
PROUT'S CLUB ALHAMBRA - 732 N. 
Claiborne Ave. 523-9896 - Blues, R&B 
bands. 
QUARTER NOTE - 3800 Hessmer Ave. 
Metairie 888-9088 - Pop, rock bands. 
RACQUETS PIANO BAR - Fountain 
Bay Hotel - 4040 Tulane Ave. 486-6111 -
Piano bar. 
RECOVERY ROOM - 3340 Canal St. 
822-9936 - Bands on weekends. 
RED ONION - 2700 Edenborne Ave. 
Metairie 455-6677 - Soloist. 
RETREAT LOUNGE - Midtown Quality 
Inn- 3900 Tulane Ave. 486-5541 -Piano 
bar. 
ROBERT'S REEF - 1030 West End Park 
282-7 3 93 - Cabaret entertainment. 
ROSE TATTOO- 4401 Tchoupitoulas St. 
895-7780 - Pop, rock, R&B bands. 
SCORPIO LOUNGE - 5213 Fourth St. 
Marrero 347-8130- Soloist. 
SHERATON AIRPORT LOBBY BAR -
21 SO Veterans Blvd. 467-3111 - Soloists. 
SHOWBOAT - 3712 Hessmer Ave. 
Metairie 455-2123 - Pop, Rock bands. 
O.B. SUA VB'S - 2024 Belle Chase Hwy. 
392-5151 -Pop, rock bands. 
SUBURBAN CLUB - 412 Wright Ave. 
Gretna 362-1530- Soloist. 
SUGAR MILL LOUNGE- 4520 Williams 
Blvd. Kenner - Bands on weekends. 
3-D - 3501 Chateau Blvd. Kenner 
466-3333 - Pop, rock, R&B bands. 
TIPITINA'S - 501 Napoleon Ave. 
899-9114 - Pop, rock, blues, jazz, R&B 
bands and soloists. 
TOP OF THE INN LOUNGE - Sheraton 
Hotel Gretna 366-8531 - Piano bar. 
TOP OF THE MART LOUNGE - ITM 
Bldg. 522-9795 - Cabaret entertainment. 
TOP OF THE WHEEL LOUNGE -
Landmark Hotel - 2601 Severn Ave. 
Metairie 888-9500 - Cabaret entertain-
ment. 
TRAVEL LODGE AIRPORT LOUNGE 
- 2240 Veterans Blvd. Kenner 469-7341 -
Solos and duos. 
TYLER'S- 5234 Magazine St. 891-4989-
Contemporary jazz. 
VIKING'S DEN- 7714 W. Judge Perez 
Dr. Chalmette 279-9553 - Bands on 
weekends. 
VILLAGE PUB - 8733 W. Judge Perez 
Dr. Chalmette 279-2532- Cabaret enter-
tainment. 
WINNIE'S- 2304 London Ave. 945-9124 
- R&B, Pop, Rock bands. 
WOODY HERMAN'S - Hyatt Regency 
Hotel 561-1234 - Jazz. 
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FRI. SEPT. 4 
T.G.I.F. 
TULANE QUAD 
THUR. SEPT. 1 0 
THE DREAM PALACE 
FRI. SEPT. 11 
THE DREAM PALACE 
WED. SEPT. 16 
TIPITINA'S 
(BROADCAST LIVE OVER W.T.U.l.l 
WED. SEPT. 23 
LUIGI'S 
SAT. SEPT. 26 
GIBSON ST. LOUNGE 
COVINGTON, LA. 
Booked Exclusively by Kenny 
Samuels. Call 504-822-0250 
PROGRESSIVE 
SOUNDS 
OF THE SO's 
rm~MAN:J:S fOl. M /VO'ITH a<=>'...-.......... 
WED Znd OLE MAN RIVERS 
FRI 4th IIMMY·s W 1 THE TIMES 
~0"< 7th THE ROCKSY(HOUSTON TX I 
TUES 8th KALEB"S 
THURS I Oth lED S W · THE MOTHS 
~ I I m GRAQ KJNG H.S. W ll-iE RAfltYS 
SUN I 3th THE QUARTER NOH 
Tl-tURS. I 7m THE SCXJAL QJJB 
FRI 18th IED·s W THE UPTIGHTS 
SAT 19th THE QUARTER NOTE 
SU:-. ZOth THE QUARTER NOTE 
THURS Z4th iJMMY·s W BAS CLAS 
FRI ZSth IIMMY·s W THE LOOK 
SU"' Z 7th THE QUARTER NOTE 
Everybody Wants to be a 
MODEL 
For Information Contact: 
Steve Trosclair (504) 834-8175 
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Too much, too soon, too 
easy ... But now he's 
ready for a comeback 
During the first ten years of his career, King Floyd 
sold more than five million records and then simply 
vanished. No records, no public performances-
King Floyd disappeared, leaving a startled public 
eager for more of King's unique brand of soul. 
The reasons were as complex as King himself. 
''I had a need to travel a bit. I was looking for 
something different, I needed that inspirational 
thing.· I just wasn't satisfied with myself. I was like a 
baseball who got base hits and homeruns, and 
suddenly can't even get a bunt. 
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That's what happened to me. Sud-
denly my feeling for writing just dried up. 
I needed something and fortunately 
traveling brought it back." 
Although he was born in New Orleans, 
King's career and influences are markedly 
different from his New Orleans contem-
poraries. "I started singing when I was 
about 11 or 12. From there I got to know 
people like Earl King and Willie Tee hang-
ing around the One Stop on Rampart 
Street. I decided I wanted to be a musi-
cian, and that the best way to learn was to 
learn from the people who were out there 
doing it. 
"Google Eyes got me my first job, at 
the Showboat Bar on Rampart Street, 
around 1961. I really got inspired watch-
ing people like Ernie K-Doe, Tommy 
Ridgley and Irma Thomas at dances at the 
Holland Gym down. where Causeway 
Blvd. is now. I also use to dig Otis Red-
ding, Sam Cooke, Joe Tex and Jackie 
Wilson. I was caught between the local 
people and the national thing. 
"I left New Orleans and went into the 
military. When I got out in 1963 I went to 
New York. I started working for Shaw, 
·who did a lot of booking in the Manhat-
tan area, and worked around New York, 
getting some exposure. I started hanging 
with J.J. Jackson and Don Covay who 
gave me some hints on writing. One of the 
things that really inspired me was Barbara 
George's "I Know." I figured that was 
easy. After about a year people started 
saying things were happening in Califor-
nia, so I moved to Los Angeles. 
"I met Buddy Keleen there, a Black DJ 
who introduced me to Jimmy Holiday. 
They helped me produce my first record, 
"Walking and Thinking," and "Why Did 
She Leave Me?" That was on Original 
Sound. The record did very well on the 
West Coast. The record hops were very 
popular then and I worked off the record. 
I hit a low period though, after the record 
and I needed to write again. I hooked up 
with Harold Battiste - I had known him 
through Barbara George - and I use to 
go over to his house because he had a 
piano. Plus he had a kind of atmosphere 
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you'd love to be in. By hanging with 
Harold I got to meet Jimi Hendrix, Sonny 
and Cher. I was learning something from 
everybody. 
"I also met Mac Rebennack. Funny I 
never met Mac in New Orleans, but we 
started to write some stuff together. We 
wrote the songs for my first album, on 
Pulsar. I had already written ''Groove 
Me." Really I wanted to get into the funk 
thing 'cause the pop thing wasn-'t showing 
me nothing.' 
"I was writing a lot for Harold's artists 
and I even wrote something for Shine 
[Alvin Robinson] and Mac. We col-
laborated on "She's About To Drive Me 
Wild." I spent about five years in Los 
Angeles, but I decided 1 hadn't reached 
the height I wanted to reach. So in 
September 1969 I moved back to New 
Orleans and decided to give up the music 
business. It just didn't happen on a big 
enough seal~ for me. I wasn't known na-
tionally. 
"After awhile I ran into Wardell 
Quezergue, but he said he really couldn't 
do anything if he signed me as an artist. I 
ran into Elijah Walker, who was cutting 
Tommy and Sammy Ridgley. I suggested 
to him that he record me but he wasn't 
too impressed with the idea. Walker was 
also handling C.P. Dove, really an 
outstanding performer - I don't know 
why he isn't better known. Well, C.P. 
suggested to Walker that he record me in-
stead of himself, and that really impressed 
Walker. Walker talked to Wardell, and 
Wardell said, "yeah, he's got some good 
tunes." So one Sunday we all went up to 
Malaco [Malaco Studios in Jackson, 
Miss.] There was Jean Knight, Bonnie 
and Shelia, and myself. That was May 17, 
1970. 
"I just about didn't make it because the 
car broke down on the way. I was work-
ing for the post office and I had to be 
back that afternoon for work. When I got 
there everybody was waiting on me, so I 
only had a few minutes. We cut two 
tunes, "What Our Love Needs" was the 
first one. That took three takes because I 
was saying 'hitting' and it sounded like 
'hating.' Then we did "Groove Me.'' It 
only too~ one take, boom-boom bomp, 
and we did it on down. I was out of there 
in 30 minutes. I guess it was destiny. 
Wardell arranged it. I loved Wardell's ar-
rangements on the funk things. Bobby 
Freeman had arranged it when I was in 
California, but I said that's not the way I 
want to cut it. Uh-uh. 
"Malaco had a lease agreement with 
Atlantic but we couldn't get hold of Jerry 
Wexler. Walker's office was down in the 
Ninth Ward and we just sat around listen-
ing to the record. We tried to interest Stax 
in it but couldn't; they said I had a flavor 
of Otis in my voice but they didn't like the 
song; 'Groove Me.' I couldn't understand 
that ' cause I was hung up on 'What Our 
Love Needs.' 
"We couldn't get anybody to leave it so 
they decided they were going to put it out 
themselves. I got the record on August 2. 
I brought it to WBLK and gave it to Hank 
Sample. He was a singing DJ. He started 
playing 'What Our Love Needs.' It played 
for a month or so. Then Georg Vinet, 
who was with WYLD, bumped into me 
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one night when I was going into the post 
office and said, 'King, I got great news, I 
just got your record. I'm gonna take it out 
to my neice's party and give it a listen. • So 
he called me about 6 the next morning and 
said, 'You got a record baby! I'm gonna 
play it on the air now.' So he played 
'Groove Me, • and I said 'No, George, 
you're playing the wrong side!' He said, 
'No man, I took it to my niece's house 
and that's the only record they played the 
whole night long. • 
"So everybody started playing it on the 
radio, and none of the record shops could 
keep the record. All the jocks were on it. 
We had a double-sided hit but 'Groove 
Me' took off. Vinet called Atlantic and 
told them it was happening. Atlantic got 
in touch with Malaco, and they came 
down and signed the papers. WTIX pick-
ed up on 'Groove Me', I heard it on 
WLAC out of Nashville, and some 
friends of mine came back from Chicqo 
and said they heard it up there. Then I 
realized I had a big record. George was 
getting the Atlantic reports and said, 
"Hey you got a monster on your hands." 
Oddly enough, King hadn't sung in 
public at all since his return to his home 
town, just worked as a post office clerk. 
"In September I did my frrst gig in New 
Orleans at the I.L.A. I got $1SO for the 
gig, and the response was so great they 
booked me back in October. That was 
good money! From there Percy Stovall 
started booking me into little towns 
around the state. I started working ten 
nights in a row before I'd be off two. It 
really got exciting. 
"Groove Me' was certified gold on 
Christmas Day 1970. After that I met 
Alex Hodges of Paramount Agency, and 
he asked me, how much I was making. I 
said SSOO a night. He said, I can get you 
$1,200. So I told Walker 'Hey, we better 
go with him.' I made $104,000 in 1971. 
"We went back up to Malaco to do the 
album, but the sound kind of changed a 
bit from 'Groove Me.' Wardel started 
hearing things, and I was hearing things. I 
guess the egos started coming out. 
Everybody started clashing and things 
don't work that way. 
"We came back with 'Baby Let Me Do 
It To You. • It started selling really well, 
but it got pulled off of W ABC in New 
York becaue they felt it was suggestive. 
Sales just backed up after that. 
"We had cut 'Woman Don't Go 
Astray' for the album but didn't release it 
on a single for two years. We had cut a 
few new things but really nothing big. 
George and my uncle always said, 'King, 
you got to do "Woman Don't Go 
Astray. • • • Finally Atlantic released it and 
it was a smash. It sold 600,000 records. 
King's association with Malaco ended 
in 1974 after five years. During his stay at 
Malaco before moving to Mercury, he 
released four albums and a dozen singles 
that chalked up total sales in the 4~ 
million range. King reflected on the split. 
"I always got my proper royalties' 
sometimes late, but I always got 'em. But 
I always had trouble communicating with 
engineers, so I decided to go to studio 
school. Traci Borges was my teacher. 
Tommy [Tommy Couch, Malaco pr~ 
ducer) wanted me to be an artist and a 
writer, but I wanted to help engineer 
stuff, too, 'cause I though I could help. 
Tommy felt it would take away from be-
in& an artist and a writer. I tried to tell 
him it wouldn't, but we couldn't come 
together. That's why I left. It wasn't 
because I wasn't paid." 
Despite his success, King expressed 
other frustrations: "I felt like I was only 
being exposed to black audiences. I knew 
I had a broader appeal. I felt I should 
have been on the rock concerts like Otis 
was, but I didn't make it. Then disco 
came in and I was still writing this funk 
stuff. That just about terminated my 
writing." 
Recently King's material fmally reach-
ed a broader audience. The Blues 
Brothers successfully covered "Groove 
Me" on their debut album. "I heard Miele 
Jagger gave them the idea. I really en-
joyed their version, too. They kind of 
drew on my reggae influence., 
This occasional sway toward reggae is 
apparent in tunes like "Baby Let Me Do 
It To You." King reflected, "When I 
toured the Caribbean, I met Peter Tosh 
and Bob Marley. What really intrigued 
me was the drums on the islands. When 
we got back to the studio I wanted to in-
corporate that reggae feel., King enjoyed 
popularity throughout the Carribbean. 
He added, !'I've had several number one 
records in Trinidad., 
King reminisced on his successful tour 
of Europe in 1974, where he was lauded as 
the "Soulful Highness." " I loved 
Europe, it was a real experience. I did the 
military bases and the civilian circuit. I 
had a band from London that was fan-
tastic! We worked England, Sweden, Ger-
many and France. I wanted to bring 'em 
back to America, I would have had the 
'Average White Band' kind of thing. We 
had great write-ups every day. In fact, I 
was suppose to go back to Europe on the 
fifth anniversary of 'Groove Me', but I 
blew it. I was going to get $50,000 for a 
month plus expenses, but I lost my damn 
briefcase on the way back to America and 
it had all my contracts in it. It seemed like 
after that everything started falling 
apart." 
Now still in his early thirties, King is 
back at square one. It would be easy to be 
bitter over his rise and f~ from the 
public's acceptance, but King takes it in 
stride, faulting only himself. "I fumbled 
the ball. That's why I'm back where I am. 
It seemed like everything was going good 
for me. The door was open for me, but it 
got slammed in my face." 
What does the future hold for King 
Floyd?" Hey, well I can do it again! I feel 
if anybody from New Orleans can do it, 
it's me, because I've got the knowledge· 
now, the experience, and the international 
appeal to do it. I learned my lesson. 
"What I want to do is have my own 
record COJJ)pany, my own publishing com-
pany, and do the whole thing myself this 
time and see how it works. Berry Gordy 
did it, I have no doubt that it can be done 
again." 
King Floyd is back and he's got a lot 
more singing to do and a lot more records 
to be made .. Anyone who sees or hears 
him knows these are only the fmt 
chapters in the King floyd Story. 0 
How much 
are your feet worth? 
You can save money on cheap shoes. 
But eventually your feet will start complaining. 
Which is why you should buy your feet 
Rockports. They're the most carefully made 
shoes you'll ever find. And the most comfortable 
your feet will ever find themselves in. 
It's not easy making shoes the way 
we do. Which is why 
other companies 
't. 
Feet have feelings, too.!~Rockporfj 
Now available at 
Birkenstock; Uptown Square 891-7090 
Wavelength's Complete Guide to the 
Bands of New Orleans 
............................................................................ 
Your band can be listed free of charge in our ~ovember 
issue in a guide that will be referred to again and again by 
club owners, booking agents, out-of-town clubs, record 
companies, the media. 
Be sure your band is listed. Fill out the information in the 
coupon below and send it to us at Wavelength before mid-
ni&ht, October 10. Send a photo (nonreturnable) if yo~ 
have one. 
-----------~-... -· 
. -----.. ------ ' . _______ .w____ ' 
---------- 70175 ' 
,.-----·-- orleans, LA. • 
• p o Box 15667, New d G "de ~ \ Wavelength, . . d . your November Ban ut \ 
\ Please list our ban m \ 
• BAND NAME \ 
\ TYPEOFMUSIC : 
\ BOOKING AGENT- PHONE# \ 
\ MBMBERSNAMES \ 
\ ............... ! 
' .......... --
... - ----·- __ _.. ........... 
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..._ ________ _ 
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Dennis McGee, well-known traditional French fiddle player, will participate in the fiddle workshop. 
This month, the people of 
Southwest Louisiana celebrate 
their mUsic and culture 
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T he most recent America magazine features a section on travel in the USA; it lists highlights of major cities and their primary attractions. 
.. One of the listings is New Orleans. In that 
piece, the writer mentions the music of 
south central Louisiana. "Cajun music, a 
fiddle-accordian-percussion sound, has 
been a part of life in the Cajun country 
west of New Orleans. The best way," the 
uticle continues, "to bring this music to 
J'OUl' ears is to attend one of the big Cajun 
music feativals (the biggest is in 
September in Lafayette) . . .~ · That 
festival is the Festival de Musique Aca-
dienne, part of the Festivals Acadiens, 
IIIII bas been slated for September 19 and 
Jl, Saturday and Sunday, in Girard Park 
iD Lafayette. 
Cajun music is truly a living and grow-
• iDa entity, representative of the people 
IIIII attitude of this area of Louisiana. 
1be firSt group to perform on Saturday, 
Fontenot, Ardoin and Fontenot, are in-
dicative of this. According to Lanier, 
"Freeman Fontenot learned to play ac-
cordion from Canray Fontenot' s father 
IIIII Bois-Sec Ardoin's cousin, Amede Ar-
doin, who was a legendary musician and 
ooe of Louisiana's most important musi-
cians of his day. Freeman Fontenot is 81 
JalS old, and he is the contemporary go-
iDa back in time . . . " The rest of the 
Saturday schedule reads with the same 
jewel-studded ring. From Rayne, Nathan 
Menard and the Cajun Swing band has 
tbe slick, uptown sound popular on the 
dance circuit. Zachary Richard and Fatras 
ue popular here and in Quebec. Saturday 
is closed down by Hector Duhon and Octa 
Clark with the Dixie Ramblers, who've 
been making music since the Twenties. 
On Sunday, The Cajun Ramblers repre-
ICilt the newer generation of traditional 
players while Beausoleil is considered an 
iDnovative group working within the 
trlditional motif. John Delafose, just 
bKk from Africa, will be performing that 
rich zydeco sound so popular on the 
daDce circuit. Dewey and Tony Balfa 
maintain the superb sound the Balfa 
Brothers Band has become known for; the 
brothers and some of their friends will 
close the last day of the festival. 
According to Barry Ancelet, who is 
with the Center for Louisiana Studies at 
tbe University of Southern Louisiana and 
is the music director for the festival, the 
idea for a festival began in 1973. It began 
with a converstion between a group of 
coacerned individuals - Ancelet, James 
Domeogeaux, Ralph Remsla, Dewey 
Bllfa, et al - about the state of in-
c&,euous French music in the Lafayette 
ma. By 1974, the frrst festival had been 
oraanized and was planned for 
Lafayette's Blackham Coliseum. 
Conray Fontenot, Freman Fontenot and Bois-Sec Ardoin open the show. 
"We didn't know what to expect," 
Barry said. "People had been used to go-
ing to the bars and honky-tonks to dance 
to the cajun music, but they didn't really 
pay much attention to it beyond listening 
to it to dance. We wanted to put people 
into a situation where they listened to this 
music in a concert-like atmosphere." 
CODOFIL (Council for the Development 
of French in Louisiana) was working 
closely with the festival, with James 
Domengeaux its director. "We wanted to 
rivet people's attention," Ancelet noted, 
"and we were trying to fill a large space. 
It had never been done in this area. Dewey 
Balfa played at a Newport Festival and 
saw 15,000 people stand to an ovation 
when he played music his hometown peo-
ple called chanky-chank." 
Ancelet described the night of the frrst 
fest in Blackham back in 1974. "It was a 
bad night. It was raining and storming, 
and it didn't look good. We just didn't 
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know what to expect. CODOFIL used the 
visit of a group of about 150 French jour-
nalists as an opportunity to have the fest. 
The public was invited, and the thing was 
ready. The coliseum was filled with 
12,000 people; it is rated at 8,000. People 
were in the bleachers, behind the bands, 
on the floor!" 
Festivals Acadiens moved outdoors to 
the brick facility at Girard Park in its 
third year. The next year the event moved 
around the park to an area dotted with big 
trees and bordered by a winding coulee. 
In 1980, the support of the fest was hand-
ed over to the Jaycees, a civic organiza-
tion in Lafayette. CODOFIL went on to 
continue work on the seeding and 
organization end of the French heritage 
movement in the area while the Jaycees 
used its considerable logistical skill to 
organize and run the annual event. Vance 
Lanier, with the Lafayette Jaycees, is the 
director of the Cajun Music Festival. • 
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PRODUCE MASTER 
TAPES AT HOME! 
Just add your favorite microphones to the TEAC 
A-3440 4 -track 4 channel Recorder/Reproducer 
and the M-2A 6 in/4 out mixing console and you 
have the nucleus of a fine home studio capable of 
producing professional quality master tapes. 
TEAC Prof6Soonal Products Group 
•Integrated drive logic 
• Operation by computer-
type pushpoint keys 
• Cutter device to 
facilitate tape editing 
TULAtJE STEr,EO Iii Fl CO. 
1 909 TULANE AVE 524-2343 
Convenient Store Parking 
Open Daily 9-5- Ciosed Sunday 
Long-term Financing Avai lable through GECC & C!T - Free Qellvery 
VISA - MASTER CARD - MR BOL 
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The Cajun Music Festival is only one 
event of a series held at the same time in 
Lafayette. Ann Wakefield describes other 
activities: 
"The Bayou Food Festival, within 
walking distance of the music festival, of-
fers a complete selection of Cajun and 
Creole foods, along with a few other 
ethnic specialties thrown in f-or good 
measure. Gumbo, jambalaya, crawfiSh 
etoufee, and boudin are just a few of the 
mouth-watering dishes that can be sam-
pled during Festival Acadiens. This year, 
the noble alligator will be added to the 
menu as it is becoming more widely ac-
cepted as a culinary delicacy. 
"The Louisiana Native Crafts Festival, 
also within walking distance of the music 
festival, serves as a showcase for a wide 
range of both traditional and contem-
porary crafts, as well as cooking 
demonstrations, gospel choir singing, and 
music workshops." 
For more information, contact the 
Lafayette Convention and Visitors Com-
mission, P.O. Box 52066, Lafayette, LA 
70SOS, or telephone (318) 232-3808. 0 
-John Donlo. 
Cajun Music Festival Schedule 
Saturday, Sept. 19, 1981 
11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. : Freeman Fontenot, Bois-
Sec Ardoin and Canray Fontenot 
1 p.m.-2:30 p.m.: Nathan Menard and The I 
Cajun Swing 
3 p.m.-4:30p.m.: Zachary Richard and Fatras 
5 p.m.-6:30 p.m.: Hector Duhon, Octa Clark 
and The Dixie Ramblers 
Sunday, Sept. 20, 1981 
10 a.m.-11 :30 a.m.: Fiddle Workshop with 
Dennis McGee, S.D. Courville, Preston 
Manuel, Gervis & Vorhes Stanford, 
Varise Connor and Lionel Leleux. 
Noon-1 :30 p.m.: Ricky Bearb and The Cajun 
Ramblers 
2 p.m.-3:30p.m.: Mike Doucet and Beausoleil 
4 p.m.-5:30 p.m.: John Delafose and The 
Zydeco Band 
6 p.m.-7:30p.m.: Dewey Balfa and The Balfa 
Brothers Band 
Both Days 
Quebecois folksinger Jocelyn Berube will per-
form two half-hour-sets during the festival. 
These are still to be scheduled into the break 
times. Most likely there will be one set each 
day. 
·- ~ 
Lois 
DeJean 
For someone who sings like 
heaven, she sure can raise a 
lot of hell. 
-Ron Cuccia 
ois Dejean was born into the 
Gospel. Her mother was an 
iron-clad Christian. Her 
father was a preacher. They 
lived above a saloon. 
"We used to lie on the floor and put 
our ears to the floor, and listen to the 
music downstairs. All of a sudden, we'd 
feel a sting on our buttocks. He'd holler, 
'Get up off that floor! I know what 
you're doing!' But he understood. He was 
a cool dude." 
It was her father who gave Lois an early 
show of faith. 
"I remember my very first solo. I was 
about five years old, and my father said 
he was going to have his own program. I 
thought he was going to go out and get 
people to sing, or whatever, but he just 
meant that he was going to have his own 
kind of program. So I kept asking him, 
'Daddy, please let me sing on your pro-
gram, let me sing on your program.' So he 
did. 
"The first song I sang was 'King Jesus 
Will Roll Our Burdens Away.' I couldn't 
read music, and I had the sheet music in 
my hand, but it was upside down. I didn't 
know what I was doing, so I just kept 
singing the same thing over and over 
again. That was my first solo, and that's 
when he really found out that I could 
sing ... 
So have many others since then. Dejean 
is an enormous and natural talent. P'rom a 
family of singers (eight out of nine 
children could sing), Lois was always the 
"whooper ,' • the one voice to rise above, 
take the lead, possess ~d impassion a 
song. 
Qejean can sing both alto and soprano. 
As a teenager, she had the offers (and 
desire) to be a professional blues singer. 
but because of her father•s disapproval, 
she did not follow them up. In the lower 
,. 
register. her voice has blues shadings. It is 
warm and earthy; it is embraceable. 
But when the songs begins to rise, De-
jean becomes another being, like the 
highest bird, on top of the mountain, 
jumping away from the peak, catching an 
updraft in its wings, and shooting ex-
uberantly through the clouds into the 
creation of angels. She takes your heart 
with her. It is an exhilaration that is 
almost frightening. When she sings, there 
is nothing beneath you but air. but you 
don•t care, because, when she sings, Lois 
Dejean is a powerful angel. 
She also has an ear for arrangement, 
the kind that no amount of formal train-
ing can ever equal. This invaluable gift 
has been a key to her success, for, even 
though she had been singing professional-
ly with her family and solo ever since she 
was ten years old, by her own account her 
musical career did not begin until she was 
thirty. 
"I was lying in my bed at home, and we 
were looking for a choir director for my 
father's church, Gloryland Mt. Gillion 
Baptist Church, and, in a vision, a Voice 
spoke to me, and told me to go to my 
father. and tell him I would direct. No 
knowledge of music, no nothing. And I 
asked the 'Voice how I could when I could 
WAVELENGTHISEPTEMBER 1•1 
not read music. And the Voice replied 
back to me, 'I'll put it in your head.' 
"I went to church, and told my father 
about it, and he said, 'Well, I can't say 
that it wasn•t a vision, or it wasn•t God 
speaking to you, so I'll let you try.' And I 
did it. Couldn't read a •c• if it was big as 
the Municipal Auditorium, but I could 
pick up the sheet music, and whatever 
way the notes went, I went.'• 
So Lois marched into her first director-
ship against the objection by some in the 
congregation that she did not have any 
formal training. It is difficult to imagine, 
but one thing may come more natural to 
Dejean than singing, and that is standing 
up for herself. Her answer was clear and 
simple. "I didn't get offended. I told 
them to come back when they thought I 
could teach them something.'• 
Dejean learned· to direct, she learned to 
teach, and she went on singing in churches 
around New Orleans every Sunday. Then, 
in 1969, the lesson came to her. 
"My husband died, and I didn•t know 
what to do with myself. So, my daughter 
asked me to work with them, and I told 
them no, I didn•t want to work with no 
young people, they•re too disgusting. [She 
laughs) But I pve it a try, and I fell in 
love with it. It changed the course of my 
33 
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The Legendary 
Excitement Of The 
Allman Brothers 
Band. 
With Brothers Of The Road. 
The Allman Brothers Band 
reconfirm their stature as con-
temporary masters of rock. The 
10 strong. fine~rafted cuts 
showcase the formidable wrrt-
ing talents of leader Greg 
Al!man and gurtanst tvoca~st 
Oicloe Betts, and the tiQhtly 
meshed excitement of the 
band's playing presents The 
Allman Brothers Band at the 
peak of their powers. 
BROTHERS OF THE ROAD 
LEAVIN' 
STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART 
THE HEAT IS ON 
MAYBE WE CAN GO BACK 
TO YESTERDAY 
THE JUDGMENT 
TWO RIGHTS 
NEVER KNEW HOW MUCH 
(I NEEDED YOU) 
THINGS YOU USED TO DO 
IBEGOFYOU 
Includes 
STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART 
LEAVIN' 
TWO RIGHTS 
ON 
SALE 
5.99 
RECORDS & TAPES • 5500 MAGAZINE 
895-8713 • OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK 
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life. 
"I found out that you can try to shape 
up young people, but you rust have to 
shape yourself up. They put me on my p's 
and q's. I had to be careful what I was do-
ing if I wanted to stand out as an example, 
and I did. 
"It wasn't what I did for young people. 
Young people did a lot for me. They did it 
for me. I don't know what would've ha~ 
pened. Probably, I would've gone back 
out in the world, and got wild. I had a 
great loss, four children to raise. I don't 
know really what I would have done. This 
was a good way for God to pull me in the 
right direction." 
Lois Dejean's decision has changed a 
lot more lives than just hers, as well as 
gospel music itself here in New Orleans. 
She started with six young people, calling 
them the Gospel Inspirations, and this 
they became. Church services were nor-
mally held at eleven in the morning and 
seven at night. The Gospel Inspirations 
initiated a lively service at three in the 
afternoon, and kids, who otherwise 
would have been at the beach or at a 
movie, found out they could have their 
fun at church. 
·The first anniversary of the Gospel In· 
spirations turned out to be the somewhat 
chaotic, somewhat charismatic birth of 
what many people call the best gospel 
group in town. "There were so many 
young people who wanted to join The 
Gospel Inspirations, and we wanted a 
group to open up for their first anniver-
sary, so I said let's get us an in· 
terdenorninational group of young people 
to open up the program. And we did, and 
pr;actically every day that we had rehear-
sal, it rained. If it didn't rain, we had no 
musicians. And I told them, I said, 'Well, 
I've given it about three or four tries, I'm 
not giving it any more.' Just then the 
doors opened, three musicians walked in, 
and the rain stopped." 
And so the Youth Inspirational Choir 
was born, 106 voices big. Everyone en-
joyed that first night so much, they 
wanted to keep doing it. As if four 
children and one gospel group weren't . 
enough already, Lois seriously considered 
it - perhaps because of her faith in God, 
perhaps out of the curious joy that springs 
from exhaustion, or maybe she was just 
plain crazy. But she had seen something, a 
hunger, a thirst, lll!d great women cannot 
resist feeding children. 
She kept the choir together. She taught 
them to sing, "even the bad voices I 
always could do something with," like 
making a flag out of rags. And what a 
glorious flag they have become. They do 
the Gospel mighty proud. 
She taught them more than that. "I was 
at the same time trying to groom them in-
to being productive citizens. The overall 
goal was not just to get them to sing, but 
to find out that they could go back to 
their churches and do some things that 
were positive. They could act as leaders; 
they could grow up to be good men and 
women, respectable young men and 
woraen." 
She took on their problems, often in 
place of her own. She gave them 
discipline. She taught them by example 
how to stand up for themselves. She has 
been amazingly successful, judging by the 
hundreds of young people who turned out 
at her recent Night of Recognition to sing 
and praise "the Wida," as she is called by 
her kids. 
This past year Dejean had a head-on 
newsmaking clash with the New Orleans 
Jazz and Heritage Festival. She had work-
ed for the festival for nine years. She was 
in line for promotion, and some positions 
had come open. Not only was she passed 
over, but she got a cut in pay instead. She 
brought suit; she also vehemently de-
nounced Jazz Fest office politics. She lost 
her job. It was a difficult time indeed. 
Speaking of changes she fought for 
over the years, as well as the final con-
frontation, Lois had this to say: 
"You could not get any of the gospel 
personalities to say anything when it came 
to an actual fight. They were scared. 
Scared! Scared of what? But then I found 
out the almighty dollar speaks. And who 
am I; just a poor nobody. What does it 
matter? 
"But I wonder to myself, what is it do-
ing to our young people? Say you sit back 
and say nothing. When it's time for your 
young people to fight about something, 
how can they fight? They haven' t seen 
you do anything. 
"My kids stuck with me. And I didn't 
have a job. I lost my piano, which was my 
heart, and one of my kids saw that I got 
another piano. I was living off my kids. 
They were going into their savings ac-
counts, and putting dollars in my pocket, 
until I found a job. What I learned from it 
all was that I did not win the battle, but I 
won a whole victory when it came to my 
kids. I found out how much they loved 
me. And I found great joy in that." 
And, in the final accounting, that is the 
best measure of all. 
So this woman of will looks forward. 
She is grooming herself in business sense 
with an eye toward the World's Fair. (She 
wants to be sure that gospel music gets its 
share.) Cox Cable chose the Youth In-
spirational Choir to be the sole represen-
tative of gospel music on the local chan-
nel. That's not good enough for her. She 
wants a whole channel for religious pro-
gramming, and a chance for all the city's 
choirs to perform, and to be paid. She is 
very vocal about the monies that go to 
support the Scouts, sports programs, the 
"Y", etc., but none for the city's gospel 
choirs, which she feels actually serve the 
same purpose. 
She has a big mouth about injustice, 
and, if you could hear her sing without 
seeing her, you might think that sound 
came from a sizeable woman. Actually, 
"the Wida" turns a svelte 46 this year. 
Her kids also call her "the Rosa Parks of 
the Eighties." Maybe it's her faith that 
makes her sound so big, but for someone 
who sings like heaven, she sure cad raise a 
lot of bell. It's doubtful that there was 
ever a great woman who didn't. 0 
The Club that brought to New Orleans 
such weekend talent as: 
Bruce Springsteen, Elvis Costello, Jerry Jeff Walker, 
Jimmy Buffett and Mr. Bill, 
THIS MONTH PRESENTS ... 
Fri. Sept 4 - RZA 
Sat. Sept 5- Radiators 
Fri & Sat. Sept 11 & 12 - Red Rockers 
Fri . Sept 18 - The Models 
Sat. Sept 19 - That's our secret! 
It won't be Dorothy Kllgallenl 
Fri. Sept 25 - Red Rockers 
Sat. Sept 26- The BONGOS 
New York's New Number 1 
along with Red Rockers 
Plus The Singles, The Look, Uptights, Rock-a-Byes 
and coming soon- The Sponges- get your shots now! 
Showtime: 9:30 weeknights, 10:30 weekends 
24 Hour Concert Line- 8301 Oak 861-2585 
J 
ROCK 
N' 
ROLL 
.I l JLOUNGE 
Wednesday is Ladies Night 
Happy Hour M·F 4:00·8:00 
Drinks 2 for 1 
Every Monday: Macho Man Contest 
Every Tuesday: Female Mud Wresding 
Every Wednesday: TIGHTSQUEEZE & VENDETTA 
J 
ROCK 
N' 
ROLL 
Every Thwsday~ AMETHYST Every Sunday: WRNO NIGHT 
Fri 9/4 OZ Fri 9/18 Savage White 
Sat9/' Penia Sat9/19ModcJs 
formtdy Jloyal Orleaos Sun 9/20 Modds 
Suo 916 Jlock a Byes Fri 9/2' Hyjiox 
Fri 9/11 2.._K Sat.9/26 Melange 
Sat 9/12lmerpol Suo 9/27 Models 
Suo 9/13 Modcls 
. 3721 Hessmer/Phone 888-9088 
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DREAD. 
Peter Tosh is a Third 
World urban bush doc-
tor stepping razor sharp 
into the eye of Babylon 
with natty shield of 
Rastafari to deflect the 
blows of the evil forces 
out to downpress upon 
the righteous. One third 
of the original "Wailers" - the ar-
chetypal reggae organization/trio com-
posed of a triumvir of songwriters/mes-
sengers: internationally known Bob 
Marley, legendary Bunny Waiter, ne Liv-
ingston, and word warrior Tosh -
Winston Hubert, "Peter" Mackintosh, 
born October 19, 1944, is a self-taught 
musician proficient on guitar, piano, har-
monica and percussion. Musically, Tosh 
believes he was born with music in him 
and that his life task is to manifest this 
core reality. Composer of reggae classics 
such as "Stop The Train" and "400 
Years," he is co-composer with Bob 
Marley of the often recorded anthem 
"Get Up, Stand Up." Founded in 
Kingston, Jamaica, during the Sixties, the 
original Waiters broke up in 1974 with 
Bob Marley retaining the band and the 
name and touring, while Bunny and Peter 
decided to remain in Jamaica. Two 
seminal recordings from that period are 
Catch A Fire (Island 9241) and the sine 
qua non of any r~e collection, Bumin' 
(Island 92S6) which offers the best re-
corded example of original Wailer har-
monies. 
In 197S, Tosh was badly mashed up by 
Jamaican police. He responded musically 
with "Mark Of The Beast," a sensational 
hit record in Jamaica that was promptly 
banned from airplay by the Jamaican 
government. He followed up with another 
challenge of the "shit-stem," the pro-
herb song "Legalize It" which the 
government also banned and which also 
quickly became a hot selling single. 
In 1976, Tosh's illegal single caught the 
attention of Columbia Records and he 
released his first solo album, not surpris-
ingly entitled Legalize It (Columbia PC 
242S3). Former Wailer band members 
Family Man Barrett and blood brother 
Carlton were on bass and drums, along 
with others from the Wailer family such 
as keyboardist Tyrone Downey, guitarist 
AI Anderson, and singers Rita Marley, 
Judy Mowatt, and most significantly of 
all, Bunny Wailer. In 1977, Tosh created 
what has since been recognized as a reggae 
milestone, the militant and uncomprising 
album Equal Rights (Columbia PC 
34670), a quintessential reco-ding which 
many people consider To.sh's best. 
Holding down the bottom on Equal 
Rights are drummer Sly Dunbar and 
bassist Robbie Shakespear. a duo who are 
currently Jamaica's most active rhythm 
team and record producers. Bunny Waiier 
provides background 
vocals. In addition to the 
popular title number, 
this album also includes 
an iron strong version of 
"Get Up, Stand Up," 
and political grounda-
tion numbers such as 
"African" and "Stepp-
ing Razor.'' Both 
Legalize It and Equal 
Rights were architec-
turali~ed (produced) by Tosh. 
In 1978 Tosh released Bush Doctor 
(Rolling Stone 39109) which featured a 
cover of the Motown classic "Don't Look 
Back" done in duet with Mick Jagger of 
The Rolling Stones. The track brought 
airplay, television appearances and public 
recognition from a large audience who 
had previously been unaware of the reg-
gae revolution in music. In that same year 
Tosh was the first non-Rolling Stones 
member to be signed to Rolling Stones 
Records. In 1979 Tosh's annual LP was 
Mystic Man (Rolling Stone 39111), whose 
title number was a sharp denunciation of 
Babylon fast food/drug culture. 
In 1980 Tosh did not produce an album 
but did contribute tracks to the reggae 
fllm Rockers and co-produced Keith Pop-
pin's single, "Jam Down Festival," which 
won "Number One Reggae Song" at the 
Jamaican Song Festival that year. With 
the music that Peter Tosh is making both 
live and on recordings, such as Wanttd 
Dread and Alive, it is clear to all who have 
ear to hear and heart to feel that reggae is 
no passing fad/wave music. Reggae is for 
real and Doctor Tosh correctly say/sina 
the diagnosis that dread song be doina 
fme, all is Irie, is well & ALIVE. 0 
WAVELENGTH INTERVIEW 
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What are your goals? . 
My goals are just 
equal rights, justice and 
freedom. Irrespective of 
what man may achieve 
materially, that is 
nothing because the 
world belong to my 
father. So I don't see 
what's on the earth. All 
what's on here belong to 
me and until Black peo-
ple come to that con-
sciousness they stiU live in fantasy because 
the world belong to Jab. When you praise 
Jab that means the world. belongs to you. 
So my goals are just equal right, justice, 
freedom ancl Africa. 
This is my duty man, to awaken Black 
people. I know what is taking place. I see 
ignorancy, I see many Black people 
become victim of the shit-stem. I as a 
youth was on the sea world of ignorancy. 
But because I was made me with light and 
reality inside of me, I begun to search and 
I found the reality. So when I found it I 
had to teach those who are still lost in fan-
tasy. 
How did you search? 
Just searching because I learn of Chris-
tianity. I learn of Jesus, I learn of 
righteous, I learn of God, and I learn of 
all these ignorancy. But it is like saying 
and telling me that this is a key [holding a 
lighter) and because I . don't know· I 
believe. Believe is fifty percent doubt and 
that's what the world we living on today: 
belief, fifty percent .doubt until we 
become certain. Well this certainty was in: 
side of me and everytime I see that they 
taught me something to make me believe, 
it always come in conflict. So every time · 
they teach me something to make me 
believe I have to search to find out the 
reality of that fantasy. I found out the 
reality that I, the rastaman, is the reality 
of what they Call Christianity today. 
Because it is only the rastaman is the 
humblest man in creation today. He was 
condemned by society. 'He was given 
naught to multiJ?lY with naught, but he 
did that and got one, and that is very dif-
ficult. 
So our people were enslaved, for in-
stance, in Jamaica and not only our 
clothing and tools were taken, but they 
tried to strip us of our cu!tur~. 
Yes, everything. They enn took away 
the name of the creator that we serve. 
They say "Give them Jesus, gie them 
this, give them that, give them every other 
God." And eveiyone of ·them iS dead. 
Every God that man praise today1s dead. 
So ignorancy still continue. Arid what 
they are trying to show us know. that Em-
preror Haile Salaisse is dead too. But, 
I-and-1 who have investig_ated and know 
of prophecy, know that 1n this time it 
would be said that the crealor is aead, like 
it was two thousand years ago when they 
say they crucify 'Jesus Christ. ~.~t every 
disappointment is for a great- purpose. 
Jab said he work mysterious things, 
wonders to perform. 
And we will see wonders, 
all we have to is incline .. 
our hearts and ·our ears 
to learn, not from those 
who look sophisticated, 
but from those who look 
to be the mad. 
Whenever time you caH 
of my name, your 
mother, your father and 
your best friend shall 
turn against you and we 
learn that. When I investigate, that is' 
written in the Bible, and the fantasy they 
paint is that when you call of " my name" 
it is referring to Jesus and the Christian 
philosophy of modern Christianity, but 
when I investigate, I've never seen a 
Christian who has been humiliated in this 
time. Because they are a part of the shit-
stem. But everytime you say Rastafari you 
are looked down on and condemned 
within the society, for what? Because you 
are seeing reality, knowing that the prefix 
Ras means head, and the sufflX Tafari 
means creator, and when you say 
Rastafari it's coming from tlie Amharic 
vocabulary which is millions of years old. 
Do you find that there is a better recep-
tion for reggae music now as compared to 
two or three years ago? 
Uh-umrn. In Europe the people highly 
appreciate reggae music and love it dear-
ly. But in these places, I feel, more and 
more it is the media that controls and 
makes it dif(icu.lt for our people to hear 
the music thtough the radio because the 
music has been branded political because 
of its socalled political ingredients. They 
make it difficult to get to the people 
because it is a music of awakening. The 
people have been suffering from the shit- ~ 
BY KALAMU YA·. SALAAM 
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stem for so lona. and because people are 
gettina up and standing up for their 
rights. one and two. and three and four 
are gettina into the message and gettiJJa 
across to what the message bas been say-
ina and spreading the news. 
What makes you think that the medill 
has such a big control? 
It's a part of the politics. part of the 
shit-stem. The politicians have to control 
the media to keep the people ignorant. 
They have to program what is played on 
the media. They tell you what to say and 
when to say it. Because those things have I 
been going on for so long, those things are 
the reasons why Black people don't get to 
it and it is a part of keeping ignorancy in 
function. 
The music is for Black people and th ty 
want to keep it away from Black people ;o 
they don't see the light. It is lessons of 
awakening for Black people. Reggae is a 
vehicle for getting across to people lost in 
fantasy who are seeking a reality. 
In Jamaica, I don't know about now, 
but two or three years ago it was not easy 
to hear reggae music on the radio. 
That's the same thing going on now, 
maybe even worse. But that's how power-
ful it is; even though the media don't play 
the music that much, it's the people's na-
tional music. That's what the people res-
pond to and love. The radio stations is a 
pack of shit and I hate it badly for that. It 
is trying to defamate the character of reg-
gae music and make those who are play-
ing reggae music look like fools. When I 
go to other places outside of Jamaica to 
see how people respond to reggae music, 
I'm treated like a king. In the place where 
reggae music is originated, the people who 
make reggae music are treated like dogs 
according to the shit-stem. They try to do 
everything to incriminate the singers and 
charge them with ganja and smoking and 
bullshit, but it•s just to keep the 
rastaman's philosophy in the dark. 
What do you listen to besides reggae? 
I listen to plenty American music. 
0-Jays, all the music with a message, 
Commadors. all the music that is 
beautifully decorated. There is plenty 
music in America that is beautifully 
decorated but it hasn't got a message. 
Why do you think that is? 
Because of the shit-stem. The singers 
can not do better because if they sing a 
message it won't get no air play and they 
want their music to be played, so 
everybody just sing "Darling, I love 
you.'• like there is nothing more to sing. 
If you listen to an American chart and 
there is one hundred songs on the chart. 
ninety-eight of them is telling about "My 
Girl. and Darling, I will swim the ocean 
and cry tears.,. Madness. That is what 
make this society so weak, is because 
everyday a guy sit down and cry to a girl. 
Madness and I don't deal with that. 
Me like to hear something awakening to 
Black people because music is so power-
ful. and music has so much psychological 
ingredients that it automatically gei to the 
ears and minds of the people, and you are 
thrilled by the ingredients thereof. If the 
ingredients of the music alone can thrill 
you. then you should decorate the words 
to write with and make it a messaae. 0 
---- -------------
REGGAE 
ARRIVES 
Tbe Peter Tosb 
Concert at tbe Saenger 
August 7 was a big success, 
paving tbe way for more future 
concerts and more opportunities 
for reggae fans to hear 
tbe music tbey love 
R cggae music has made its arrival in New Orleans. The Peter Tosh con-
cert at the Saenger Performing Arts 
Theatre on August 7 proved this as well as 
provided us with some of the finest live 
reggae to be heard in New Orleans to 
date. The winds are changing for reggae 
when a large music hall like the Saenger 
Theatre is willing to take a chance with a 
Jamaican act; when a radio station 
(WYLD-FM) with a predominantly black 
listening audience sponsors the show; and 
when New Orleans responds by practi-
cally filling the hall. 
As tremendous as the performance was, 
I was equally affected by the 
breakthrough for Peter Tosh that this 
concert represented. Here we have a reg-
gae artist who was in perhaps the most in-
fluential reggae band to ever come out of 
Jamaica (the original Waiters consisted of 
Peter Tosh, Bob Marley, and Bunny 
Waiter). Although Bob Marley became 
the most well-known worldwide after the 
breakup of the original Wailers, Peter 
Tosh continued to be an important figure 
both musically and politically in Jamaica. 
Following Tosh's appearance on Saturday 
Night Live in December 1978 (performing 
"Don't Look Back" with Mick Jagger), 
he conducted a tour of America which 
brought him to New Orleans and Ole Man 
River's. In performance and in interviews 
at the time he attempted to convince 
America that he was a big star. My 
memory of his performance at Ole Man 
River's is of Tosh, dressed in combat 
fatigues and white plastic sunglasses, 
lighting up a spliff during "Legalize It" 
and trying extremely hard to impress the 
audience. Every song was performed a bit 
faster than the recorded version and all 
were disco-fled in an attempt, I thought, 
to please Babylonian tastes. Nevertheless, 
the concert was impressive, featuring a 
back-up band of reggae's finest, including 
Sly Dunbar and Robbie Shakespeare. But 
on his latest tour, supported by a promo-
tion campaign (thank Rolling Stones 
Records) which includes heavy advertis-
ing, Peter Tosh t-shirts and buttons, and a 
new album, Tosh carries himself like a 
man who doesn't have to prove anything. 
CARIBBEAN 
At the Saenger, looking very much in con-
trol, he effortlessly had the audience 
watching every marching-step he took, 
listening to every word he sang. 
So we're at a point now where it's likely 
we'll see more and more reggae coming 
into New Orleans. Artists like Tosh who 
know that "Babylon makes the rules" are 
learning how to use the system (or 
shitstem, to quote Tosh). It was four and 
a half years ago when Third World first 
came to New Orleans, beginning a 
sporadic ·but unceasing chain of live reg-
gae shows that have mainly taken place at 
Ole Man River's and Tipitina's. These 
clubs should be thanked for their devo-
tion to the cause, because it's due to their 
early efforts that artists like Peter Tosh 
are now receiving the recognition they 
deserve. If the August 7 show proved 
money can be made from reggae music, 
this might prompt some radio stations to 
go beyond sponsoring reggae shows and 
actually playing reggae on the air. We all 
stand to benefit from this. Reggae fans 
will get to hear the music they love, and 
the artists will be able to get their message 
across to a wider audience. 
By the way, one of the reasons Tosh 
went over so well at the Saenger was his 
band, Word, Sound and Power. The 1981 
touring version of Word, Sound and 
Power consists of Keith Sterling and Rob-
bie Lyn on keyboards, Donald Kinsey on 
lead guitar, Steve Golding on rhythm 
guitar, Vision on percussion, George 
"Fully" Fullwood on bass, and Santa on 
drums. Much has been said of the Sly 
Dunbar/Robbie Shakespeare rhythm sec-
tion (and with good reason), but Santa 
and George Fullwood are at least as good. 
0 
-Gene Scaramuzzo 
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COUNTRY 
THE LOOSE BAND 
HITS THE 
OPERA HOUSE 
Cathy Lucas is a newlywed with a new band who intends to 
hang on to it all - and she has the talent to puU it off. 
Right now she and her band play before an ever-changing 
audience of Bourbon Street country music lovers. 
S he's barely 21, and already Cathy Lucas has performed for the likes of 
Muhammed Ali and Ruthie the Duck 
Lady - among others. 
Admittedly, her Ali performance was 
with about 59 other kids when she was in 
a junior high madrigal in New York City. 
They did a lot of Latin and Yiddish 
numbers for city functions. 
These days Cathy, her husband Larry, 
and the rest of the Loose Band play pro-
gressive country music for whoever 
wanders into the Old Opera House at 
Bourbon and Toulouse streets. 
There's a long copper bar, small 
wooden tables, the usual New Orleans 
mix of posters featuring Dr. Frank 
Minyard, the 1980 Rodeo, and Professor 
Longhair, plus a neon sign that flashes 
"Bullshit" during "Cotton-eyed Joe." 
The clientele is more mixed than the 
decor. "We just pull in whoever's walking 
down Bourbon Street, and of course you 
know there's all kinds of people going 
down Bourbon Street" says Lucas, sip-
ping on a diet Dr. Pepper at a tiny table 
near the French doors. 
"Like Ruthie the Duck Lady. She'll 
come in an buy a drink, and her little 
ducks come in and quack around the 
door. A lot of people who work on oil 
rigs, when they come in they've got a lot 
of money. There's a couple of faces you'll 
see every three or four weeks. 
"There's a lot of people who like to 
hang around in here. They don't stand out 
here, but they would anywhere else . . . . 
They're a little strange." 
As the first set begins on a summer Sun-
day afternoon, business seems slow, with 
one waitress munching fried chicken and 
another dancing by herself near the end of 
the bar. 
But the music drifts out the French 
doors, and the place fills up quickly -
mostly tourists drinking light beers and 
frozen fruit-flavored concoctions. Before 
the music starts, a regular drops in a tip 
and a request for "Margaritaville," and 
after the set begins, even the listeners 
standing out in the street send in tips. 
It was only a few years ago that Lucas, 
at 17, was one of the listeners. Now in 
pink Hawaiian-print hot pants and a 
white shirt, she does most of the singing 
and the talking. "I run the show, I talk to 
the audience ... cause here in this setting 
it's not a dance club, obviously, you need 
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RARE RECORDS 
FOOTBALL 
MEE.IS 
ROCK 'N' ROLL 
Chinese Bandits 
The Cheerleaders 
Spinet 1000 
With football season on the immediate 
horizon, I just had to cover this one. This 
record is much sought after by L.S.U. 
fans and New Orleans rock'n'roll addicts 
alike. 
The tune, of course, praises the 
"Chinese Bandits" who were the "lemon 
brick wall" defense on the 1959 National 
Champion L.S.U. Tigers. 
The Cheerleaders were in fact a studio 
group that featured Jerry Byrne, Frankie 
Ford, Lenny Capello, with Huey Smith 
supplying the contageous second line 
piano stylings. My favorite line goes like 
this, · 
"/don't know but I've been told, 
When the bandits rock you're suppose 
to roll. 
Continued from page 43 
somebody up there with the jokes, the 
band, whatever, and that's my job." 
It's an amazingly slick performance, 
especially considering that this "Loose 
Band" has only been playing together for 
a matter of weeks. Only occasionally did 
the melody seem to get lost for a few 
seconds, reappearing quickly. 
Band membership has fluctuated, but 
on this Sunday the group included Cathy, 
vocals and rhythm guitar; her husband 
Larry, lead guitar, fiddle, pedal steel; Jim 
Messa, bass; Mark Trent ("It's Tren-
ticosta, but rm not sure how you spell 
it. T-R-E-N-T . .. that's what we call him 
onstage'"); and Chris Laciliak, drums; 
with others in the group occasionally tak-
ing over the vocals. 
. Forming a band in New Orleans is not 
that difficult, says .Lucas, "You just put 
an ad in the newspaper." She began tak-
ing guitar lessons at age 18, later marrying 
her teacher, Larry Lucas. Both Lucases 
write songs, but in the past year tbey"ve 
spent most of their efforts forming and 
polishing the band, and sticking to 
country-rock standards. A set includes a 
little of a lot of sounds from "Diggy, 
Diggy u•• to "Too Late Baby,"" "Silver 
Threads"" and "On the Road Again. •• ap-
parently an overseas favorite; 
"A couple of weeks ago we bad a table 
full of Norwegian sailors sitting here, and 
I did "On . the Road Apin"" by Willie 
Nelson, and all of a suddcD they weR all 
sinaina aloq. ~·:!DU!ml. .. . 
It"s an odd , and Lucas, who 
has lived all over tbe COUDtry with her 
family and Cout GuardslllaD fatba', says 
she lites tbe lifestyle. But it"s bcal a little 
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Chinese Bandits they con knock, 
Gonna stop a touchdown, chop chop." 
This was the rrrst release on Joe Cor-
ona•s Spinet label, and probably was his 
biggest seller. Of course it sold well all 
over Louisiana, but not at Ole Miss! 
You"ll probably hear this on the oldies 
radio shows for the next few months, but 
like some of the great Mardi Gras records 
you'll never get tired of hiring it. The vin-
tage record shops in town want $20 to $25 
for this one. Even the bootleg on a totally 
white label goes for $15. 0 
- Almost Slim 
harder for her family to accept. "It took a 
while for it to sink into their heads that 
being a musician is being a professional, 
and there"s a lot of good things involved 
in that. It's unstable you know, it's not 
like the kind of job where you just go in 
nine to five, and you know that the only 
way you•re gonna lose that job is if you 
mess up. Whereas, here, anything could 
cause us to lose our job - not anything, 
but a gig is not as stable as a job. 
"My mother kept saying, 'but, weD, 
that"s rme Cathy, but when are you gonna 
get a job. • And I said, 'Mother I have a 
job,, Lucas laughs. 
It's a long-term job at which she is will-
ing to work. She says the group needs 
more polishing, and there is at least talk 
of an "Old Opera House•• album which 
would include music from all the groups 
that rotate playing at the club. 
Lucas is, at 21, a newlywed with a new 
band who intends to hang on to it all: 
"Actually, it works to our advantage. I 
think that if Larry and I were not doing 
the same thing, it would be harder to keep 
a relationship going, f"rrst of all because of 
the strange hours that a musician winds 
up working. It"s brought us closer 
together rather than the fighting-type 
thing that you might have - you know, 
Tammy Wynette and George Jones, it"s 
not • • • We work well together, and we 
plan 011 continuing to work well to-
aetber •••• :• she says, her voice trailing 
off in thouaht. ~. 
Forever?, she is asked. "Forever,, ~ 
.....-. · "That"s what you gotta hope 
few!" 0 
-NUCJWtiiiH 
REISSUES 
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NIGHTHAWK 
BLUES 
This six-volume set of disks, Nighthawk 101-106, is a blues coUector's 
dream. The coUection, one of the finest of post-war blues and valuable 
for its historic significance, is a must for every lover of the blues. 
T he blues roll on and here's a set of six albums that will give it a good 
push. Blues collectors today have never 
had it so good. We may go broke fast, but 
now suddenly the music is so easily ob-
tainable. Looking at the titles these 
albums contain, I remember the trouble 
and expense I went through to get a hold 
of a few. But they were worth the trouble! 
Likewise these albums are worth getting; 
in fact, the entire series is essential for 
· blues collectors and will go down as one 
of the finest collections of post-war blues. 
The frrst issue, Windy City Blues, covers 
the "Bluebird Beat" era. This style is best 
typified on this set by Sonny Boy William-
son (the frrst Sonny Boy), whose two selec-
tions are classic examples of his early style. 
Robert Lee McCoy's "Prowlin' 
Nighthawk" included here proved to be 
:so successful, he adopted Nighthawk as a 
surname. Delta blues enthusiasts will be 
gratified that two of Robert Lockwood's 
frrst sessions are included. The earliest 
recordings that produced "Black Spider 
Blues" stylistically show the influence of 
the "genius, " Robert Johnson, 
Lockwood's stepfather. Other high points 
on the lp are Tampa Red's doomy "Green 
and Lucky Blues" (check out Johnny 
Jones piano), the frrst version of "Every-
day I Have The Blues" by Pinetop, and the 
rocldn' "Please Don't" by Johnny Shines. 
Chialgo Slickers covers Chicago's 
"classic" blues period but there is an 
underlying country flavor to this urban 
blues collection. The titles included are 
culled from the small labels Parkway, 
Tempotone, and Random. The first studio 
collaboration between Little Walter and 
Muddy Waters dating from 1948 is includ-
ed. The country, or Delta blues flavoring is 
emphatically brought out by the Johnny 
Shines selections. They feel so relaxed 
you'd guess they were recorded on the 
porch of a cabin after a day's work in the 
field. Homesick James deserves special 
mention: he manages to translate the 
rough country blues into an urban setting. 
Also included in this set are the mysterious 
Delta Joe (Sunnyland Slim), John Brim 
(pre-Chess), Forest City Joe and Robert 
Nighthawk's magnificent "Maggie Camp-
bell." 
If I ·had to pick out a favorite album 
from this collection it would have to be 
The Memphis Harmonica Jam. This 
album contains nothing but stomping, 
down-home music straight from the juke 
joint blues. Thankfully we now have 
reissues of Hot Shot Love's whooping Sun 
pairing, "Harmonica Jam" and "Wolf 
Call Boogie." Another famous Memphis 
harpman, Walter "Muml>J.~" Horton, is 
represented with two of liis earliest cuts, 
the rockin' "Jumpin' Blues," and the 
slower "Tell Me Baby." Strangely two 
drummers, Willie Nix and Woodrow 
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Adams, are included. Nix's tracks are 
magnificent Southern blues and jump, 
while the Woodrow Adams tracks can best 
be summarized as raggedy but right. The 
lion's share of this disc goes to Joe Hill 
Loui, the one-man band from Memphis. 
His haunting "Street Walking Woman" is 
a Memphis blues masterpiece while 
"Boogie In the Park" is an unparalleled 
juke joint rocker. His super-rare Meteor 
session where he used the alias Chicago 
Sunny Boy is also included. Unfortunately 
"Mumbles" is the only artist on this album 
left to enjoy such a worthy reissue. 
Detroit Ghetto Blues is another bam 
burner. This release is especially close to 
me because the bulk of the recordings were 
made by Joe Von Battle. Joe was a strange 
character who cut his sessions in the back 
of his record shop where I used to buy 
some of the titles included in this set. The 
recordings are extremely rough and 
primitive. Slim Pickens, Walter Mitchell, 
and L.C. Green all tum in typical blues 
renderings. The Playboy Fuller tracks are 
extremely rough, sounding like they were 
recorded in a bathroom, which is in fact 
where Von Battle hung the microphones! 
Fuller is actually Louisiana Red: however 
the notes incorrectly state he was born in 
New Orleans. Actually he was born in 
Vicksburg. Robert Henry does a great ris-
que version of "Something's Wrong (With 
My Little Lovin' Machine)." My favorite 
performances on the disc are turned in by 
Baby Boy Warren, whose "Hello 
Stranger" included Sonny Boy Williamson 
on harp. 
Lake Michigan Blues features pre-war 
recordings by a number of southern 
bluesmen who came to Chicago. Six tracks 
are included by Robert Nighthawk, in-
cluding the lithesome "Friars Point Blues" 
and "Take It Easy Baby." Nighthawk 
never cut a poor record and these are 
among the best of his recordings. Also m-
cluded is Sonny Boy Williamson's first 
RCA recording, "Jackson Blues," and 
"Bluebird Blues." Excellent selections are 
also included by Tampa Red, Milton 
Sparks and Yank Rachel. 
The last album in the series, Down 
Behind the Rise, covers the rural Texas 
blues scene. The best known artist is 
Lightnin' Hopkins, who has his two best 
"Gold Star" sides represented. Frankie 
Lee Sims' storming "Single Man Blues" is 
a strange cut as it features a ringing coun-
try steel guitar. More typical of the Texas 
sound is Wright Holmes and Jesse Thomas 
who did "Gonna Move To California." 
(He did just that.) Johnny Beck is 
somewhat of an enigma. However his two 
cuts here are on par with the best from 
Texas. My nod goes to Willie Lanes' "Too 
Many Women Blues" as the sleeper on this 
set with Jesse Thomas's " D. Double Due 
You" a close second. 
If you can't get all of these, they are still 
valuable single selections. A standing ova-
tion for Nighthawk: let 's hope these sell 
enough to finance some more reissues. If 
you've got the blues (and I always do) 
these are for you. 0 
- Almost Slim 
wwoz 
A YEAR 
LATER 
New Orleans' newest radio 
station is determined to play the 
city's older indigenous music. But 
that the station exists at all is a 
study in hard-headed persistence. 
T he Italian girl was talking to volunteers from WWOZ, a radio 
supported by its listeners. Only it did not 
have any listeners. It had yet to broadcast 
even one song. She was perplexed. Rome 
was full of radio stations. They came 
without warning from the backs of 
barbershops and attic apartments . 
Answering to no one, they jammed for 
control of the airwaves, broadcasting 
what they pleased. If they interfered with 
the signal of another station they would 
probably consider that a bonus. The girl 
knew nothing of licensing. Control 
bureaus like the Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) were unknown to this 
Roman beauty. 
That was a year ago, summer 1980. The 
volunteers were in the flea market trying 
to interest passersby in their station, to 
sell them memberships. But people were 
wary of an outfit they could not hear for 
themselves, and they guarded their 
money, saving it for sno-balls and potted 
plants. 
It was a critical time for WWOZ. Four 
years had already passed since their initial 
application to the FCC. Now the Arch-
diocese of New Orleans, a group with 
powerful leverage in the community, had 
filed a counter-claim on behalf of Xavier 
University for the same frequency. It was 
the last spot on the non-commercial span 
of the dial. Once that slot was filled, no 
other community station could be con-
ceived. The Archdiocese claimed that if 
the OZ group had not gotten it together in 
all that time they never would. 
Time has proved them wrong. They 
underestimated the strength of a good 
idea and the dedication of those people 
working. for its fruition. Now listeners 
from Bayou Gauche to the Rigolets can 
enjoy the spicy-good, downhome music 
that has made New Orleans famous 
around the world and local music-lovers 
can enjoy what our friends in Sweden or 
California, for example, have enjoyed for 
decades: the sounds of New Orleans jazz 
and rhythm and blues over a radio. 
The transmitter is set at Nine Mile 
Point, near Bridge City, and beams its 
signal at 90.7 mHz every day from 9 am to 
10 pm. Tuning in to WWOZ, you might 
RADIO 
* Program~·.~ Schedule * 
tam Mon-Tues-Wed-Thurs Friday Saturday Sunday 
traditional jazz, ragtime, early pop music 
10=30raJdtii~~~~~~-::::::===-------J old time blues, bluegrass country, 
gospel & folk Hazel SchJ ' / Country & ,, 12 pm L b ueter, Bluegrass r-------~~~·~~~y~n~n=A~oo~tt &~o~th~e~i!JP~a~tF~ll~nonryL_L_ ____ _j 12:30rr~~·-;s~pJe~c~la~ls=:o~r~N~e~w7o~rl~e~an~s~ja~z~z __ _J music of a people-ethnic and. re,ional 
I 
Caltente Cajun 2 pm Mark Alan Saunde~ Fontenot 
boogie woogie to swing I· contemporary: l:30r-~t-;-o=b~e~b~o~p~H~e=-nry~Ju-;-arez_&_:o~th=e~::__+=.b.=.eb=.o:p~to~t~od~a:y~ 
gumbo: r&b, blues I SPOT I spmrSirruo~o;;~s~o-;f ;ro~c];k~'~n~' ri:o:i:ll ~, ~~L~I G~H~T+g~u_m_bjo 
s:30r __ s~p;:;e~c~la;:;ls;:::o::r ~N~e~w~O~· r~le:::a~n~s~j~a~zz~---!I~Jo~u~rn~ev~s t d. . . Into Jazz 
ra 1t1onal jazz, ragtime r.on. Turk's 
7 pm~~~a~n~d~e~a~r:ly~p:-=o~p.:..u=la~r~m~u:::s~i~~---4~~~~~;~~r~~t1 1 , Museum 
gumbo: r&b, blues, rootsofrock'n'roll I . 
8:30 . Tad Jones and othe~ I Duka Paduka I Almost Slim SWing 
contemporary: I cajun. I . I .. bebop to tad zydeco, & canbbean hv1ng 
. ay old time (reggae & blues Herb1e Holland. Carlos Aponte & othe~ country more) Hammond 
hear old favorites by Little Richard or 
Fats Domino, or older favorites by Sidney 
Bechet or Jelly Roll Morton. You might 
hear James Brown "Live" at the Apollo, 
an obscure track by Bobby "Blue" Bland, 
boogie woogie, swing or bebop, or the 
best of contemporary jazz. Going a two-
step further, you might hear the "Coun-
try Cajun's" recipe for turtle sauce 
picante sandwiched right in between some 
good zydeco cha-cha. 
Of course, no one station can please 
everyone and every varying mood all the 
time. A program schedule has just been 
developed by WWOZ that outlines at 
which times of the day you can hear which 
style of music. It is included in the 
station's recent newsletter (call 891-2335 
and ask to be put on the mailing list). 
Those of us with more random habits can 
simply switch on the receiver when the 
spirit moves us. OZ is conveniently 
located smack dab in the middle of the ci-
ty's other listener-supported stations, 
WTUL and WWNO. While some parts of 
their repertoires overlap, there is a general 
bias by WTUL towards progressive rock 
and new wave. WWNO offers, among 
other things, quality news broadcasting 
and fine classical music programs. None 
of this is to be heard on WWOZ. 
So far the response to WWOZ has been 
very enthusiastic and encouraging. The 
station reports that its listeners come from 
throughout the metropolitan area and are 
of all ages. The expected preponderance 
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of middle-class, college-educated up-
towners has not been in evidence. Many 
older people are calling to ask where the 
station gets records of music that they 
danced to back in the Twenties. Tradi-
tional jazz is one of the most popular 
kinds of music with the OZ audience, and 
its fans are legion throughout the city. The 
same can be said of the gumbo R&B spun 
by deejays with handles like the Duka 
Paduka and Almost Slim. Sometimes 
musicians call up after hearing a song that 
they or their cronies recorded, but had 
long since forgotten. Also, a young black 
man, calling to say he was glad to finally 
hear Billie Holiday after reading about 
her for so long, is pretty typical of other 
calls OZ gets from its listeners. It all in-
dicates that designating music as "tradi-
tional" does not mean it is dry meat 
suited only for the academe. 
·Yet it seems slightly ironic that WWOZ 
plays our older, indigenous music. It is, 
after all, New Orleans' "newest" radio 
station. That the station, old or new, 
exists at all is a study in persistence. 
WWOZ was initially a brainstorm of 
Walter Brock, then a program director of 
community station KCHU in Dallas, 
Texas. He visited New Orleans in August 
1976, lured by the music that has always 
made this city dance. He was surprised 
that hardly any of it could be heard on the 
radio here. Knowing that even then only 
one frequency remained unclaimed, he 
realized he had to move quickly. But he 
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A BAR AND 
A RESTAURANT 
Enjoy a variety of New Orleans's specialties, 
such as stuffed redfish, prepared by chef 
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was a stranger here and knew hardly 
anyone in town. By chance be learned at 
an uptown record store that someone had 
ordered a provocatively titled guide to 
starting a community radio station. Figur-
ing that might signify some common 
ground, he investigated. The book was 
called Sex and Broadcasting, and the 
reader in question turned out to be more 
interested in pornographic poetry for the 
masses. However, all was not lost. The 
bodacious fellow behind the counter at 
the Mushroom turned out to be quite 
helpful. That clerk was Bunny Matthews, 
now notorious through several other 
media. He told Brock about the nature of 
the local music scene, including its various 
business aspects. He also introduced 
Brock to his brother, Bobby Matthews, a 
lawyer working for the New Orleans 
Legal Assistance Corporation. Bobby 
wrote up the incorporation papers. Before 
Brock returned to Dallas, the application 
was filed with the FCC for a non-profit, 
community-oriented radio station to be 
designated WWOZ. 
Things went slowly after that. The per-
mit to build the station came a year later, 
September 1977. Brock returned early in 
the new year 1978, but it was already too 
late to apply for any grants. He had to 
content himself with doing research and 
learning the city. He stirred up some in-
terest and got pledges of support from af-
ficionados all over town. He also met as 
many musicians as he could and heard 
from them how hard it was to get any 
radio support for local talent. 
Another year passed. A grant for 
$88,500 from the National Telecom-
munications Administration was awarded 
in September 1979, to buy basic equip-
ment. By now the legal proceedings were 
getting complicated and entangling. Still, 
things were looking better. Brock was 
joined by his equally irrepressible brother, 
Jerry. Friends from other stations 
donated odd pieces of equipment, some 
records, and much moral support. Also, 
more money was obtained in the form of 
a loan from a federally-subsidized 
development fund. The stage was set. 
That is how things stood a year ago when 
those volunteers sat in the flea market. 
The legal challenges still had to be met. 
Additional dollars had to be raised to 
match some of the federal funds, and 
more was needed to prepare a studio 
space. Somehow it happened. The station 
started officially broadcasting on 
December 2, 1980. 
Of course, the station still has pro-
blems. It must locate a ,ermanent studio 
site. And there is the nagging question of 
money; money to pay back the loan, to 
buy more records and equipment. The 
station still pays no salaries. It needs to 
enlist more contributing members, and it 
has begun soliciting program under-
writing from area businesses. At least 
now, no one bas to tell us what it's all 
about. We can hear for ourselves, on 90.7 
FM. 0 
-Steve Armbruster 
THE PENNY 
POST 
COFFEE-
HOUSE 
Good coffee, good conversation, 
blue grass music, and everyone is 
a potential performer 
A ppalachian mountain and bluegrass music right here in the swamplands 
of New Orleans? Durn tootin'! Mountain 
music, folk music, blues and more is per-
. formed five nights a week at one of the 
best kept secrets in town . . . the Penny 
Post Coffee House. 
There's an informal atmosphere at the 
Penny Post - a backgammon game in 
progress, conversations around pots of 
coffee and tea, people reading and doing 
paperwork, and always a relaxed group 
listening to the music. The setting may be 
different from a mountainside front 
porch, but there's one similarity . . . 
everyone is a potential performer. Over 
the course of an evening the chess player 
in the back might become the fiddle 
player in a bluegrass band, or the folk 
guitarist might take up duties behind the 
coffee bar. 
While professional musicians do per-
form at the Penny Post (such as Joe Bar-
bara and Spencer Bohren), the majority 
are part-time musicians who are in it for 
the love of music. With a true knowledge 
of Appalachian and bluegrass music, they 
trace the music and instrumentation from 
its roots in the highlands of Scotland and 
Ireland to its present forms, with many in-
teresting anecdotes along the way. A 
statement like "Bluegrass is just a com-
mercialized form of Appalachian music" 
can send the group off into an hour-long 
debate. They're familiar with historic 
milestones of the music such as the 
recording of the Child Ballads and Lomax 
anthologies. And they pride themselves in 
knowing other songs of the genre that 
have never been recorded, continuing the 
music's tradition of being passed down 
from generation to generation through 
performance. 
The quality of the acts range from 
beginners cutting their teeth on the Penny 
Post's friendly, supportive audience to 
highly polished, professional acts. With 
occasional exceptions, the instrumenta-
tion is acoustic . . . guitars, bangos, 
dulcimers, fiddles, upright basses, etc. (A 
recent act consisted of four people on sax-
ophones!) 
The Penny Post, besides offering music 
CLUBS 
not heard elsewhere in the area, provides 
a perfect opportunity for the novice musi-
cian or even a seasoned one who would 
like to experiment with original material, 
develop stage presence, etc. All that's re-
quired is to sign up in advance. Many of 
the veteran perfomers speak of their ner-
vous, raggedy beginnings in front of a 
Penny Post audience. 
Jam sessions occur frequently. Every 
Sunday night is the Bluegrass Jam, with 
songsheets passed around so anyone can 
join in. On the second Thursday of each 
month an event called "Musicians 
Without Partners" offers musicians the 
opportunity to experiment with different 
musical collaborations. 
But the biggest event to occur at the 
Penny Post, a treat to musician and au-
dience alike, is the Bluegrass Mini-Fest. 
On the third Thursday of each month, the 
Mini-Fest features half-hour sets by the 
most popular of the Penny Post musi-
cians. Hundreds of people drop by to hear 
the cream of the crop of bluegrass bands 
and solo performers, including the 
Sunbelt Bluegrass Band, Higher Ground, 
Mason & Dixie, and Jonathan Harder. 
The Penny Post, now six years old, is a 
co-op providing services to its members in 
exchange for volunteer work behind the 
coffee bar and a pledge to spend a dollar 
or two when they spend an evening ~ere. 
To some Penny Post regulars, the music is 
only secondary; they see the Penny Post 
as an environment suitable for bringing 
the family. (Yes, the kids are welcome!) 
The approach of the co-op, besides its 
commitment to music, is to create an ex-
tended family unit, providing not only a 
relaxed place to go in the evening, but also 
organizing parties for the holidays and 
picnics during the summ~r. 
There is never a cover charge at the 
Penny Post. It survives (barely) on the 
sale of imported coffees, herbal teas and 
homemade baked goods. It's open 
Wednesday through Sunday from 8:00 
PM, and is located at 5104 Danneel Street 
(between Soniat and Dufosset, three 
blocks off St. Charles) . Drop on by. Set a 
spell. Take your shoes off. 0 
-Gene Scaramuzzo 
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JACK 
NICHOLSON 
The original bad attitude kid, 
hero of the last decade of films, 
isn't playing well to the Eighties. 
John Desplas has· some thoughts 
on Nicholson's rise and apparent 
· fall from popularity with a 
generation that may be looking 
for new heroes. 
Ageneration of whit~ American males found a role model in 1970 -they 
went to the movies and discovered Jack 
Nicholson in Five Easy Pieces. He didn't 
wear his hair long - in fact, he was 
noticeably balding - but he knew what 
was happenin' and where it was at; he was 
1 the hip loner, Holden Caulfield with grit, 
and Five Easy Pieces was Further Adven-
! tures in the Land of the Phonies. 
Nicholson was the apotheosis of the anti-
authoritarian figure in an age that had 
concluded that all authority, ipso facto, 
was corrupt, hypocritical, and self-
serving. Respect for one's ancestors had 
become a bizarre notion - after all, they 
had been repressive instead of permissive, 
they had exploited their fellow creatures, 
and they had pillaged and plundered to 
come by their gains. 
Bobby Dupea, as the Jack Nicholson 
character was called, suffered from some 
nameless malaise, a peculiarly debilitating 
strain of anomie; in literary terms, he ex-
perienced the same existential listlessness 
that was Meursault's undoing in Camus's 
The Stranger. Bobby was a bright guy, 
smarter than anyone else in the movie, yet 
he preferred to throw in his lot with a 
gum-chomping waitress and old field 
trash and bowling alley floozies; there was 
something authentic about these people, 
or to employ a then-popular expression, 
they were real. Bobby's low-life friends let 
it all hang out, they didn' t try to 
FILM 
camouflage their thoughts and throw up a 
smoke screen around their feelings. (They 
wouldn't know how if they wanted to.) 
Quite a bit different from the middle class 
that produced Bobby and from whence 
came so many of Jack Nicholson1s 
staunchest fans. - · · 
Bobby didn't take no guff off anybody, 
he always had a snappy answer, and he 
liked to fuck. When he exploded after an 
unaccommodating waitress refused to 
serve him a side order of toast, audiences 
cheered. And he had that great shark · 
smile. · 
Five Easy Pieces was a critical and com-
mercial success (though its influence far 
exceeded its modest box office returns, 
modest in comparison to blockbusters like 
The Godfather or The Exorcist, roughly 
from the same period.). And Jack 
Nicholson was hailed as a major screen 
actor. Yet practically everyone believed 
that Nicholson was simpty playing 
himself. Subsequent roles in The Last 
Detail, Carnal Knowledge, Chinatown, 
and his most popular film, One Flew Over 
the Cuckoo's Nest, were finely calibrated 
variations on a theme. (The one major ex-
ception during this period was the highly 
under-rated King of Marvin Gardens, 
which treated the relationship between 
two brothers: Nicholson was the cautious 
introvert to Bruce Dern's impetuous ex-
trovert.) And because his character re-
mained in essence unchanged from film to 
film, he maintained his status as a role 
model throughout most of the Seventies. 
Other actors like AI Pacino and Dustin 
Hoffman and Robert De Niro were equal-
ly popular, but no one knew quite how to 
imitate them; they tended to submerge 
their own personalities in the characters 
they played, and their range was ap-
preciably wider. Isn't this why we think so 
highly of them as actors? How would you 
ape Robert De Niro? In addition to being 
ethnic and sensitive, what is AI Pacino aU 
about? Isn't Dustin Hoffman really an ac-
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complished mimic? But as you stood il 
line outside a theatre, you might wei 
hear, "Jack Nicholson, that's my man." 
There are a few other contempoi'IIJ 
male stars whose style has met with pat 
public favor: Burt Reynolds has turned 
his could-give-a-shit-less smirks and strull 
into a sizeable fortune: Clint Eastwood il 
the last macho hero who steadfast)J 
refuses to "go vulnerable"; and Woody 
Allen has lots of us believing that if you'n 
smart enough and witty enough you cu 
still Make Out well even if you're DOl 
much to look at. (It doesn't hurt to abo 
be rich and famous.) But none are really 
role models; they're fantasy figures (yes, 
Woody Allen is a fantasy figure- no oae 
really wants to be Woody Allen). Robat 
Redford almost makes it, but when you 
get right down to it, he's rather bland and 
a bit too much of a goody-goody. (Sorry, 
Bob, I think it's great what you're doina 
to promote solar energy, but ... ) So 
Nicholson may well have been our last 
great cinematic role model, but if the 
receipts from his last few movies are any 
indication, white American males beweeu 
25 and 45 are having second thoughts. 
I saw Five Easy Pieces at the Pitt in July 
and I was stunned by what time bad 
wrought. The film holds up fairly well, 
but I can't remember an instance when 
my feeling about a protagonist had so 
radically altered. Ten years ago, I readily 
identified with Bobby Dupea-Jac:t 
Nicholson; today, I wanted to quietly 
disassociate myself. 
What looked like rebelliousness but a 
mere decade ago smacks of elitism from 
an Eighties perspective; and what wu 
deemed admirable then appears irritatina-
ly adolescent today. Don't misunderstand 
me; Bobby is not a despicable person, be 
simply is preoccupied with himself in a 
narcissistic fashion. He has to fight bact 
tears as he tries to explain to his paralyzed 
father that "things go bad if I stic:t 
around too long," but the tears are really 
for Bobby; his father just happens to be 
there. Bobby is quick to come to the 
defense of Karen Black's none-too-swift 
waitress when his family's circle of in-
tellectual acquaintances look down their 
snooty noses at her lack of cultural refine-
ment. But then scriptwriter Adrien Joyce 
and director Bob Rafelson have" stacked 
the deck so that only the simple folk are 
"real" and those who aspire to an ex-
istence that emphasizes the higher mental 
faculties are "phony." Yet upon closer 
inspection Bobby is every bit as patroniz-
ing and condescending to the yahoos as 
his family. Only he finds some kind of 
crazy satisfaction acting the role of a 
superior being among the lower orders. 
Bobby is the type of guy who doesn't real-
ly want a worthy opponent; he needs to 
make sure that he can't be bested, that he 
can always win. He's afraid someone 
might call his bluff. 
As the navy lifer in Hal Ashby's TM 
Last Detail, the Nicholson character has 
really found his niche. He can rebel 
forever against a stupid, rigid, unfeeling 
bureaucracy; he can rant and rave about 
the system, but he has made certain that 
he is effectively kept from doing anything 
to change it or to remove himself from it. 
His lifer is nowhere near as bright a fellow 
as Bobby Dupea and he's a sadder figure. 
Five Easy Pieces has its unsettling 
moments - certainly the ending doesn't 
bode well - but it has those great highs 
and that's what everyone remembers.· The 
Last Detail is saturated throughout with 
an insinuating melancholy that emanates 
from the sight of a man unable to make 
the transition to an adult. 
I think it's no longer possible to sell the 
public a movie because "Jack Nicholson 
is in it." His quirky western, Going 
South, came and went unnoticed. The 
Shining was a Stanley Kubrick film that 
just happened to star Nicholson; it also 
collapsed from bad word of mouth. And 
the recent remake of The Postman 
Always Rings Twice, despite a plethora of 
magazine covers and interviews, bombed 
out. It's a respectable piece of ftlm mak-
ing (again directed by Bob Rafelson) that 
goes wrong for elusive reasons. Whatever 
the ultimate judgment on the ftlm is, it 
also represents the Jack Nicholson 
character now well into middle age, and 
it's not a terribly pretty sight. The 
Nicholson persona has always been essen-
tially a drifter; rootless and homeless, he's 
forever on the road to Somewhere. But 
the glamour that such an existence holds 
while one is young tends to pale with the 
passage of time. And that may partially 
explain why his former fans have begun 
deserting him. In Postman, Nicholson 
looks haggard and almost beaten. More 
importantly, he has no money or status, 
things that may have seemed odious back 
in 1970, but are literally the currency of 
everyday life for the Reagan era. I may be 
over-reading the film, but I found it dif-
ficult not to view it in the context of 
Nicholson's career and what he meant to 
an entire generation. 
Why the movie flopped I don't really 
know. No one went the first week of its 
release, so you can' t say word of mouth 
killed it. Some say the title confused peo-
ple. (Not something to be lightly dis-
counted. According to one market 
research survey, Urban Cowboy met with 
some audience resistance simply because 
there were a lot of people who weren't 
sure just what urban meant.) 
So who knows? The point is that Jack 
Nicholson is no longer the role model for 
the Eighties. As it must happen to all 
idols, his fans may have reached that 
juncture marked "Ain't it hard when you 
discover that, he really wasn't where it's 
at." Which is not to say that Jack 
Nicholson isn't a great screen actor; I 
think he definitely is. In The Last Detail 
and The Postman Always Rings Twice 
Nicholson is playing a loser, and you just 
know that there is no way that Jack 
Nicholson is a loser, I mean no way. Yet 
he's very convincing. Maybe he hasn't 
been playing himself all along. 0 
-lolua DespiM 
BRINGING 
tT fiLL 
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JAZZ 
A PARABLE 
OF TALENTS 
Composer, teacher, author and 
clarinetist, Alvin Batiste is blessed 
with many talents - and excels at 
them all 
J azz musician-composer-writer-teacher Alvin Batiste is munching 
on a Cafe du Monde beignet in the after-
noon heat - oblivious to the small clouds 
of powdered sugar drifting over the table, 
a tape recorder, and a rolled up copy of 
the score of his "Musique d' Afrique 
Nouvelle Orleans." 
He has just come from rehearsing the 
symphonic work (due to premiere the next 
night) with the full New Orleans Philhar-
monic Symphony Orchestra, and his own 
musicians. He's accompanied by a couple 
of those musicians and some Texas friends 
here for the opening. In a voice occasional-
ly drowned out by ships on the nearby 
Mississippi, big rigs on Decatur Street, and 
the incessant chattering of cafe au lait-
crazed tourists, h.e explains the "Musique 
d' Afrique" concept. 
"All I'm doing is writing music that 
we've all done on gigs. It's an esthetic no-
tion that I'm dealing with now. I think 
that, in America, the real composers are 
the players, who express in and beyond 
what the market calls for. Instead of deal-
ing with spontaneous composition like I 
usually do, I'm dealing with contemplative 
composition. And so, this music has 
already really been composed-it's just 
like a hindsight that's put in a con-
templative mode." 
But why decide to write it down now? 
"I've been doing it all along, and I'm a 
fmn believer in doing what you ct~n do." 
For Batiste, that's doing quite a lot. 
"Musique d' Afrique" follows three other 
orchestral compositions: "North 
American Idiosyncracies," "Planetary 
Perspectives," and "Kheri Hebs." Batiste 
is also the director of the Jazz Institute at 
Southern University, Baton Rouge; has 
performed with the Duke Ellington, Billy 
Bobham and Ray Charles orchestras; 
recorded with Cobham and Cannonball 
Adderly; has his own second album, Salty 
Dogs, scheduled to be released this sum-
mer and expects to have an African-
American music book also published this 
summer. 
Not bad for a kid whose fmt clarinet 
was a kind of do-it-yourself project 
assembled by his father. 
"When I got ready to go to high school, 
he picked me up a clarinet. He bought the 
keys from a music store, the hom from a 
pawn shop, and he put 'em together. That 
was amazing," reminisces Batiste, 
1Iaughing, " that he could do that. And he put the reed on it and started playing it!" 
He also practiced a whole lot, and even-
FRIDAY, SEPT. 18 at JED'S TUESDAY, SEPT. 2 at JIMMY'S 
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tually made it to the ftrst chair in the band 
at Booker T. Washington High School. 
More recently, music has taken him even 
further. Nearly ten years ago, it sent him to 
Africa while he was developing a "multi-
ethnic music curriculum." "Musique 
d' Afrique" reflects some of the things he 
heard on that trip. 
"Musique d' Afrique," which Batiste 
says will be the introduction to his frrst full 
symphony, also has bits and pieces of New 
Orleans, including a few brief, minor-
sounding bars of "When the Saints Go 
Marching In." 
The piece begins with an African-exotic 
introduction with Oriental-sounding over-
tones followed by vocalist Ivan Jerome 
Griffin•s "Searching" solo and an unusual 
segment where _symphony members res-
pond vocally to Batiste's clarinet. 
"When the orchestra speaks, that 
represents what we would say-an objec-
tive request," he explains. "That would be 
a physical, psychological request that we 
would collectively or as an individual make 
to our inner selves. In a religious context, 
making a prayer, right? 
"We>re working for goals within 
us ... It•s like an esoteric admonition where 
you say, if you ask the self, you get it. You 
know, whatever you ask the self, the self 
will give you that, plus more, because the 
self is aligned with the Divine Being. And 
the Divine Being will satisfy any needs that 
you can perceive that It could take care of, 
and give you more, because of this broader 
wisdom than man's finite consciousness. 
"And so, the orchestra itself represents 
man and his state that we•re in now, and 
the clarinet represents what man can 
perceive from on high, and utilize in har-
mony with the physical reality." 
For a moment, Batiste has gotten so 
caught up in concepts that even in the 
Decatur Street heat, his cafe au lait has 
cooled and skimmed over. But he is quick 
to come back to earth when asked if 
teaching takes away composing time. 
"I don't find any problem in being a 
teacher and being an artist. I fmd I have 
more time to develop and pra~ce and do 
artistic things when I'm at home. On the 
road, you spend most of your time travel-
ing ... " 
He thinks there•s a trend away from 
pigeonholing people into just one profes-
sion. "So all we, a lot of us-I'm not by 
myself in this-are saying: 'Look, dig me. 
This is where I'm at. I'm just a human be-
ing. I'm not no star or nothin• like that. 
The things that I do, if you feel that I do 
them at a higher level than nonnal, it's 
because I spent the time, and I have a com-
mittment toward them. • 
"I firmly believe that anything that man 
creates-collectively or individually-is for 
the benefit of somebody else. 
"You know, •cause we•re all just ex-
periencing each other ... experiencing 
ourselves." 
Or, as Batiste said earlier, it>s like the 
Biblical parable of the talents: "If you 
don't use •em, you lose •em, right?•• 0 
-Naacy Weldoa 
OneMo' Time 
Original Cast Album 
Warner Bros. HS 3454 
Duke Ellington's 
Sophisticated Ladies 
RCA CBLl-4053 
I think the current wave of "musicals 
of color" (e.g. "OneMo' Time," "Ain't 
Misbehavin' ," "Sophisticated Ladies," 
et al) are a tightrope walk away from 
gross minstrealism - for certain, they are 
vehicles designed to entertain white peo-
ple. But I must admit, my dislike for the 
genre notwithstanding, there is a genuine 
joie de vivre glistening on the body of 
these shows like the soft sweat of summer 
morning lovemaking in New Orleans 
humidness. While it is no accident that 
tourists love "One Mo' Time," what 
makes this music important as entertain-
ment is that it far outshines most of what 
one sees and hears in the majority of 
theatres, halls, ballrooms and nightclubs 
in America. 
"Recorded Live at The Village Gate," 
the OneMo' Time album is better than 
the show precisely because the music is the 
show (the drama is nearly nil). The house 
band is so good that their backing of the 
singers transcends accompaniment. Listen 
especially to drummer John Ribichaux us-
ing wood block, bell and bass drum, and 
to Jabbo Smith going for the gusto with 
declarative trumpet statements, and tuba 
virtuoso Walter Payton undergirding the 
songs with bouyant but gentle fat bass 
notes. The studious arrangements of 
pianist Lars Edegran and clari-
netist/musical director Orange Kellin con-
siderably aid the non-singers in the cast, 
particularly author/director Vernel 
Bagneris. Fortunately, the high-spirited 
songs are strong enough to carry the 
technically limited singers. 
The majority of the numbers are either 
dance routines (e.g. "Cake Walkin' 
Babies," "Papa De DaDa," "Wait Till 
You See My Baby Do The Charleston," 
or "There'll Be A Hot Time In The Old 
Town Tonight") or blues songs, most of 
which have sexually suggestive, double 
entendre lyrics (e.g. "You've Got The 
Right Key But The Wrong Keyhole," 
"I've Got What It Takes," or "Kitchen 
Man"). A virtual compendium of Twen-
ties New Orleans songs - there are twen-
ty songs included - this cast album 
cogently captures not only the authentic 
music but also an authentic feel for the 
music. Additionally, the visuals and 
design -of the album featuring pastel 
photographs, including a good shot of the 
legendary Lyric Theatre, are an important 
plus. OneMo' Time is sort of like a se-
cond line, once it starts up, you fmd it dif-
ficult not to join in or at least pat your 
foot and keep time. 
SophistiCilted lAdies is an excellent 
REVIEWS 
album of Duke Ellington songs culled 
from a Broadway show which wisely does 
not even pretend to have a story line -
the music elegantly speaks for itself. 
Rather than futilely attempt to recreate 
the inimitable Ellington orchestra sound, 
musical director Mercer Ellington wisely 
concentrates on the numerous, albeit 
often overlooked, popular songs written 
by his father, e.g. "Solitude," "Don't 
Get Around Much Anymore," "I Let A 
Song Go Out Of My Heart," "In A Sen-
timental Mood," "I'm Beginning To See 
The Light," "Satin Doll," "Mood In-
digo," and "Sophisticated Lady." 
The featured singers are Gregory 
Hines, Terri Hausner and Phyllis Hyman. 
Hines attacks his numbers with the same 
irrepressible vivaciousness as did Ell-
ington's legendary trumpeter Cat Ander-
son hitting his extra high notes. Klausner, 
one of two white leads in this African-
American musical, is a strong singer who 
is very good singing "Mood Indigo" in 
counterpoint to Phyllis Hyman's "I Got 
It Bad and That Ain't Goo4." Phyllis 
Hyman is the most talented of the singers. 
Her voice quality, phrasing and timing are 
all exquisite. Phyllis' version of "In A 
Sentimental Mood" inspires the awefilled 
delight that Johnny Hodges used to con-
jure with his honey toned alto solos. 
M~ of the major voices in Duke's 
band were instrumentalists, none of his 
vocalists produced any memorable 
recordings of his music. But, paradoxical-
ly, as this album incontestably 
demonstrates, Duke wrote music that beg-
ged to be sung. His hummable melodies 
and challenging changes are a treasure 
trove for any agile and sensitive singer to 
mime. Listening to Phyllis Hyman's 
beatific incantations on this album makes 
one wish for a time machine; if only Duke 
and this lady could have worked together. 
So meanwhile, dreams aside, we have this 
studio double record which is uniformly 
good except for lapses on side one which 
has too many novelty numbers that des-
cend to the status of mere "entertain-
ment." This is a very very good introduc-
tion to a side of Duke Ellington that is not 
praised enough, i.e. Duke Ellington the 
songwriter. Sophisticated lAdies is a fit-
ting, although far from complete, tribute 
to the Duke. 
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These two albums represent the best 
parts of popular theatre entertainment in 
America - both of them transcend their 
Off-Broadway and Broadway en-
vironments. Moreover, unlike most 
musicals (and especially those which at-
tempt to "recapture" the Black ex-
perience), Sophisticated Ladies presents 
first rate music which does not require 
visual wizardry nor slapstick to carry the 
tunes. Although Sophisticated Ladies is 
easily the better album, both stand on 
their own, requiring no stage larger than a 
record player. -Kalamu ya Salaam 
Praise God I'm Satisfied 
Blind Willie Johnson 
Yazoo 1058 
It's about time. Been waiting for this 
one. 
I first heard Blind Willie Johnson's 
"You're Gonna Need S9mebody on Your 
Bond" on a Donovan record (his first? 
Catch the Wind?); then Pat Sky did aver-
sion of it on one of his early Vanguard 
albums. Basically Sky and Donovan were 
reworking Johnson's reworking of an an-
cient spiritual entitled "You're Gonna 
Need King Jesus on Your Bond." More 
than just good songs, such work as 
Johnson's has the resilience and spiritual 
potency of a sustaining and transcendent 
resource such as water, a meteor shower, 
the long lost lover's touch. 
Johnson's stuff has been hard to find 
and, when found, usually in pieces. Praise 
God I'm Satisfied assembles fo'teen of his 
marvelous songs. Oo 'head on, Yazoo. 
Do it to me! When this man gets a rhythm 
on, it's all you can do to keep from jump-
ing all around this room. An impeccable 
beat, these songs have an impeccable 
beat. Tear this building down! ("Samson 
and Delilah," one of Blind Willie's 
staples, and also one of Gary Davis's, is 
not included here. It's a shame and a sin, 
but may haps Yazoo is cooking something 
up. Cook, Yazoo, cook!) 
His voice, the great beautiful beast of a 
gruff voice, offers us the treasure of his 
soul and his suffering, his rage and his 
joy. Take "I Know His Blood Can Make 
Me Whole'' - in his gruff voice he sings 
"I was a gambler" -then sweet, weary, 
distant, he sings "just like you." On 
several of the selections hts wife Angeline 
in her tiny sparrow of a soprano joins m 
on the singing. 
What about his slide guitar? Dare you 
ask. Just listen to "Dark Was the Night-
Cold Was the Ground." This whole piece 
is a mournful moaning vehicle for 
Johnson's sinewy slide (no singing at all). 
And you would know without anybody 
telling you the title that the title is "Dark 
Was the Night-Cold Was the Ground" -
'cause it's dark, somber, chilling. Spider 
up your spine, ice in your veins, bare 
knuckles gripping your knees. Cosmic 
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dread. Oh, Blind Willie, give me some 
easel 
Go jam it up with Stevie Nicks and 
Journey and Oreo and the Commodores. 
When you all burnt out and infirm and 
dribbling on youself, mebbee you'll be 
ready for the real thing. -Zeke Fisbbead 
The Nevilles 
The Roxy 
Aug. 7, 1981 
LOS ANGELES - At first, only a few 
heads nodded tentatively to the beat of 
the sequin-bedecked Neville brothers. 
Then whole rows of listeners swayed, a 
few handkerchiefs waved, and by the time 
the Wild Tchoupitoulas strutted across 
the stage, dozens of listeners were up, 
waving and stomping around the Roxy 
club's small tables. 
The "Fiyo (Fire?) on the Bayou" 
finale, complete with man-made swirling 
fog and leaping flames, was no surprise to 
fans who saw the Neville's album preview 
show this spring at New Orleans' Civic. 
But it was quite a jolt to the usually 
more placid Roxy-goers. 
All in all, a more than warm response. 
Or, as one Angeleno - feigning a feeble 
finger tapping the table - put it: "At the 
Roxy, this is considered a warm 
response.'' 
The Neville's visit also attracted some 
local press - both alternative-type weekly 
newspapers (The Reader and The Weekly) 
noted the group's upcoming performance 
as listings' pick of the week. Performance 
reviews in the Los Angeles Times and the 
L .A. Reader were generally favorable, at 
times criticizing the show for poor pacing 
(citing too many slow songs like 
"Arianne'! and "Ten Commandments of 
Love," or "overbearing" string ar-
rangements). 
The Nevilles' set included cuts from 
their new album, Fiyo on the Bayou, 
which has also been sometimes critized in 
the California press as too many slick ver-
sions of too much old material. But how 
can one put complete faith in the judg-
ment of critics who come from the same 
culture that spawned avocado burgers? 
-Nancy Weldon 
All These Things 
Various Artists 
Bandy 70007 
More New Orleans Solid Gold from 
Bandy. This time it comes from the Camp 
Street vaults of Joe Banashak's Instant 
Records. Originally released in 1969 and 
entitled WNOE Presents Solid Gold from 
New Orleans, it was Instant's only release 
in the album market and sadly went 
nowhere, thus consolidating Instant's in-
terest in the sinales market. Remember, 
rhythm and blues is foremost a sinales 
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market and always bas been except for the 
odd exception. Besides, what's the point 
in buying a $3.98 album when you already 
have a closet full of Chris Kenner and Er-
nie K-Doe singles with your initials carved 
onto the label? 
Well, we know better now, and even if 
mom didn't clean out the closet when you 
went away to college, those battered old 
45's are probably intolerably scratchy. So 
you beter get this set. 
Instant was a foundation of solid New 
Orleans R&B throughout the 1960's. Na-
tional hits by Chris Kenner supported 
Banashak's penchant for recording other 
New Orleans people and coming up with 
excellent results, even if they only sold 
well locally. 
Art Neville's "All These Things" is the 
real sleeper of this package, and perhaps 
of the history of Instant Records. Though 
the tune never made the charts, it was one 
of the label's biggest sellers. The record 
has staying power. I swear I saw it on a 
juke box last month in Montreal, stuck 
between "Love To Love You Baby" and 
"Do Ya Think I'm Sexy?"! What can you 
say about the song? Besides, it's an ab-
solute classic. Anyone who has ever been 
in love knows what Art is talking about 
when he sings "It's all these things that 
make you mine." Brother Aaron even 
kicks in with an inspired version of "I've 
Done It Again," that is also on side one. 
Lee Dorsey's first pairing of "Lover of 
Lovers" and "Lottie-Mo" is included, 
appearing originally on the Valiant label 
(Instant's predecessor). Both perfor-
mances prove Lee was rhythmic and witty 
right from the start. "Lottie-Mo" is a 
nursery rhyme type song, that employs 
that "shave and a hair cut" approach 
while "Lover" sails along smoothly over 
Toussaint's simple arrangement. 
What recipe of Instant singles would be 
complete without a couple of ingredients 
from Chris Kenner? "Land of a Thou-
sand Dances" and "Something You Got" 
are Chris' contribution, and are 
representative of his laid-back approach 
to his material. I've always felt Jessie Hill 
and Chris Kenner were masters of this 
style. Neither were very good singers, but 
no one could "bleed" a song like Jessie or 
Chris. Just listen to "Land of a 1000 
Dances"; no one else could pull off such a 
ridiculous song and turn it into a runaway 
hit. Talk about loose, it sounds like it was 
recorded at 4 a.m. in the Little Rum 
Boogie! 
Roger and the Gypsies' contribution to 
the language of New Orleans, " Pass The 
Hatchet," thankfully is included. Quite 
possible the worst New Orleans live band 
ever, they nevertheless managed to pair 
the second line beat with soul and came 
out with an unconditional KILLER 
record on Seven B, Instant's subsidiary. 
This 46-bar instrumental remains one of 
the city's favorite "oldies." 
Huey Smith sneaks a tune in on side 
one under the disguise of the Pitter-Pats, 
"It Do Me Good." However an earlier 
and superior version was recorded for 
347-2290 
KNOWWHATS 
GOING ON! 
Ace. I would have liked to have seen 
Huey's "Blues 67" or the hilarious "You 
Ain't No Hippy" instead. 
Side 2 opens with a straight-up in-
strumental by Allen Toussaint's group 
The Stokes. "Young Man, Old Man" is 
catchy; I prefer it to their more popular 
rendition of "Whipped Cream." Also in-
cluded is Willie Harper's "New Kind Of 
Love." Typical of Toussaint's '60's ar-
rangements, its cooing vocals and solid 
piano back up Willie's snappy lyrics. 
"I'm Gonna Put Some Hurt On You" 
is another sleeper, being extremely 
popular here but nowhere else. Raymond 
Lewis shouts out the boisterous lyrics over 
the similar second line beat that typified 
the · best Jessie Hill and Chris Kenner 
records. 
Somehow K-Doe's "Come On Home" 
was slipped in. This tune is a ringer 
because it never appeared on Instant, but 
no one should complain since it does not 
appear on any of Bandy's other collec-
tions. 
Musically "All These Things" is all one 
could ask for. However, more infor-
mative liner notes would have been a· 
boon for this collection. Even Greg 
Mason's original notes would have been 
satisfactory. Classic New Orleans R&B 
does not have the popularity it deserves, 
and an outstanding collection like this one 
is a good way to spread the word. For afi-
cionados, of course, it's must listening. 
Zydeco Man 
John Delafose 
Arhoolie 1083 
-Almost Slim 
Anyone who records a Cajun or zydeco 
record is going to get compared to Clifton 
Chenier. There is no getting around it. So 
instead of trying to avoid the issue, it is 
best to hit it straight on. 
Delafose hails from Eunice, Louisiana, 
where he and his group, The Eunice 
Playboys, are one of the most popular 
groups in the Texas/Louisiana Gulf Coast 
area. Most weekends they can be found 
playing in roadhouses and bars of the 
region. Now in his forties, Delafose plays 
the old time button accordian and the 
modem piano accordian employed by 
Chenier. Unlike other men in the zydeco 
field like Buckwheat and Rockin' Dopsie, 
Delafose is closer to the origins of zydeco, 
only taking the occasional foray into the 
more modem soul/blues. 
The recording mirrors his older style. 
His staccato-style playing is perfectly 
suited to the older waltzes, as on "La 
Valse A Freole," to the more popular 
swinging two-steps as on "You Took My 
Heartache" and "Prudhomme Stomp." 
It's been a long time since Chenier has 
recorded music this primitive, perhaps 
due to his popularity with the younger au-
diences, and because he plays the more 
flexible piano accordian. At times 
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Delafose sounds African in the same way 
that John Lee Hooker did in his early 
blues recordings. 
The back cover notes, compiled by 
Nicholas R. Spitzer, are very informative, 
both on Delafose and the history of 
zydeco. In fact, I think Arhoolie tries to 
emphasize the educational aspect of the 
music rather than tho entertainment value 
here. (In comparison, their latest Clifton 
Chenier album, Arhoolie 1083, contains 
no sleeve notes.) At times some of the 
songs blend into the other, and it is hard 
to recall which was which after a listening. 
Not surprisingly my two favorite tracks, 
"Rag Around Your Head" and 
"Lonesome Road," were recorded with 
the more efficient piano accordian. Still a 
fme recording of a most deserving 
"Zydeco Man." -Almost SUm 
The Best of the 
Bumper Crop 
Of New 45s 
"Anything You Can Do"/ 
"Gossip" 
Jean Knight 
Soulin 1949 
Ms. Knight is back and she is still her 
nasty self. This time she warns her man 
"Anything you can do, I can do as well as 
you." Flip is funky too. Arranged by 
Wardell Quezerque, shades of Mr. Big 
Stuff. 
"Looking Back" I 
"Don't Stop" 
Irma Thomas 
RCS 10113 
Top side is a mellow Nat Cole ballad 
that lets Irma sing like we've always known 
she could. "Don't Stop" picks the tempo 
up a notch in a strange blend of funk and 
strings. Nice follow up to "Dance Me 
Down Easy"/ "Woman Left Lonely." 
"Girls Are Made For Lovin'" I 
"You Know You Want to Be Loved" 
Premium 
Soulin 1948 
Nothing worth swimming Lake Pont-
chartrain for. Typical modern Crescent Ci-
ty funk record (what ever that is). 
"Good and Juicy" I 
"You Got Me Worried" 
Walter "Wolfman" Washington 
Hep Me 161 
A lot of us have been waiting for this. I 
wondered when Senator Jones was going 
to get Washington in the studio. "Wor-
ried" is a slow blues that soon grows on 
you, impassioned vocals and a nice guitar 
break. Flip finds Walter in George Benson-
ville (ho-hum). One-sided blues records on 
the 1980's genre are hard enough to fmd, 
though; lp soon to follow.- Almost SUm 
S~-H. 
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This is Rose Maddox 
Rose Maddox 
Arhoolie 5024 
If you're tired of all those so-called 
"crossover" albums, souped up with or-
nate horns and strings, This is Rose Mad-
dox is for you. Rose is a white-haired, 
Alabama-born singer who started perfor-
ming with her brothers in the Dust Bowl 
days; and about the only crossover she 
makes is from bluegrass to country to 
bluegrass. 
Her latest album mostly consists of old 
time country standards, some of which -
"Silver Threads and Golden Needles," 
"Rocky Top," and "Amazing Grace" -
have been perenially reworked in country 
and pop formats. 
Rose takes them back to a purer, earlier 
sound with the premier bluegrass group, 
the Vern Williams Band, which has 
Williams on mandolin and vocals, plus 
guitars, bass, banjo and fiddle - no 
drums. There are even a couple of coal 
miner songs - ."Dark as a Dungeon" and 
"Dream of the Miner's Child" - both 
focusing on bad luck and hard times. 
According to the liner notes, the Mad-
dox family had some hard times itself, 
riding freight trains to California where ·· 
~hey beca_me fruit pickers until Rose and .. 
her brothers began performing in the San 
Joaquin Valley. 
For more than 40 years, Rose has per-
formed alone and with groups. Her _album 
is worth hearing, especially for country . 
and bluegrass fans jaded by too many ur-
ban cowpokes. 
-Nancy Weldon 
The King of Zydeco 
Clifton Chenier 
Arhoolie 1086 
This is the umpteenth lp from Chenier, 
and at least the third live one. Although 
the jacket doesn't say, I would guess it was 
recorded in 1977, at the Montreaux 
Switzerland Jazz Fest. Since then the per-
sonnel on this recording has splintered off 
into the bands of Buckwheat and Rockin' • 
Do psi e. 
Chenier and his group, "The Red Hot 
Louisiana Band," swing right through the 
standards as expected. At times the group 
sounds a bit on the stiff side on side one, 
but after the third tune, "Pinetop Boogie 
Woogie," the sparks start to fly. Between 
tunes Clifton tries to explain each of the 
songs, in the manner of a school teacher, 
to the Europeans (who I 'm sure were wat· 
ching and hearing one of the strangest 
things they ever came across). 
Chenier gives a real sampler of his style 
here Everything from primitive zydeco on 
"Cher Cat in," which he plays alone with 
his brother Cleveland, to storming re-
creations of "Money," a nd " Woo Woo." 
Of course along the way Chfton throws in 
some signature tunes like "Calinda," ' Ay 
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Tete Fee," and the bluesy, "I'm on the 
Wonder." 
Another great album from "The King of 
Zydeco." The only issue I would like to 
raise is why record the man in such reserv-
ed surroundings? Why not take a portable 
recording unit to one of his dances at 
"Richard's Playhouse" in Lawtell or "The 
Y-Ki-Ki" in Opelousas where Clifton's en-
thusiasm is matched by the crowd? Not 
once on this album does Chenier yell, "We 
gonna party all night long!" 
-Almost Slim 
Preservation Hall Jazz Band 
Royce Hall - U. C. L.A. 
July 11, 1981 
LOS ANGELES - The song was 
"Bourbon Street Parade"; the group was 
The Preservation Hall Jazz Band - and 
you could almost close your eyes and 
smell the French Quarter - that elusive 
blend of aromas from Lucky Dogs, Takee 
Outee, old "to go" beer and a host of 
oddments better left unidentified. 
The group, in dark pants, white shirts 
and "Preservation Hall" neckties, looked 
as if it had been lifted from its tiny St. 
Peter Street hall by a great band and plac-
ed intact before the black VGlvet curtain at 
U.C.L.A.'s Royce Hall. 
The 1,892-seat auditorium was nearly 
full of toe-tapping listeners who ap-
plauded each solo so vigorously that it 
was difficult to hear the next one; then 
spent the intermission snapping up copies 
of Preservation Hall albums and talking 
in learned tones about the "survival" of 
traditional jazz. 
The group itself knows all about sur-
vival. Most were born near the early part 
of this century. Clarinetist Willie J. 
Humphrey (brother of trumpeteer-band 
leader Percy Humphrey) cheerfully ad-
mits to being 80 years old (this while 
simultaneously conducting an interview 
and signing autographs backstage after 
playing and singing for two hours and 
leading a second line around the 
auditorium). 
"I don't think it's gonna die out. It 
might have faded a little bit," Humphrey 
mused when asked about the survival of 
his kind of jazz. Still, be said, there will 
always be a market for what be calls 
"foot-stomping music." 
Allan Jaffe, who with his wife, Sandy, 
opened Preservation Hall some twenty 
years ago, agrees. "If nothing else, this 
band has shown there's an audience for 
this kind of music." 
The group playing at U.C.L.A. in-
cluded the two Humphreys, James Ed-
ward "Sing" Miller, piano; Josiah "Cie" 
Frazier, drums; Narvin Kimball, banjo; 
Frank Demond, trombone; and Jaffe, 
tuba. 
It's one of three bands that play out of 
Preservation Hall in New Orleans. This 
group had one more West Coast stop, 
,. 
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then back to New Orleans for a few days 
before an East Coast tour scheduled later 
this summer. 
Playing out of town, Humphrey said, 
"You have to excel a little bit more." 
They focus on the classic favorites such as 
"Little Liza Jane," "St. Louis Blues" "I 
Know He Watches Me," "Ice Cream" 
(You scream, we all scream for ice 
cream), and a jazz funeral version of 
"Just a Closer Walk With Thee"- mov-
ing from a dirge-like beginning to a 
joyous cutting loose. 
And, despite a Preservation Hall sign 
that says "Traditional requests $1; others 
$2; the Saints $S," the fmale was "When 
the Saints Go Marching In" -no extra 
charge. The audience-participation sec-
ond line ended up looking somewhat 
bemused on stage, and the show was over. 
Then, it was backstage to the "green 
room" where band members handed out 
autographs and gold-and-black "Preser-
vation Hall" buttons. 
SWTounded by family, friends and 
stray New Orleanians, the Preservation 
Hall Jazz Band seemed unfazed, calmly 
packing instruments for the next day's 
trip to a 30,000-seat hall in San Francisco. 
As pianist "Sing" Miller once put it: 
"It's my life. It keeps up my 
self-concern." 
Hoy-Hoy! 
Little Feat 
2BSK 3538 
-Nucy Weldon 
This $13 double album of 19 Little Feat 
tapes spanning the Seventies partially 
answers some questions about Lowell 
George, the Feat's leader who died a cou-
ple of years ago. Namely, did George 
leave behind a bunch of tunes and tapes? 
Was he as prolific as various fanzine 
missives purported him to be? No, and 
probably not. 
Keyboardist Bill Payne refers to George 
in a liner note as "the Rosemary Woods 
of rock and roll." Too bad for us. 
Lowell's best vocal effort on a previously 
unrecorded tune is Hank Williams • 
"Lonesome Whistle," which his wife 
found in a brown paper bag in the garage. 
And the only original tune written by him 
is a facile outtake from his solo album. 
Yet these discs are plenty interesting to 
fans. Sixteen of the tunes are previously 
unreleased versions of songs, and as a 
group, especially when held next to 
previous versions, they reveal where 
George's- and the band's- genius lay: 
in the chemistry, as people who've heard 
them live can attest. 
So a picture of George becomes clearer: 
Prolific only in the sense of a perfec-
tionist. Not so much a worker as a re-
worker. And ultimately he needed his 
band to write. 
There are a couple of other nice things 
about the album - a good new song by 
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Paul Barrere, and a magnificent new one 
by Payne, the best thing on the album. 
And plenty of words and pictures and 
whatnot, including a quote about each 
song from band members and friends and 
a 12-page "brochette" (?) with, among 
many other things, a flyer advertising a 
concert in Pasadena with Captain 
Beefheart, Ry Cooder, and Little Feat. 
Tickets $1.50. Ah yout'. 
-TimLymaa 
Mardi Gras in New Orleans 
Professor Longhair 
Nighthawk 108 
What can I possibly write? This is just 
too good for words. The only complaint I 
have is that it didn't come out soon 
enough. 
This album takes us back to Fess's 
earliest recorded efforts on a variety of 
labels (from 1949 to 1957). Most of these 
tracks have never appeared on an LP in 
America before, therefore it fills a nice 
gap alongside New Orleans Piano, on 
Atlantic, and CrawfiSh Fiesta - his last, 
on Alligator. 
The sound is familiar, Fess's braying 
vocals, set on his patented Crescent City 
rhumba, and blues flavored 88s styling. 
This album will fmd its way into many 
collections because of the quality of the 
sound and rarity of its content. Sound 
quality is excellent, despite much of it be-
ing dubbed from old 78s (although I do 
have static--proof ears). 
Nighthawk deserves a tip of the hat and 
a float dedicated to them in next year's 
Zulu parade. This is hip stuff and essen-
tial for your collection. Worth consider-
ing mortgaging your loved ones to ac-· 
quire. 
•Don't confuse this with JSP 1025, an 
alleged bootleg recording Fess in Europe. 
-Almost SUm 
Bram Tchaikovsky 
Fun land 
Arista AB4292 
Bram Tchaikovsky is a former guitarist 
with England's Motors, that recorded a 
solo album a couple of years ago and had 
an unexpected American radio hit with 
"Girl of my Dreams." If you remember 
that song, it had a terrific melody, very 
simple lyrics, a big, spacious sound, and a 
strange airy quality provided courtesy of 
Mike Oldfield's tubular bells. Tchaikov-
sky and his producer, Nick Garvey, spent 
the rest of two albums trying to duplicate 
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the success of that formula (minus the 
bells) with little success. The material, 
pop songs mostly, clashing with guitars 
often mixed to a heavy metal intensity, 
was usually pretty ordinary, so that the 
big production sound seemed like empty 
bombast. Tchaikovsky has a barely ser-
viceable, rather characterless voice, and 
this weakness is not hidden by the con-
stant use of heavily echoed vocal over-
dubs. The vocals remind me of ELO or 
Queen, where the choruses are so slick 
they don't appear to be sung by actual 
people, but produced by machine. 
The first side of Dram Tchaikovsky's 
new album, Fun/and, continues in much 
the same vein. "Heart of Stone" is fairly 
catchy, and parts of "Model Girl" are 
quite impressive, but the tempos tend to 
drag a bit, especially on the opening cut, 
"Stand and Deliver," where the sought-
for dreaminess remains elusive. Syn-
thesizers are used here and there to perk 
up interest without much effect. This 
stuff is pleasant enough while you listen 
to it, but, as in the old saying about 
Chinese iood, you're hungry an hour 
later. 
On side two Tchaikovsky and Garvey 
try their hands at several different styles 
with very mixed results. We have the 
rather tepid rockabilly of "Miracle 
Cure," Garvey's fake "Soul Surrender," 
and the quirky "Why Does My Mother 
Phone Me?" apparently aiming for "silly 
but interesting" but actually resulting in 
"silly but stupid." There are a couple of 
successes, though. "Used to Be My Used 
to Be" is a neat, upbeat song that sounds 
like it could have been written by Buddy 
Holly, and "Together My Love" is a 
sweet ballad modelled on Smokey Robin-
son's "Tracks of My Tears." But then the 
album closes with the horrible "Egyptian 
Mummies," which sounds like a com-
bination of the worst of Gary Numan and 
Devo. Would you believe a chorus of 
"Shop window dummies/Egyptian mum-
mies" repeated over and over? Is it sup-
posed to be a joke? Are you laughing? 
This doesn't bode well for the next album, 
but perhaps the grab bag, "we'll try 
anything" approach will yield at least a 
few more bits than misses next time out. 
-Stne~ 
More From The Last Concert 
The Modern Jau Quarter 
Atlantic SD 8806 
"All Too Soon" 
Quadrant 
Pablo Today 2312-117 
The Modem Jazz Quartet (MJQ), an 
aggregation that lasted over twenty years 
(nineteen with the same personnel), 
represents a near-perfect mating of em~ 
tion and intelligence, improvisation and 
structure. True to the title, this album, 
companion to the 2-LP The Last Concert 
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(Atlantic SO 2-909), is the balance of their 
fmal concert. Directed by pianist/com-
poser John Lewis, with vibraharpist Milt 
Jackson as their major soloist, backed by 
bassist Percy Heath (currently of Heath 
Brothers fame) and drummer Connie 
Kay, the MJQ's repertoire spanned adap-
tions of classical music to earthy rendi-
tions of basic blues. 
Standing out in bas-relief from an 
overall moving performance are "Really 
The Blues" composed by Milt Jackson, 
"Tears From The Children" composed 
by John Lewis and based on Prelude No. 
8 from Bach's "Well-Tempered Clavier," 
and "In Memoriam" also by Lewis. 
Although Jackson's chime-toned, rolling 
vibes stylings attract immediate attention, 
Lewis is also a formidable soloist. Percy 
Heath is a solid swinger and Connie Kay 
prefers to be felt rather than to be beard 
(although if you listen closely you do bear 
how well be employs his full drum kit in-
cluding striking use of cymbals and bells). 
The sixteen minute "In Memoriam" en-
capsulizes the major ~tr~~ of th~ 
MJQ. This is music to savor; spiritual --
• repase that will still and satiate a spirit 
agitated by the jagged ebb and flow of life 
in modem America. Recorded November 
2S, 1974, this music bas not dated but 
rather bas aged into a mellow musing of 
adult (meaning mature and not risque) 
sounds. 
Quadrant is a band composed of Milt 
Jackson on vibes, Joe Pass on guitar, Ray 
Brown on bass, and Mickey Roker on 
drums. A musical toast to Duke Ell-
ington, the veteran musicians present sub-
tle and reflective interpretations of eleven 
Ellington classics. Rather than simply 
play the lead and solo in standard 
four/four time, Quadrant took time to ar-
range each number. Moreover the ar-
rangements are inventive; often the lead 
sWitches back and forth between the vibes 
and the guitar, and sometimes between 
vibes, bass and guitar. 
A major surprise is the choice of tem-
po, "Take The A Train" - which by the 
way, although indelibly associated with 
Duke as his theme song, was actually writ-
ten by Ellington collaborator and musical 
alter-ego, Billy Strayhorn - is done at a 
very leisurely tempo, and "Solitude," in 
contrast, is done as a bossanova. But it all 
works, and works well, due in no small 
measure to the resilient and sagacious 
bass work of Ray Brown. Brother 
Brown's bass stylings are remarkable not 
for their flash but rather for their choice 
and placement of note and tone. Like a 
well-decorated interior, every bass note 
perfectly complements the lead voice. 
Both the MJQ and Quadrant are strong 
because of the mutual respect, empathy 
and interplay that happens within the two 
quartets. Calmness permeates their work. 
For those who are not too uptight to 
relax, nor too enamoured of things new to 
·be open to the ripe goodness of good-old 
creations, these two albums offer rare 
meditative moments. Enjoy. 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
DRUMMER wanted for New Wave band. Call 
today! Ken 83S-3273, Barbee 833-811S. 
ANDROGYNOUS New Age musicians 
wanted, to form original band. Should be will-
ina to suppress ego in deference to creating 
music. Call Diana at S86-34S4 or 486-0482. 
Piano Tuning and Repair 
All models, professional tuning, major-minor 
repairs. Expert antique restoration. lO'Ie dis-
count on all new business. Discount on con-
tract arrangements. Marklyn Piano Co. 
S22-0148. 
SONGWRITER who sings and plays guitar 
and bass seeks keyboardist to compose, 
record, and perform original rock music. Davy 
834-6423. 
GUITARS 400fo to SOOfo off: Ovation, 
Yamaha, Tachamini, Alverez, Ibanez, Martin, 
Guild, Rickenbacker. Also, Bose, Shure, 
Kelsey, Traynor and EV. C.O.D. or credit 
card. Three-day delivery. No sales tax; shipp-
ing included. Even the call is free! 
1-800-626-5663. 
Storyvllle 
Productions Inc. 
6417 Airline Hwy. 
M-..lrle. LA 70001 
Booking • Promotion 
A professional management 
staff providing career direction 
for talented entertainers 
(504) 734-0501 
MUSICIANS 
Wavelength offers a 3-
line classified ad for only 
t3. 
Send $3 and your classified 
to Wovelength,P.O.Box 15667 
New Orleans, LA 70175 
The Dynamic 
Porgy Jones 
"One of Amaic:a'• Flnat 
Trumpet Playen" 
Booked &dualwly by 
PIE Produc:dona 
Agent Junius A. Saunders 
3327 Misdetoe St. 
N.O., La. 70118 
(504) 283-4746 
(504) 482-2472 
local and national entertainment every weekend 
September 4, 5 & 6 
PBOPIICIHifiOH 
Fri. & Sat.; 10 p.m. 
Sunday at 7 p.m. 
Sunday, September 13 
The Blues Man Himself 
Bobby.''Biae•• Bland 
show time; 7 p.m. 
and fHturinJ 
BOBBY MARCHAN, m.c. 
and 
THE HIGHER GROUND 
re,u,.rly 
Visit our restaurant & 
loun,e ne1Ct door. 
. ServinJ lunch, dinner 
and brealcfast. 
732.A'~~~ 
523-9896 
NEW ORLEANS 
"'Finest" 
LIVE MUSIC CLUB 
Presents 
Porgy )ones 
One of America's Finest Trumpet Players 
Friday &. Saturdays at 1 1 :00 pm · 
James Rivers Movement 
Sundays at 9 pm 
John Magnle RZA Nora Wixted 
Tuesdays l 0 pm Sept. 3,9,16,24 Sept.2,10,17,23, 
529-3631 308 529-3631 
N. Rampart 
,,.,.,,rnoar Bienville) Adjacent Parking Adjacent Parking 
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Louisiana LeRoux was in Studio in the 
Country in August, as was Tony Dagradi. 
We'll be looking forward to hearing the 
results of those efforts . . . October 2 is 
the date of the Models' going-away party. 
The band is leaving for a month-long tour 
of Ohio, New York, Ps nnsylvania and 
Michigan, including a Halloween bash in 
Cleveland billed the "Best Bands in Four 
States. " Nov. 13-14 at Jimmy's will be the 
band's return weekend . 
The Hired Hand Saloon is featuring 
free dance lessons on Monday and Tues-
day nights. With their 2,400 square foot 
dance floor, there should be plenty of 
room for two-steppin' ... Tammy Lynn, 
well-known jazz and R&B vocalist, is in 
New Orleans for a spell . . . What's this 
we hear about Leigh Harris and violet 
hair? Or was that violent hair? ... The 
Memphis Heritage Festival is slated for 
Labor Day weekend. Quint Davis is run-
ning the show . . . The Delta Blues 
Festival is the next weekend in Greenville, 
Mississippi. Muddy Waters will be there, 
too. 
Woodenhead will be in Seasaint studio 
this month to record an album, produced 
by Mr. Allen Toussaint himself. The 
record should be on your favorite record 
store shelves by November. 
There's been a crack-down in Jefferson 
Parish on affixing posters advertising 
bands and events on ye olde light poles. 
According to the Jefferson Parish 
Sheriff' s Department, the law's been on 
the books for a while, but enforcement 
has been stepped up. A $50 fine for each 
poster could hurt. Wonder if this applies 
to politics? 
Ricky Sebastian has been keeping his 
drums busy these days. After completing 
work on an album with Exuma, he left on 
Gatemouth Brown's U.S. tour. Ricky's 
regular gig is with the jazz group Spec-
trum and in a trio with Ellis Marsallis and 
Berlin Riley. 
Duncan Kilburn, saxman and 
keyboardist, plus John Ashton, guitarist, 
of the Psychedelic Furs, gave a rare live 
interview to WTUL's Shepard Samuels 
prior to their S.R.O. appearance at Jed's. 
The Furs and Columbia Records are so 
impressed by the city's response that a 
return date may be in order as soon as Oc-
tober. 
Rolling Stones are rumored to be com-
ing to the City around Thanksgiving. The 
Stones decided not to open their tour in 
Baton Rouge after all. 
Barbara Hoover's new club, the Beat 
Exchange, opened August 13 with record-
ed music and an art show of body casts by 
Tomio Thomann. The spacious size and 
good p.a . of the club will make it very at-
tractive for local bands . . . Gino 
Castricone, whose talent for making late 
night places happen is legendary, is the 
new owner of Gino's Place, formerly the 
Dunn Inn, on Magazine Street. Grand 
opening is September 10. See you there as 
the dawn breaks. 
Ramsey McLean's album, History Is 
Louisiana LeRoux 
Made Every Moment, has been getting 
airplay on several public radio stations. 
Kalamu ya Salaam, editor of the Black 
Collegian Magazine and free-lance writer 
for Wavelength, has been honored by 
ASCAP for general excellence in report-
ing on music and musicians during the 
1980 publishing year. Salaam received a 
check and a gold plaque for his achieve-
ment. The article for .which he received 
the award appeared in the Black Collegian 
and was entitled "Great Black Music. " 
Congratulations. 
Diamond is leaving for a three-month 
tour of Texas . . . Caliente, a jazz-Cuban 
fusion band, will play every Monday 
night this month at the Absinthe. Bar . . . 
Porg.y Jones and James Rivers will bring 
a jazz flavor to Clarity's on weekends this 
month . . . October will be Jazz 
Awareness Month. Look for lots of ac-
tivity around town with a jazz beat. 
An exhibition of John Lennon's work, 
Bag 1, will be on display here in late 
September . .. Tbe Front, the band that' s 
half new wave group, half art show, all 
wild, will be at the Beat Exchange 
September 5. 
The Cold, just back from New York 
and surrounding environs, reported a suc-
cessful trip and a good time. According to 
Cold manager Bruce Spizer, the band en-
joyed the Big Apple but they're glad to be 
home. By the way, The Cold, whose fan 
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club is having a big membership drive, 
will be on Channell6 Sunday, September 
13 at 7 pm. 
A copy of Footnote, a British magazine 
dedicated to New Orleans music and 
edited by Terry Dash, recently crossed our 
desk. Primarily a jazz booklet, the latest 
issue features vintage photographs and 
excellent stories on Papa Celestin and the 
recently deceased Paul Barnes - Even a 
column called "On The Banquette"! 
Although August is traditionally a slow 
month for music, blues lovers were 
treated to extended engagements by Bob-
by "Blue" Bland, Z.Z. Hill, Albert King, 
Etta James, and Big Walter Horton . .. 
Okay, hands up if you missed The Cobras 
this month at Tipitina' s. You missed some 
fine Texas R&B from one of the tightest 
bands on the scene. 
Solid Smoke Records, which brought 
you James Brown's Live At tbe Apollo, 
plans to release a live Roy Brown set 
recorded at the 1979 San Francisco Blues 
Festival. 
Wavelength contributor Hammond 
Scott is producing a session in Dallas on 
Anson Funderburgb and Tbe Rockets . .. 
Excellent interview on Minden, Loui-
siana's Percy Mayfield in the latest Living 
Blues Magazine. 
Get well quick wishes to Almost SUm 
who's recovering from a nasty bicycle ac-
cident. We miss you . . . 
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THE LAST STOP IN SOUND 
METRO MUSIC THE NEW PRO/ROCK SHOP IN TOWN WOULD LIKE TO 
ANNOUNCE TO ALL MUSICIANS A FREE MUSICIAN'S REFERRAL SERVICE 
WE AT METRO MUSIC UNDERSTAND THAT FINDING THE RIGHT MUSICIAN FOR YOUR 
GROUP IS OFTEN THE HARDEST STEP. FOR THIS REASON, METRO MUSIC WILL SPON· 
SOR IN WAVELENGTH MAGAZINE A MONTHLY UPDATE ON MUSICIANS LOOKING FOR 
WORK AND BANDS LOOKING FOR MUSICIANS. THIS SERVICE IS PROVIDED "FREE'' 
FROM METRO MUSIC, "THE PRO ROCK SHOP RUN BY MUSICIANS FOR MUSICIANS." 
MUSICIANS WANTED 
'eSTABLISHED WORKING BAND 
NEEDS VERSATILE KEYBOARD 
PLAYER. GROUP INTO ROCK-TOP 
40. CALL WALTER 277-5691. 
ROCK & ROLL BAND INTO 
JOURNEY, BABIES ST. PARADISE, 
ETC. SEEKS LEAD GUITARIST. 
GROUP HAS SINGER, DRUMS, 
BASS, GUITAR. CALL PAUL 733-8792. 
WANTED SAX OR TRUMPET 
PLAYER. GROUP INTO ALL STYLES 
50'S TO SO'S. CALL ANTHONY 
347-6146 I 347.()916. 
WANTED IMMEDIATELY - SAX, 
TRUMPET, TROMBONE PLAYERS. 
GIGS LINED UP. THE BEST IN 
FUNKY MUSIC. CALL MIKE 341-3375. 
ROCK BAND NEEDS GUITAR 
PLAYER - INTO VAN HALEN, LED 
ZEP., SAMMY HAGAR. GROUP HAS 
GUITAR, BASS, DRUMS, SINGER. 
CALL TOM 834-5894. 
1 ROCK & ROLL GROUP NEEDS BASS PLAYER MATERIAL CONSISTS OF 
NUGENT, DOORS, ZZ TOP , DRUMMERS GUITAR PLAYERS 
'ORIGINALS. CONTACT BOBBY VERSmLE DRUMMER INTO ALL 
' 466-7894. STYLES OF MUSIC FROM JAZZ TO 
ROCK & ROLL GUITARIST SliEKS 
GROUP ORIGINAL MUSIC O.K. -
CALL JOHN 467--4507. HARD DRIVING ROCK BAND NEEDS 
SINGER FOR ORIGINAL MATERIAL. 
GROUP HAS BASS , DRUMS, 
GUITAR. CALL MARK 466-9789 I 
469-9216. 
NEW WAVE! GUITARIST SEEKS 
DRUMMER , BASS KEYBOARD 
PLAYERS AND SINGER FOR 
ROCK/NEW WAVE GROUP. I PLAY 
MOSTLY ORIGINALS. CONTACT 
MIKE 456-0948. 
SITUATION WANTED 
VOCALISTS 
ROCK TO FUNK. CALL BARNEY 
283-6068. 
GUITARIST AVAILABLE FOR ROCK 
DRUMER LOOKING TO WORK. & ROLL BAND. CALL RICK 436-3118. 
FROM ROCK TO JAZZ. CALL GUY 8 
TO 5 - 945-7859. 
DRUMMER FOR ROCK-TOP 40 
GUITARIST SEEKS FUNK ORIENTED 
BAND. CONTACT JACK 733-8183. 
BAND. AVAILABLE FOR WORK. • 
PREFER SOFT ROCK, SHOW MUSIC. VER~TILE GUITARIST SEEKS 
CALL JIM 340-3398. ROCK/TOP 40 GROUP. I PLAY ALL 
DRUMMER FOA HIRE INTO 
ROCK/SOFT ROCK. CALL ANGELO 
STYLES. CALL MARTY 831·3067. 
BASS PLAYERS 
AT 436-1775. BASS PLAYER AVAILABLE - INTO 
FUNK, JAZZ, ROCK. CALL MIKE 
SINGER/ KEYBOARD PLAYER KEYBOARDS 721.{)478. 
WANTS TOP 40/ROCK AND ROLL KEYBOARD PLAYER FOR SO'S, 
GROUP - I HAVE EQUIPMENT AND FUNK, TOP 40. AVAILABLE NOW. ROCK & ROLL BASS PLAYER SEEKS 
WANT TO WORK ON WEEKENDS - CALL JODY 885-7917. GROUP - I WANT TO WORK. CALL 
CALL DARRELL 1-872-1901. RANDY 834.{)255. 
SINGER/RHYTHM GUITAR PLAYER KEYBOARD PLAYER INTO JAZZ, BASSIST INTO ALL STYLES - NEW 
SEEKS ROCK/NEW WAVE GROUP. PLENTY EXPERIENCE. CALL WAVE TO COUNTRY. CALL JOHN 
CALL ALITA 455-7460. RICKEY &99-4977. 831-57581340-7265. 
THE LAST STOP IN SOUND 
FOR INFORMATION ON OUR FREE REFERRAL SERVICE CALL 504-340-4983 
METRO MUSIC 
1995 BARATARIA BLVD. (AT LAPALCO) 
MARRERO, LA. 70072 
BACK TO SCHOOL 
SAVINCS AT YOUR #1 
MUSIC STORE! 
The MUSHROOM has a complete selection of 
Rock, Jazz, and Classical music with 
the latest albums and tapes always on sale. 
PRETENDERS II 
on sale 
$5.99 
Album or Tape 
,, 
II liE 
FM WALKMAN* 
STEREO RADIO 
$89.95 
SONY: 
H-£ Q\£ Af\DCN.Y 
Appearing at 
TUlane's 
· McAlister 
Auditorium 
saturday, 
5ept.19thl 
WALKMAN* • 2 
STEREO CASSETTE 
PLAYER 
$169.95 
Open 
7 Days 
A week 
866-6065 
